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Database Workbench 5

How To Use
Welcome to the Database Workbench documentation. In here you will find several topics that will help
you to find your way in Database Workbench. In the application, press F1 to activate the help (this help
file). It will go to the topic that fits the current situation most. If it can't find one, it will go to the main
index...
This help file exists of several chapters, each with it's own subject. Don't forget to use the "Index" and
"Search" pages of the help.
Some items might be marked "database engine specific" or marked for a specific edition. Depending on
the edition you are using, not all features described in this document are available to you.
Notation conventions
Menu paths are identified by bold text ( File | Save ) and the Pipe symbol between selections ( | ).
Italic text is used for dialog/window/button captions
Uppercase COURIER FONT is used for keyboard shortcuts.
An expandable section is marked by an arrow:
Click this!
You have successfully expanded this section.
Available help-items
If you didn't install Database Workbench with all available files, you might not have installed all available
help files. Sometimes you will see things listed with a note "if installed" - the topics listed with this added
might not be available to your installed version.
Note:
Screen shots in this help file may differ (slightly) from the actual program.
Completely new to Database Workbench?
Read the Getting Started section for a quick introduction!
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Introduction
Database Workbench is a powerful tool to help in developing database applications. It has numerous tool
to create and modify, query and test, manage and control your databases at multiple servers and
multiple types of database engines, all from a single and consistent user interface.
Although Database Workbench supports multiple types of database engines, it is by no means a
"generic" tool - with Database Workbench, you have access to server specific features, ranging from
license management to specialized object editors.
Depending on your license, you might or might not have access to certain types of database engine and
screenshots in this help will differ from the actual program used by you. In general, however, everything
stays the same. The tools will work the same for all database engines supported.
Currently supported database engines are:
Borland InterBase - www.borland.com/interbase - see Database Workbench & InterBase
Versions: 7.x and up.
Firebird, Open Source - www.firebirdsql.org - see Database Workbench & Firebird
Versions: 1.0 and up.
Microsoft SQL Server - www.microsoft.com/sql/ - see Database Workbench & MS SQL Server
Versions: 2005 and up.
MySQL, Open Source - www.mysql.com - see Database Workbench & MySQL
Versions: 5.0 and up.
Oracle Database - www.oracle.com/database - see Database Workbench & Oracle
Versions: 9i and up.
NexusDB - www.nexusdb.com - see Database Workbench & NexusDB
Versions: 3.0 and up
Sybase Anywhere - www.sybase.com - see Database Workbench & Sybase Anywhere
Versions: 10 and up.
PostgreSQL - www.postgresql.org - see Database Workbench & PostgreSQL
Versions: 9.1 and up.

Completely new to Database Workbench?
Read the Getting Started section for a quick introduction!
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3

Getting Started

3.1

Your First Start
The first start
When starting Database Workbench for the first time, Windows Firewall or a 3rd party Firewall
application might popup a warning similar to this:

Windows Firewall dialog

Make sure to "unblock" or "allow" the "dbw_srvr5.exe" process to listen for and accept connections. This
is the local configuration database server application needed for Database Workbench to operate
properly. If you fail to unblock in time or get an error after unblocking, please restart Database
Workbench.

Introduction
Database Workbench is a powerful tool to help in developing database applications. It has numerous tool
to create and modify, query and test, manage and control your databases at multiple servers and
multiple types of database engines, all from a single and consistent user interface.
Although Database Workbench supports multiple types of database engines, it is by no means a
"generic" tool - with Database Workbench, you have access to server specific features, ranging from
license management to specialized object editors.
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Welcome Window

Upon your first start, Database Workbench will ask you to register a server - you need to do this in order
to work with Database Workbench. Once you have registered a server and have a list of available
databases (this is depended on the type of server you have), you can connect to a database and browse
the schema.
Alternatively, you can register a server from the Enterprise Manager or the Welcome Window, see above.
Database Workbench comes with several tools that can be divided into the following areas:
Object Editors
Productivity Tools
Conversion and Import Tools
Testing Tools
Standardization Tools
Diagramming Tools
Learn how to use the tools, get used to them and increase your productivity, make sure to read the Tips
& Tricks section.
And don't forget to take a look at the User Interface.

3.2

Getting Help
We can be reached via the following channels:
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Our website offers contact pages, the latest news, screen shots, documentation
and specific help not covered in this document.
Visit it at www.upscene.com

We are active on Twitter, follow us for the latest news and random tit bits.
Check it out at @Upscene

You can contact us via our company LinkedIn page, follow the news and receive
the latest information on promotions or events.
You can find us here.

Our YouTube channel will be filled with instructional videos and tips and tricks
related to our products.
Go to UpsceneTV!

3.3

Object Editors
In order to create and alter your database objects like Tables, Views, Triggers etc, Database Workbench
has specialized Object Editors (more information about each type of editor can be found here). These
editors can be reached via the Editors toolbar, or the main menu Editors | <object editor name>, or
the Database Navigator by double clicking (or the context menu) any object or double clicking any object
folder (like Tables) in the treeview.

The Editors Toolbar

The small arrows besides the buttons let you select a previously opened editor. The current active editor
is shown in bold in these menus. The default action of the buttons is to create a new object editor.
All object editors have a similar layout:
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Example Object Editor - in this case, a Firebird Trigger Editor

All object-editors have the "object selection" drop down boxes that list all objects (of a type the editor
understands) in your database. In the above example, you can see that Triggers are "sub-objects" of
tables and views. In the case of sub-objects, you have two selection boxes and the first one always lists
the "parent-objects" like Tables.
There's also a toolbar with several buttons - the minimum amount of buttons is always a New, Create/
Alter, Drop and Extract DDL button. The New button creates a new object for you, that won't be saved
into your database until you use the Create/Alter button. That goes for any change - nothing will be saved
unless you tell Database Workbench to do so.

Editor Tabs
Object detail tabs
The first tab holds the object details, some times, there's a second tab called Options.
For objects and database engines that support it, there's a tab called Description where you can view
and edit a user written description of the object.
Permissions tab
For objects and database engines that support it, the Permissions tabs shows "grants" for the object,
users and/or objects that have permission to use the selected object. You can click the cells to
modify the grants, see the Grant Manager topic for information on grant states.
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Meta data tab (DDL)
Each editor has a tab DDL that holds the meta data statement(s) to create or alter the object. You
can copy the statement from here if you like.

Dependencies tab
If the object and database engine supports it, the editor also has a tab Dependencies listing any other
database objects that explicitly or implicitly (via Foreign Key Constraints, for example) depend on this
object to exist.
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Example Dependencies tab for a Table

As you can see in the above screen shot, this table depends on a domain and another tables and
there are Views, Stored Procedures, Triggers and Constraints that depend on this table.
To-Do tab
The To-Do tab shows a To-Do list for the selected object, you can add, remove or "finish" items here,
don't forget there's also a window with all To-Do lists of all items in the database.

Data tab
For tables, views and stored routines, there's a Data or Results tab, which either shows the table or
view data or executes the routine and shows the results (which can be a data set) to you.
On a table or view Data tab you can also edit, print or export the data.
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Standardization Tools
With Database Workbench, you can standardize your way of development pretty easily.
For example, Database Workbench includes object templates as a start for each new object involving
source code (like Stored Procedures).
In the future, more standardization tools will be created.

3.5

Conversion and Import Tools
In order to get your started, Database Workbench comes with several tools to aid you in transferring
(legacy) data and meta-data from existing data sources.
For example, the Schema Migrator supports ODBC, ADO and native connectivity (depending on your
license) datasources and can generate a script and database objects into a supported native connectivity
database. This way, you can easily convert (part of) a schema to a new database. Needless to say, you
can also use this tool for easy multi-database development without needing to run scripts.
To import data, you can use the Data Import to import CSV formatted data from another (legacy)
datasource or use the flexible Data Pump tool to transfer data from any ODBC, ADO and native
connectivity datasource. You can even save these datapump transfer for later usage, or schedule them
via the command line version of the Data Pump tool.
In addition to Migration and Import tools, Database Workbench Pro comes with an ADO/ODBC Explorer
tool, that allows you to establish sessions to any ADO or ODBC datasource, explore its metadata and
run queries.

3.6

Productivity Tools
In order to increase productivity, Database Workbench comes, for example with:
a customizable User Interface that includes docking tools
Code and SQL Catalogs
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keyboard driven Object Editors
a Describe Companion for quick column information
a metadata statement session recorder
Code Templates
easy SUID Procedure creation
Database Object search
Special Copy/Paste tools
SQL/Code Editor Short cuts and Tools
And much more!
Take some time to explore the numerous tools inside Database Workbench and see how you can work
quickly and error free with Database Workbench.
For more information on tools, click here.

3.7

Testing Tools
While developing your database application, you need to be able to test your application and stored
database code.
You can generator hundreds of thousands of rows with meaningful test-data in your database if you use
the very powerful and flexible Test Data Generator (Database Workbench Pro only). If you need to import
from legacy or other systems, use the Data Pump or Data Import tools.
To run ad-hoc queries or analyse the statement-execution plans, use the very flexible SQL Editor - also
used to run scripts and parameterized statements and of course, you can use the BLOB Editor to view
and edit your binary data.
If you're using InterBase, Firebird, MySQL, Oracle or SQL Anywhere then you can use the build in
Debugger in order to test your Trigger, Stored Procedure, Stored Function or Package code:
Stored Code Debugger
InterBase Stored Code Debugger
Firebird Stored Code Debugger
Oracle Stored Procedure/Function and Package Debugger
Sybase SQL Anywhere Stored Procedure/Function Debugger

3.8

Diagramming
Database Workbench Pro includes a set of Diagramming Tools allowing you to do the following:
Create an abstract Conceptual Data Model (CDM) (sometimes called an Entity-Relationship Diagram)
Generate a database system specific Physical Data Model (PDM) from a CDM
Create a database system specific Physical Data Model and generate a SQL Script to create this
database
Reverse engineer an existing database into a Physical Data Model
Visualize relationships between tables in existing databases
Print diagrams
When editing a diagram, you can use "Notes", "Groups" and more tools to enhance your diagram and
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it's usability.

Diagram Editor Example

3.9

Editions
Database Workbench comes in several editions, below is a table that shows you the differences between
the editions.
Currently, the following editions are available or planned:
Lite

A free version, not for commercial development.

Basic

A paid for version, suitable for commercial development offering plenty of features.

Pro

The full featured edition, more features like stored routine debugging, ADO/ODBC
connectivity for transferring data or meta data, conceptual data modeling and much
more.

Enterprise

A special team edition, includes the Team server.
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4.1

The Main Screen

17

Database Workbench comes with a user interface that's optimized for productivity. Below is a screen
shot of the main window:

The Database Workbench Main Screen

Enterprise Manager
For a detailed description on using the Enterprise Manager, see Using the Enterprise Manager.

Docking Areas
On the far left, right and bottom, there are "docking areas", places where tools can be docked, see
Docking Tools. The Enterprise Manager is docked by default to the left docking area and cannot be
closed. Tools like the Describe Companion and SQL Catalog will be docked to the right while the Server
Output window will be docked to the bottom.

The Main Workspace
The main workspace will be occupied by all sorts of windows, like the Object Editors, the Data Pump,
the Grant Manager etc... Windows in here are called "child windows" and can be minimized and
maximized. All child windows are tracked in the Windows menu item and the Open Windows screen grouped by connection (if applicable) by default. The Open Windows dialog can be reached via View |
Open Windows.
© 2002-2016 Upscene Productions
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Toolbars
The Database Workbench toolbars cannot be customized, but can be moved and made floating by
grabbing the "grab handles" at the left part of the toolbar. Some toolbars can be closed, you can always
make them re-appear via View | Toolbars | <toolbar name> from the main menu.

4.2

Server and Connection Screens
For consistency and easy recognition, all server-related screens and connection related screens have
the same caption layout.
Below is an example of a connection related screen:

As you can see in the above example, a connection related caption consists of the following parts:
Window name:Server Alias:Database Alias/Name:Connection Nr [Object Name]
Note that the "object name" is optional for Object Editors only.
The Connection Number is just an identifier to distinguish multiple connections to the same database.
The count starts at 1 and is increased for every connection - and has nothing to do with the actual
number of connections to a certain database.
Below is an example of a server related screen:

As you can see in the above example, a server related caption consists of the following parts:
Window name [Server Alias]
You can keep easy track of different screens if you open the Open Windows tool.

4.3

Secure Drop
Database Workbench has "Secure Drop" functionality for databases and objects, this is useful when, for
example, you are working at a production database and do not accidentally drop database objects like
Tables, Triggers etc... Instead of having to click Yes, No or Cancel, you have to explicitly mark a check
box and click Yes to drop the object or database.
It can be turned ON in the Preferences, DB Navigator & Enterprise Manager for databases and
Preferences, Object Editors for object editors, additionally, the "secure object drop" can be turned ON on
a per database basis in the database registration properties or options, possible values are "On", "Off" or
"application default".
Below is an example of the two different "drop database" dialogs, the "secure drop" on the left, "normal
drop" at the right.
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Drop Database confirmation dialogs, "secure drop" and "normal drop"

Below is an example of the two different "drop object" dialogs, the "secure drop" on the left, "normal
drop" at the right.

Drop Object confirmation dialogs, "secure drop" and "normal drop"

Additionally, the normal drop object dialog has a Don't show this message again check box, if you mark
it, the dialog won't show when you attempt to drop an object and will take the same answer as you have
previously selected.
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Object Icons
Database Workbench has a unique image for each type of object and modifications of some images to
show the difference between occurrences of the same object type.
Below is a table with each object type.
Icon

Object Description
Database
Schema
Table
Object Table
Temporary Table
Index Organized Table
Encrypted Table
External Table
Remote Table
View
Materialized View
Domain1
Column
Primary Key Column
Required Column
Computed Column
Index, possible mixed sort order
Index, ascending sort order
Index, descending sort order
Expression Index
Primary Key Constraint
Unique Constraint
Check Constraint
Foreign Key Constraint
Trigger
Database Trigger
.NET Assembly
XML Schema or XML Schema Collection
Stored Procedure
Stored Function
Stored Module/Package
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Stored Module Header/Package Header
Stored Module Body/Package Body
External Function2
Scheduled Job3
Object Type
Collection Type
Type Attribute
Java Source
Library
Directory
Sequence4
Synonym
Public Synonym
User
Role
Group
Login Policy
Encryption Key
Linked Server/Remote Server
Data File/Table Space
Server Certificate
LDAP Server

Notes:
1. Called "User Defined Data-types" in MS SQL Server
2. Called "Extended Procedures" in MS SQL Server
3. Called "Events" in MySQL
4. Formerly called "Generators" in Firebird, called "Generators" in InterBase

4.5

Docking Tools
Many tools inside Database Workbench can be docked to the sides and the bottom of the main screen
and can be "pinned" and "unpinned".
There are multiple docking types 1. Stacked docking
Docked windows battle for the same space and are all visible. Dockable windows can be stacked in
different forms - see the screenshot below.
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The SQL Catalog and Code Catalog stack-docked

2. Tabbed Docking
Docked windows are tabbed together, they all have the same space, but only one docked window is
visible at a time. For an example, see the above screenshot - the SQL Catalog and Code Catalog
are docked "tabbed".
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The SQL Catalog and Code Catalog tab-docked

You can move (undock) the tools by clicking the grab-bar and moving the moves while keeping the
mouse key down.
When a docking area has windows docked to it, a splitter will appear so that you can resize the area by
using the mouse.
3. Pinning
Alternatively, a tool can be "pinned" and "unpinned", by default, the tools are pinned, when you unpin a
tool, it will be on a "float bar" on a side of the main screen and will move into view when you hover with
your mouse over it.

Unpinned SQL Catalog, just scrolled into view

4.6

Lazy Loading
The Database Navigator and Object Editors load their objects "lazy" - this means that schema
information will not be fetched from the server unless you "ask" for it. This is especially helpful when
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working on high latency networks like accessing a server via an internet connection. If you're on a Local
Area Network (LAN) and you would like to avoid this behavior, check the Database Registration Options there's an option to load all schema objects right after establishing the connection.
After loading an object, Database Workbench keeps this cached and will not reload any objects until you
either click the Refresh From Database button in the Database Navigator, or use Refresh from any of
the context sensitive menus available in the Database Navigator.
Note:
Database Workbench will not detect any changes to objects done by other developers on the same
database after having loaded the object properties.

4.7

Open Windows
The Open Windows tool is an easy-to-use tool to keep track of your opened windows inside Database
Workbench. It can be reached via Windows | Open Windows or Alt+0 (zero).

A typical Open Windows session

As you can see in the above screen shot, by default, all windows are grouped by connection. This can
be changed from the Preferences. You can use the context menu to close a connection - including all it's
related windows - or select a connection, so that it becomes the active connection.
The Open Windows screen can be docked.
Open windows are also visible on the Windowbar, at the bottom of the main screen.

4.8

File and Folder Boxes
Whenever there's a "file" or "folder" edit box in the user interface, Database Workbench shows a small
folder icon and an ellipsis icon to the far right in the box.

A File and a Folder edit box

As you can see in the above example, the Folder box doesn't display its text properly. Because file
specifications and folders can be very long, longer than the edit box, you often cannot see the full file
path or folder path. The box will show you a few dots ( ... ) and the first part and last part. If you go into
the box with the cursor to edit the path, it will become fully visible so you can edit it. If the path fits, it will
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simply show the full path.

4.9

Building an ADO Connection String
In some tools (eg: Data Pump or ADO/ODBC Explorer), you can create an ADO Connection String, this
string holds the different options and database details for the ADO driver to connect to a datasource.
Because every driver is different, the options are different as well. But, there are also common properties
and whenever you can build a connection string, Database Workbench will show you a wizard to do it.
There are two ways to connect to an ADO datasource, by using a Microsoft Data Link File (.udl, more or
less a previously created connection string saved to a file) or by building the string at that very moment.

The Connection String dialog

If you press Build, the following wizard is shown.

Connection String Wizard, select a Provider

At the first page, you have to select the type of data source and the provider (= driver) you will be using
for the data. What is shown if you click Next depends on the driver and is different for each driver.
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Below is a couple of examples for different drivers (click to expand).

If you are satisfied with your settings, click OK to accept the connection string and continue.

4.10

Date and Time Editing
When you can enter a date or time value, Database Workbench provides you with easy-to-use editor
controls.

Editing Date
Where you can edit a date value, there's a drop-down arrow. If you click it, a small calendar pops up.
Today's date is marked by a red rectangle around the date. You can select a new date from the dropdown calendar directly or change the "current" month by using the arrows in the top left and top right
corner. You can also modify the month by clicking the month name and selecting a new month from the
menu that pops up. In addition to that, the year can be modified by clicking it and using the arrow keys
that show up then.
Select a date to accept the value or use the ESC button on your keyboard to cancel the change. If you
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click outside the calendar popup, the value will be canceled as well.

Editing date

Editing Time
Where you can edit a time value, there's a drop-down arrow. If you click it, a clock shows up. As you can
see, you can use the left mouse button to set the hour value and the right mouse button to set the
minute value. You can drag the big hand and little hand around when pressing the mouse buttons.
Use the Set button to accept the value or use the ESC button on your keyboard to cancel the change. If
you click outside the clock popup, the value will be canceled as well.

Editing time

4.11

Shortcuts
Below is a list with available shortcuts available. For non-global shortcuts, it also lists when these
shortcuts are available, in the second column.
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Shortcut
alt+0
F1
F2
ctrl+F2
ctrl+F4
F5
ctrl+F5
F6
ctrl+F6
shift+F6
F7
ctrl+E
ctrl+Enter
F9
F9+ctrl
F9
F9+ctrl

Availability

Any child window

SQL/Script Editor
SQL/Script Editor
SQL/Script Editor
SQL/Script Editor
Stored Procedure Editor
Stored Function Editor
Stored Procedure Editor
Stored Function Editor
Trigger Editor

F10
F11
F12
ctrl+F12
shift+F12

Short Description
Open the "Open Windows" list
Context sensitive help
SQL Editor
Script Editor
Close current child window
Table Editor
View Editor
Stored Procedure Editor
Stored Function Editor
Stored Module/Package Editor
Trigger Editor
Run statement/script
Run statement/script
Run statement/script
Prepare statement
Run procedure/function
Debug Routine

Index Editor
Constraint Editor
Domain Editor
Type Editor
Collection Type Editor

ctrl+alt+C
ctrl+alt+R

SQL/Script Editor
SQL/Script Editor

Commit current active transaction
Rollback current active transaction

ctrl+alt+E
ctrl+N
ctrl+S
ctrl+D

Any
Any
Any
Any

Open another editor of the same type
New object
Save object
Drop object

ctrl+shift+1..9
ctrl+1..9
ctrl+C
ctrl+X
ctrl+V
ctrl+Z
ctrl+shift+D

Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor,
Database Navigator

ctrl+shift+M

Any Code Editor

ctrl+alt+UP
ctrl+alt+DOWN
ctrl+alt+I

Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor

ctrl+space
ctr+J
ctrl+P

Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor

Object
Object
Object
Object

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

Place bookmark
Goto bookmark
Copy selected text
Cut selected text
Paste selected text
Undo last change
Starts the Describe Companion, take the
text under the cursor or the selected object
and tries to show a table/view/procedure/
function with that name.
(Un)Comment the current selected block or
current line
Uppercase word or selected block
Lowercase word or selected block
Capitalize the first character of a word or
words in a selected block
Force SQL Insight to execute
Execute a Code Template
Print text
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ctrl+alt+P
ctrl+F
F3
ctrl+H
ctrl+alt+F

Whenever connected
Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor
Any Code Editor
Whenever connected

Database Objects Print
Find text
Find next after a "Find text"
Replace text
Find in Database

shift+DEL

Any Data Grid

Set cell value to NULL

ctrl+F
ctrl+alt+N
ctrl+alt+D
ctrl+UP
ctrl+DOWN

Table Editor for InterBase/Firebird
Table Editor/View Editor
Table Editor/View Editor
Table Editor/View Editor
Table Editor/View Editor

Show Column Specials
Insert a new column
Delete current column
Move the current column up in the list
Move the current column down in the list

ctrl+alt+N

Stored Procedure Editor
Stored Function Editor
Stored Procedure Editor
Stored Function Editor
Stored Procedure Editor
Stored Function Editor
Stored Procedure Editor
Stored Function Editor

New parameter

ctrl+alt+D
ctrl+UP
ctrl+DOWN

4.12
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Delete parameter
Move the current parameter up in the list
Move the current parameter down in the list

Tips & Tricks
Just a few quick tips and trick when using Database Workbench:
Try drag and drop from, for example, the Describe Companion or the tree view in the Using the
Database Navigator. Dragging a column list to any code editor will result in a comma separated list of
column names. You can also drag column(s) to any Stored Procedure Editor to create variables with the
same datatype as the column(s).
Use your context sensitive menu - do it often. Lots and lots of windows in Database Workbench have
these menus and are shortcuts to functionality, but - because of database engine specific features - also
the only way to access certain pieces of functionality. A bold item in a context menu is the default
action for if you would have double clicked, for example, a tree node.
Use the keyboard in, for example, the Table Editor - this way, you will be creating tables in a fast and
far more convenient manner compared to using the mouse only. There are a lot of (global) shortcuts to
make your life easier.
For more, better and new features - use the website - www.upscene.com - either the mail form or the
news groups - request features, comment on existing ones - don't hold back. The aim is to create a
better tool that helps you in getting the job done.

4.13

Preferences

4.13.1 General
You can edit numerous settings for Database Workbench via File | Preferences | General or another
menu item from the Preferences sub menu.
This topic also explains the DSA Dialogs entry.
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The Preferences Screen - general (click to expand)

The Preferences dialog consists of two parts, the treeview and the panels. By selecting a treenode, the
right area will display a panel with settings.
Note:
None of your changes will be saved unless you use the OK button.

Show product logo
Application user

Shows the Database Workbench logo in the bottom right area of the main
window
Enter your name and company, these values can be used in Object
Templates
In the Open Windows screen, group the windows in your preferred way
Keep the treeview expanded

Open Windows grouping
Expand 'Open Windows'
tree
Automatically open 'Open Open the tool when starting Database Workbench
Windows' screen
On taskbar, show object Toggles between two ways of task bar buttons:
name first
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Taskbar with object name first

Taskbar with server and database name first

DSA Dialogs
Database Workbench has several "Don't Show Again"-dialogs (DSA dialogs), these are confirmation
dialogs that will keep your choice for later and won't be shown again if you check the Don't show again
checkbox.

Dialog when disconnecting from a database session

See for example the dialog above, when using Disconnect in a database session. If you want to reset
your choice, you can go to this page in the Preferences. The different DSA dialogs are listed per
category and a (somewhat cryptic) description. A checked box next to the name of the dialog means it's
currently shown, an empty box means the dialog is not shown.

4.13.2 Database Navigator & Enterprise Manager
This panel lets you edit your Database Navigator and Enterprise Manager settings - descriptions can be
found below the screen shot.
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Database Navigator and Enterprise Manager Settings (click to expand)

General
Use secure "Drop Database"
confirmation
Autoexpand/collapse tree
Use multi-line tabs

Database Navigator
Autoexpand columns for tables,
views and ref constraints
Seperate constraint nodes

Show system generated index
names for constraints

Use "secure drop" dialog when dropping a database
Turn on/off the single click tree behaviour as found in the Windows
Explorer. Default: ON
If you un-tick this box, additional tabs will appear next to the
Enterprise Manager and a drop down button and left/right arrows will
appears. Default: ON
Turn on/off the behaviour in the tree related to expanding (and
fetching) columns for objects that have them. Default: ON
By default, constraints are grouped in 3 or 4 different tree nodes Check, Referential, Unique and Primary Key constraints. Uncheck
this box to list them all in a single node. Default: ON
Show the system generated index name behind the constraint name.
Default: ON
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Show indexed columns in indices By default, the field names of indexed fields are shown behind the
index name. Default: ON
Show datatypes for domains/
By default, the datatype of a column is shown behind the column
columns
name. Columns also show the domain name. Default: ON
Show procedure/function
By default, the Database Navigator shows (part of) the procedure/
parameters
function parameters, once fetched, behind the procedure/function
name. Default: ON
Show horizontal scrollbar
Shows a scrollbar for the navigator tree.
Auto show/hide object description If an object description is supported, a box with this description will
be shown at the bottom of the Database Navigator. Default: ON
Auto scroll on focus
Automatically scroll the focused node into view. Default: ON
Order by Primary Key on Quick This wil order the data in the "Data" tab of the Table Editor by the
Browse
table primary key. If you use the Quick Browse function in the
Database Navigator, it will use the table primary key to order the data
as well. Default: ON
Default action for doubleclick on What happens if you double click tables or views. Default: Edit.
tables/views
Enterprise Manager
Don't re-expand tree upon
When expanding "server" nodes, Database Workbench sometimes
application start
has to connect to the server to fetch certain information. When
working in other environments (for example, out of the office), such
connections cannot be established, resulting in delays during
application startup. Checking this option avoids re-expanding the
Enterprise Manager tree. Default: OFF

4.13.3 Editors - General
This panel let's you edit general editor settings.
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General Editor Settings (click to expand)

General
Secure object drop

By default use "secure drop" functionality on all drop object
dialogs

Table Editor
Automatic Primary Key Constraint naming

The Table Editor will generate a name for the Primary Key
Constraint according to the Name Templates.

Order data by Primary Key in Data grid
(Order descending)

When using the Data tab, execute a SELECT statement
that has an ORDER BY <primary key columns> clause,
optionally sort descending.

Show Table Objects meta data statements When using the DDL tab, show the child objects (Indices,
Constraints, Triggers) DDL as well.

View Editor
Show View Objects meta data statements

When using the DDL tab, show the child objects (Triggers)
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DDL as well.

Procedure Editor
Showing the domains makes it easier to create procedure input/output parameters - the datatype (and
other details) will be copied.
Note:
If you change the domain, the parameter datatype of a procedure parameter that copies the datatype of
the domain will not be changed.

4.13.4 Editors - Grid Colors and Font
When viewing data, the below settings apply.

Grid colors and font setting

The data browsing grids and grids in the Table Editor and View Editor use the Font size and colors in the
settings above. The small grid is an example.
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The following grid colors are available:
Color 1, Color 2
Alternating colors for grid rows, to distinguish between rows.
Selected Row Color, Selected
Row Color Inactive

The row color for when a row is selected and once the control is
inactive (no longer has focus), the color for it.

Current Cell Color

Active cell color.

Grid Lines Color

Color for the lines between the different cells.

The font size and color entered here, is the font size and color for all grids, especially for when you need
a Unicode font to browse data. The rest of the application will scale its font according to the Windows
settings.
When a data grid displays a "NULL"-value, as opposed to an empty character value, you can enter the
colors and font style for that here. If it displays the default "<null>" or something else, can be modified on
the Data Browsing page.
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4.13.5 Editors - Data Browsing

Browsing Data
These settings are used in the SQL Editor and the View & Table Editor, Data tab.
Show NULL as

A textual representation of the SQL NULL value.

Use immediate data editing

If you turn this OFF, you have to press ENTER before being able to
edit data in grids, this can also be modified using the tool bar button in
the SQL Editor.

Warn while fetching large result
sets into memory

This controls the Data Fetching Warning dialog: either always fetch
large result sets without warning, or define parameters when to pop
up.

Value Formatting
Integer base data and floating point based data use the formatting settings in the first two boxes. The
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following characters are accepted:
0

Digit placeholder. If the value being formatted has a digit in the position where the "0" appears in
the format string, then that digit is copied to the output string. Otherwise, a "0" is stored in that
position in the output string.

#

Digit placeholder. If the value being formatted has a digit in the position where the "#" appears in
the format string, then that digit is copied to the output string. Otherwise, nothing is stored in that
position in the output string.

.

Decimal point. The first "." character in the format string determines the location of the decimal
separator in the formatted value; any additional "." characters are ignored. The actual character for
the decimal separator is specified in the Number Format of the Regional Settings section in the
Windows Control Panel.

,

Thousand separator. If the format string contains one or more "," characters, the output will have
thousand separators inserted between each group of three digits to the left of the decimal point.
The placement and number of "," characters in the format string does not affect the output, except
to indicate that thousand separators are wanted. The actual character used as a the thousand
separator in the output is determined by thousand separator is specified in the Number Format of
the Regional Settings section in the Windows Control Panel.

Date & Time based data use the formatting settings in the next 3 boxes, if you clear them, Database
Workbench will use the Windows Control Panel settings.
d or dd

The day as a number, using "dd" means it includes a leading zero.

ddd or dddd

The day as a textual representation, the short format means using an abbreviation, the
long format means the full textual representation.

m or mm

The month as a number, using "mm" means it includes a leading zero.

mmm or mmmmThe month as a textual representation, the short format means using an abbreviation,
the long format means the full textual representation.
yy or yyyy

The year as a two digit or four digit number.

h or hh

The hour as a number, using "hh" means it includes a leading zero.

n or nn

The minutes as a number, using "nn" means it includes a leading zero.

s or ss

The seconds as a number, using "ss" means it includes a leading zero.

/

The date separator as specified in the Windows Control Panel.

:

The time separator as specified in the Windows Control Panel.

4.13.6 Editors - Syntax Highlighting
Controls settings related to Syntax Highlighting in Code Editors.
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Syntax Highlighting settings (click to expand)

The bottom part is a sample of what the code editor will look like with the current selected settings.
You can edit each individual font attribute and the fore- and background-color of each type of text item.
With the Color Scheme box, you can save the currently edited color scheme and it will automatically
show up in the drop down list when you re-open the Preferences. Selecting an item from the box applies
the settings for that color scheme.

4.13.7 Editors - SQL/Script Editor
For object editors that accept settings, you can use this panel to edit them.
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Object Editor related Settings (click to expand)

General
Show "switch connection" box
Default file encoding

Show the session selector drop down box, see the SQL Editor.
The default text file encoding to use when saving SQL files to disk.

SQL
Empty line is statement
separator

Whenever you leave an empty line between statements, the statement
that has the cursor in it will be executed.

Reset "fetch all" setting when
starting a new SQL Editor
Max lines for SQL History

Don't keep the "fetch all" setting between sessions.
The maximum number of SQL statement to keep around in the SQL
history per SQL Editor.

Script
Show Abort/Ignore dialog

Turn On/Off the error dialog - when turned Off, a script will fail if the
Stop On Error option is selected in the Script Editor. Default: ON
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Auto show Server Output
Max lines for Script Output

Always support the INPUT
directive
Always support the @filename
directive

Controls the auto-opening of the Server Output window when running a
script. Default: ON
The maximum number of lines to keep around in the Script Output
control, a large number of lines can increase memory usage and
decrease performance. Optionally, you can spool the output to a file
as defined in the (Registration) Options.
Accepts the use of INPUT 'filename'; to execute a nested script.
Accepts the use of @filename to execute a nested script

4.13.8 Editors - Code Editors
Controls settings related to options for editing, but not related to Syntax Highlighting.

Code Editor Settings
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Indentation
Block indent

The number of spaces the block indentation will use.

Auto-indent

When using auto-indent, the editor will automatically indent according
to the previous line.

Tab stops

When using the Tab-key, these are the horizontal positions where it
will stop.

Smart tab

When checked, don't just stop at the above tab stops, but also at the
beginning of words at the previous line.

Key behaviour
With this option checked, the Home key will toggle between "at the first character of a line" or the
complete line start.

AutoClose & AutoEnclose
The AutoClose and AutoEnclose feature allows you to quickly enter pairs of parenthesis, brackets or
enclose selected text in quotes.
If you use the AutoClose feature, each first character will be closed by a second (eg: [ will become []).
If you use the AutoEnclose feature, when selecting a piece of text, using the first character of a pair will
automatically add the closing character.

4.13.9 Editors - SQL Insight
In each Code Editor, there's SQL & Parameter Insight (read the topic for a detailed description), you can
edit the settings here.
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SQL & Parameter Insight Settings (click to expand)

SQL Insight
Use SQL Insight in code editors
Check this to turn ON the use of SQL Insight,
(No automatic SQL Insight in the Script Editor) optionally turn OFF the SQL Insight in the Script
Editor.
Include system tables and/or views
Include system objects in the list of available tables
and views, available for InterBase & Firebird.
Disable timer, force only
Disable automatic pop-up of the SQL Insight list, the
user has to force it using the keyboard.
Delay
Adjust the delay for the automatic pop-up.
Sort order
When using a DBMS with schemas, the objects can
be order by object name, or by qualified name
(includes schema name), eg:
sort by qualified name:
ASchema.NewObject
BSchema.ANewObject
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sort by object name:
BSchema.ANewObject
ASchema.NewObject

Schema name

This does not affect filtering.
This affects if the schema name is included in inserting
the object name.
Possible options are:
1. Never: only insert the object name, ignore the
schema
2. Always: always use the fully qualified name
3. Not for single schema: do not insert a schema name
if you have filtered the Database Navigator to hold
only a single schema
4. Only for non default schema: only insert a schema
name if the object is from a different schema than
your default schema

Parameter Insight
Use Parameter Insight in code editors
(SQL Functions only)

Check this to turn ON the use of Parameter Insight,
optionally use SQL functions only and avoid fetching
metadata information for Stored Procedures and Stored
Functions.

Disable timer, force only

Disable automatic pop-up of the SQL Insight list, the
user has to force it using the keyboard.

Delay

Adjust the delay for the automatic pop-up.

4.13.10 Templates - Object Templates
In the Object Template Editor, you can modify the template text used for:
Stored Procedures
Stored Functions
Packages
Triggers
Views
Types
Auto-Inc Triggers (InterBase & Firebird)
You can, for example for your own development station, put your name in the code by default. Or get the
code to be structured according to in-house development-rules. For more information, see Object
Templates.
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The Object Templates editor (click to expand)

Use the Use Object Templates to turn On/Off the use of the templates and the drop down box to select
the template to edit. Depending on your license, you may have different selections here.
As can be seen in the screen shot, the templates support certain literals ( %D, %B, %U, %TAB% ) that,
at run time, will be replaced with their values. The %USER% and %COMPANY% are taken from the
Preferences | General page. This can be useful if you use a template folder on a network drive (shared),
but still want to insert personal items like your own name.
Note: if the default template contains the text " <name_will_be_replaced> ", you have to keep this
intact!

4.13.11 Templates - Code Templates
In this panel, you can create new, alter existing and delete the available Code Templates.
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The Code Template editor (click to expand)

1.

New/Delete
New and Delete buttons - use these to create a new code template or delete an existing one.

2.

Name & Description
Enter the shortcut name and a short description. The name is used as the text you have to write
before being able to expand the template, it is also listed in the drop down list. The description is
listed in the drop down list as a reminder of what the template actually does.

3.

Code
The full code when a template expands - you can use the pipe symbol "|" to position the cursor after
expansion. You can enter anything in here.

4.13.12 Templates - Name Templates
In here, you can edit the templates used when creating certain new objects. For more information, see
Name Templates.
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The Name Template Editor (click to expand)

Also here, certain literals can be used for automatic name generation according to certain conventions.
Not all literals have a meaning for each template, below is a matrix with the validity of each literal.
Template
Unique Constraint
Primary Key Constraint
Check Constraint
Foreign Key Constraint
Auto Index Field ASC
Auto Index Field DESC
Auto Increment Trigger
Auto Increment Generator
Auto Upper Field
SUID - Select Procedure
SUID - Update Procedure
SUID - Insert Procedure
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Accepted Literals
%TAB%
%TAB%
%TAB%
%TAB% - %REFTAB%
%TAB% - %FIELD%
%TAB% - %FIELD%
%TAB%
%TAB%
%TAB% - %FIELD%
%TAB%
%TAB%
%TAB%
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SUID - Delete Procedure
Trigger

%TAB%
%TAB%

4.13.13 Tools
Some basic options for the tools of Database Workbench can be found in this panel.

The Tools Settings (click to expand)

SQL & Code Catalog
All these options are pretty self explanatory.

Describe Companion
Dock when opening
Follow session focus

Automatically dock the Describe Companion to the right hand side of
the main window.
Automatically switch the session drop down box in the Describe
Companion to the current session.
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Add newline after every field
dragged to the SQL/Script
Editor
Sort items in list
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When dragging field names to the editor, make every field appear on a
new line.
Sort the items alphabetically instead of sorted by definition in the table,
view or other database object.

Statement Recorder
Record DDL
statements
Record DML
statements

Record metadata statements like CREATE TABLE etc... This includes statements
issued by the Object Editors and allows you to create an "upgrade script".
Record data statements (UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE). Note that any changed made
via data-grids are NOT recorded.

For more information on the Session or Statement Recorder, see Session Recorder.

4.13.14 Tools - Data Pump
The Data Pump tool has several settings that can be edited before transferring data. You can set the
default options to use here.
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Data Pump settings (click to expand)

These settings will only be used if you check the Use default options checkbox. If you load a project in
the Data Pump, the saved settings will be used.
The following options are available:
Records per single
This tells you how many records should be transferred before a database
transaction
COMMIT is executed. Failed INSERT attempts do not count towards this
limit. If you enter "0", all rows of the source will be transferred to the
destination in a single transaction.
Transfer all data in a single
transaction

This will wrap the transfer process of all source-to-destination items into a
single transaction.

Do not COMMIT if an error
occured

Don't commit the transfer of records when at least 1 record cannot be
inserted.

Empty tables before datatransfer

Empties the target tables before starting the transfer. This will empty all
the tables that are participating in the data transfer process.

Disable indices/triggers/
constraints

If the target database engine allows it, these objects can be disabled
before starting the data transfer, they will be re-enabled afterwards.
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4.13.15 Tools - Visual Query Builder
Via this screen, you can edit the formatting options for the Visual Query Builder.

Visual Query Builder formatting options

4.13.16 Tools - Compare
For the two compare tools in Database Workbench (File Compare and Schema Compare), you can edit
the line background colors for added, modified or deleted lines here.
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Either select one of the colors in the drop down box or use the Custom option at the bottom of the drop
down list, this will show a color-picker dialog.

Color-picker dialog (number of colors reduced in this screenshot)

You can pick a color from the grid on the left or create a new color using the two colored pickers at the
right. Use the Add to Custom Colors button to add the new color to the array of available custom colors.

4.13.17 Tools - Clipboard
Here you can find the settings for clipboard related tools.
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Clipboard options (click to expand)

Multi-Level Clipboard
Enable at startup
Start monitoring right from the start of Database Workbench (default).
Maximum number of The number of entries in the history. More entries take up more memory.
entries
There's a maximum of 512Kb of data per multi-level clipboard entry.
For more information on the Multi-Level Clipboard, see Multi Level Clipboard.

Special Copy
Here you can set how the Special Copy feature should work for the given entries. There's also the
"custom" option you can use, see topic Special Copy/Paste for more information.

Special Paste
Here you can set how the default Special Paste tool should work, there's also the "custom" option you
can see, see topic Special Copy/Paste for more information.
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4.13.18 Database Engine Specific
As Database Workbench supports multiple database engines, this section of the Preferences screen
offers preferences related to the support database engines.
InterBase Specific Preferences
Firebird Specific Preferences
MS SQL Server Specific Preferences
MySQL Specific Preferences
Oracle Specific Preferences
Sybase Anywhere Specific Preferences
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5

Enterprise Manager

5.1

Introduction
The Enterprise Manager is where all the work starts. In order to work with Database Workbench, you first
need to register a server in the Enterprise Manager. After registering, you will find many tools and options
in context sensitive menus of the server.
The Enterprise Manager can be brought to the front by clicking the Show Enterprise Manager button on
the toolbar.

The "Show Enterprise Manager" button

After registering several servers and arranging them in folders, it could look like the one below.

Enterprise Manager with several servers and databases
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To work with a database/schema, you have to connect to it (establish a session) - this will open the
Database Navigator - your source for working with database objects, viewing dependencies and much
more.
Here are the steps to take:
1. Register a Server
2. Connect to a Database or Create a Database
3. Learn How to Use the Enterprise Manager
4. Learn How to Use the Database Navigator
5. Learn How to Use and Read About Other Tools
After completing these steps, you're ready to start using Database Workbench.

5.2

Register a Server
Registering a database server makes it available for use in Database Workbench. After you have
registered, you can connect to a database or schema and start using the numerous tools of Database
Workbench.
In order to register a server, you click the Register Server button on the Enterprise Manager.

Register Server

This will display the Register Server Wizard - like in the screen shot below.
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Register Server Wizard

To register a server, you first need to select the server type - depending on your license, you may have
one or more available server types - then click Next.
The second page of the Register Server Wizard displays a page that is different for each server type.
Below is an example of the InterBase page in the wizard.
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Registering an InterBase Server

Optionally, you can put the server in a user defined folder in the Enterprise Manager treeview or drag it
into a folder later on.
As you can see, there are several things to enter - more on registering different servers, here:
Registering an InterBase server
Registering a Firebird server
Registering a Microsoft SQL Server instance
Registering a MySQL server
Registering an Oracle server
Registering a NexusDB server
Registering a Sybase Anywhere server
Registering a PostgreSQL server

5.3

Database Registration Options
For each database available on a server, Database Workbench can store several options that will be
useful to Database Workbench only. The options can be reached by using the context popup menu on a
database or connection template and selecting Registration Options or Options.
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The context menu

Below is the first page of these options - with a description of each option.

General Options

Uppercase
Identifiers

Automatically uses uppercase identifier names when creating database objects.
Applies to object editors only, not to user written script. For some database engines,
this is an easy way to avoid delimited identifiers.
Preload Database Instructs Database Workbench to load database objects after connecting, normally
Objects
there's a "lazy loading" scheme in effect.
SQL Editor folder A specific folder on your workstation that you would like to use as the default folder
when opening & saving SQL and script in the SQL/Script Editor.
Secure object drop Whether to use "secure object drop" functionality for this database.

Log Files Options

Include data & time
Log metadata changes
Filename

Includes a timestamp in the output of the log files.
Automatically start logging metadata changes after connecting.
The logfilename to append the changes to.

For more information on the Database Workbench logfiles, see Session Recorder.
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Connect to a Database
Once you have registered one or more servers, depending on the database engine type, you can connect
to databases available on the server (or Schemas, as some call them) or create a connection profile
(Oracle) and see what schemas are available after establishing a session.
If you expand the Servers and each server treenodes in the Enterprise Manager, you will see the
databases or connection profiles available to you.
Below is an example of the Enterprise Manager with 2 registered servers and several databases:
As you can see on the left, each servers lists
available database. Double clicking a database or
connection profile or right clicking it and select
Connect will connect you to the database/schema
on the server or establish a database session and
opens up a Database Navigator.
A connected database/schema will show a less
opaque database icon, a more vivid more colorful
version of the database.

Active Connection
Once connected, the connection will also appear in
the upper left corner of the screen of Database
Workbench, at the Connection toolbar.

The Connection Toolbar

The Enterprise Manger with listed databases per server

All connections are listed in the drop down box and
it shows you the "active" connection. When you, for
example, open a SQL Editor, the editor will be in the
context of the current active connection. Selecting
an item from the drop down box will activate that
selection.

If you have turned on Session Logging in the Database Options, the Database Navigator will
automatically start logging all meta data changes to a log file.

5.5

Create a Database
At a registered server, you can create a new database or schema. If schemas are user-based, you can
not create a new database/schema via this wizard. This is the case with Oracle, to create a new schema
in Oracle, see Oracle User Manager.

Create Database

By using the Create New Database button on the Enterprise Manager or context menu click, you can
create a new database or schema. This will start the Create Database wizard:
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The InterBase Create New Database Wizard

The first page is always the Welcome page with a short description of the tasks to come - after that, it's
all database engine specific.
Creating an InterBase database
Creating a Firebird database
Creating an MS SQL Server database
Creating a MySQL database
Creating a Sybase Anywhere database
Creating a PostgreSQL database

5.6

Using the Enterpise Manager
The Enterprise Manager does more than just listing the available servers and databases. It is your
gateway to any server-specific task.
For example, with InterBase servers, you can double click the License Manager node to view, add and
delete InterBase licenses. Or the User Manager node to view, add and delete InterBase user accounts.
Of course, the available options differ from server to server.
For more information on options per server type, use the following:
Enterprise Manager for InterBase
Enterprise Manager for Firebird
Enterprise Manager for MS SQL Server
Enterprise Manager for MySQL
Enterprise Manager for Oracle
Enterprise Manager for NexusDB
Enterprise Manager for Sybase Anywhere
Enterprise Manager for PostgreSQL
The Enterprise Manager can be docked (default).

Toolbar
The Enterprise Manager toolbar has the following buttons:
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Register Server
Duplicate Server Registration
Un-register Server
Create New Folder
Delete Folder
Create New Database

Enterprise Manager Toolbar

1. Register Server
This will open the Register Server Wizard.
2. Duplicate Server Registration
Allows you to copy a server registration, for example to test things with a different user name, or with
SSL enabled or other connection properties.
3. Un-register Server
If you have not focused a server entry, the Select a Server dialog will be shown. Select a server from this
dialog to un-register. If you un-register a server, all of the Database Workbench options related to this
server will be gone.

Select a Server dialog

4. Create New Folder
You can group servers inside folders, creating a new folder and then drag the server into it, or edit the
server registration properties and select the server from the drop down box.
Alternatively, when on the Databases node of a server, you can also group the databases into custom
folders. The context menu shows this option as well.
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5. Delete Folder
Delete an Enterprise Manager folder, either a folder for servers or a folder for grouping databases.
6. Create New Database
If you have not focused a server entry, the Select a Server dialog will be shown (see above). Once a
server is selected, the Create Database wizard will be started. These are server-type specific, consult
the Database Engine Specific Topics.

5.7

Backup Database & Backup Projects
There are two ways to create a backup of your database, right click a database in the Enterprise
Manager and select Administration & Maintenance | Backup Database: this will open a backup
dialog which is different for each database engine. If a backup project for the selected database exists,
the dialog will show the settings from the backup project.
Below is an example:
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MySQL Backup Database Dialog

Using the OK button will open the Back up Progress screen and gives you the possibility to start running
the backup.

Backup Projects
The Enterprise Manager also shows "Back up Projects" for particular servers.
Backup projects are useful when you want to store your backup settings and re-use them when running
regular backups from within Database Workbench. You can create, alter, delete and execute backup
projects from the Back up Project Manager.

The Backup Projects for a registered MySQL server

As you can see, the Backup Project Manager displays the same functionality as the Backup Dialog. The
green Execute Back up Project button starts the Back up Progress screen and allows you to create the
backup.
For detailed information on database engine specific features:
Backup Database for InterBase
Backup Database for Firebird
Backup Database for MySQL
Backup Database for Sybase Anywhere
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The Database Navigator is created after you have connected to a database - it is your gateway to
anything related to that connection.
The Database Navigator has two tabs, the navigator and workspace tab. As soon as you connect to a
database, a workspace project is created automatically.
Note:
If you disconnect or close the Database Navigator, all connection-related windows will close as well.
Although Database Workbench strives to create an user interface that's the same for all available
database engines, there are, of course, differences between engines. Below is a screen shot from three
Database Navigators, one for MySQL, one for Oracle and one for Firebird. You can see the differences
between, for example, the availability of database objects and single or multiple schemas.

Three Database Navigators - all the same, but different a well

Object context menus are available in both tabs, but in the Navigator tab, the lists themselves have
menus as well.
Next: The Navigator
See also:
ADO/ODBC Explorer
Object Icons
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The Navigator
At the Navigator tab, you can browse the database/schema structure and perform common tasks.
The tree-view of the Navigator is made up of the following main nodes:
1. Schema (one or more nodes)
2. Database Objects
3. Security
4. Storage
5. Management & Maintenance
If a database engine, like MySQL, doesn't support schema specific security like Roles, the Security
node isn't visible.
Information is cached in Database Workbench, so adding objects via a script or from another workstation
will not reflect in the tree view. Either click the Refresh From Database button in the Database Navigator
toolbar, or use the context menu of any object group and select Refresh. This will check if any objects
have been removed or added.
For information about the icons for each object type, see Object Icons.
For detailed information on database engine specific features, see:
Using the Database Navigator with InterBase
Using the Database Navigator with Firebird
Using the Database Navigator with MS SQL Server
Using the Database Navigator with MySQL
Using the Database Navigator with Oracle
Using the Database Navigator with NexusDB
Using the Database Navigator with Sybase Anywhere
The Navigator tab has a Filter box, in which you can enter part of an object name, press Enter and it will
filter the lists for you, where only objects that partly match are displayed.
You can filter on multiple items, by separating with a " ; "-symbol, eg: EMP;CUST will show all with
"emp" or "cust" in the name.
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A filtered Navigator (click to expand)

If there are matches, the box turns green, if there are no matches, it turns red. It's yellow while entering
new text that hasn't been matched yet.

1. Schema
Each Schema node lists a schema (or database) and its objects. These objects are arranged in groups
(folders), like Tables and Indices.
Expanding these nodes will list all the objects in the folder. Indices, for
example, are also "child" objects of a table (without a table, there's no
index) and are listed as a child node with each table as well. Because
each index belongs to a table, the table is also accessible from the
index node - this creates a recursive tree mechanism.
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Almost every node (object type) will have a context sensitive menu, as well as the folder nodes (Tables,
Procedure etc). You can use these menus to access commonly used functionality.
Double clicking a group will open the object editor for the group-object type.
You will also notice that for database engines and objects that support user-written descriptions, a
"Description" box will be visible after selecting such an object. You can view and modify the description
at the bottom of the Navigator and use the Save Description button to save the description to the
database. This box will be displayed automatically, which can be turned OFF in the Preferences.

Description Box

See also: list of available Schema Object Editors

2. Database Objects
Anything not related to database security, storage or management and is not schema specific is listed
under Database Objects. Think of the Microsoft SQL Server 2005 "database triggers" or MySQL
"events".
See also: list of available Database Objects Editors

3. Security
Listed under the Security node is anything related to security that is database specific. This does not
include server-wide user accounts, for example. Think of database roles, groups etc.
As usual, the object types are put together in groups. Double clicking the group will open the object
editor for that particular object type.
See also: list of available Security Object Editors

4. Storage
Storage lists the data-files used for the connected schema. Any other groups like "shadows" or
"transaction logs" are listed here as well. There are currently no context menus available for anything
related to storage.
See also: list of available Storage Object Editors

5. Management & Maintenance
Many different things can be listed under Management & Maintenance - some of which can be found in
the Enterprise Manager as well.
The actual functionality listed here depends on the type of database engine so better consult the
database engine specific topics.
Next: The Workspace
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The Workspace
The Work space tab has two areas, the workspace tree and the todo-list.

Workspace project
Everything you do on this tab will create a "project" in the internal configuration database that will be
linked to this particular database connection. After re-connecting, the items in the Workspace area will
be available again.
A workspace project holds the to-do list, project catalog items, project notes, SQL history etc.

Workspace tree
The Work space tab allows you to create custom folders and
lists with objects from the Navigator tab, to the right is an
example screenshot of a Work space in use.
You can use the toolbar buttons (or context menu) to create
new folders.
You can drag these folders around so that they become
nested or use the context menu on an existing folder and
select Add Folder from the menu to add a child folder.
In the context menu, there's also the option Create Note,
selecting this opens the Project Note Editor, allowing you to
create a custom written note to clarify things, store reminders
or other text.
If you use the Add Objects option, you will get the Select
Database Objects dialog.

An example Workspace tab for a database
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You can add the objects to a certain folder from the dialog, or
drag them around afterwards. The order of items in a list will be
preserved.

To-Do List
A the bottom of the Work space tab, there's a "to-do list". Each Object Editor has a to-do list as well for
object specific to-do items. This list shows the to-do list for the workspace project, or for the selected
object.
For more information, see the topic on To-Do Items.

To-do list example
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7

Editors

7.1

Introduction
Each type of object has it's own special Object Editor in Database Workbench. These editors are
database engine and version specific - so if you're using multiple database engines with Database
Workbench, the editors may differ between them.
For a short introduction on the Object Editor user interface and layout of the editors in general, see
Getting Started - Object Editors.
The Object Editors will also check for reserved keywords and SQL 92/99 standard keywords and
depending on your database engine capabilities, it will issue a warning or an error, before sending the
create statements to the server.
The following editors are available:
SQL Editor
Script Editor
The following Schema Object Editors are available:
Domain Editor
Table Editor
View Editor
Materialized View Editor
Stored Procedure Editor
Stored Function Editor
Package Editor or Stored Module Editor
Trigger Editor
Type Editor
Collection Type Editor
Index Editor
Constraint Editor
Sequence (Generator) Editor
Exception Editor
External Function Editor
Synonym Editor or Alias Editor
The following Database Objects Editors are available:
Assembly Editor
Scheduled Job Editor
Database Trigger Editor
The following Security Object Editors are available:
Role Editor
User Editor
Schema Editor
Depending on your the server type used, you might have access to all or a sub-set of these editors.
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SQL Editor
You can reach the Single SQL Editor by clicking its button from the main tool bar or via Editors | SQL
Editor.
Use the SQL Editor to execute ad-hoc single SQL statements. To execute multiple statements in a
single batch, use the Script Editor.
You can browse result sets, edit data, execute data manipulation or data definition statements, check
the query plan, statement statistics etc...
The SQL Editor is multi-threaded - it allows you to execute a statement and continue working with
Database Workbench. This works for all database engines that support multiple, thread-safe
connections. Every instance of the SQL Editor creates an additional connection to your database - if you
are running into problems regarding the amount of connections allowed by your server, you can always
turn this behaviour OFF via the database engine specific Preferences pages, the option to turn this OFF
is available for InterBase and Firebird only.

Statement Editor Behaviour
You can edit multiple statements in the editor window. If you have multiple statements, highlight the
statement you want to execute before executing it.
Depending on the option Empty Line is Statement Separator (available via the toolbar Options button),
you can also leave an empty line between statements and put the cursor in the statement you'd like to
execute.
When you write a colon followed by text (eg: :customerid ), you signal the SQL Editor that you're using
a parameter in the SQL statement, a value placeholder. See the Query Parameters topic for more
information.
If the DBMS you are using supports a "query plan", the tab Plan Analysis holds a Plan Analyzer.
You can edit, group, sort and filter data in the SQL Editor when you've executed a statement that returns
data.
Tip:
You can also use CTRL+E or CTRL+enter to execute statements

SQL Editor Explained
Take a look at this screen shot and at the information below for a general introduction and take a look at
the other topics for detailed information.
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The SQL Editor window

SQL Editor Window
1. File new/open/save buttons
2. SQL Pages buttons and SQL pages in the editor
3. Session Selector and Transaction Control
4. Clipboard, Commenting and Printing
5. SQL execution and tools buttons
6. Result set related buttons
7. Print result set, BLOB Editor and Export result set buttons
8. Column headers: local sorting, grouping and filtering
9. Info & errors
10.Other bottom tabs

1. File New/Open/Save
With the New, Open and Save buttons, you can clear the current SQL text, load SQL text from a file and
save it to a file. The Open button has a drop down menu for recently opened files and the Save button
has a drop down so you can choose Save As to enter a new filename.
Mind you, if you use the load & save buttons here, you will only load and save the contents of single
SQL page.
Additionally, you can use the drop down of the New button to create a new SQL page, via SQL pages,
you can load and save multiple SQL-pages as well.
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2. SQL Pages
When you open a SQL Editor, it starts with 1 SQL page, the pages are just below the editor window.
You can use SQL pages to enter multiple SQL statements and load/save these statements and the
pages to a file. You can add, delete or rename SQL Pages via the buttons on the toolbar (3). A right
mouse click on the SQL Pages them self gives you these options too.
When you rename a page, a %d will correspond to a digit. Eg: 'Page %d' will become 'Page
1' (depending on the page number it is). If you add an '&' to the name, it will correspond to a hotkey (the
underlined key you can use in combination with the <alt> button as a shortcut).
When you delete a page, all pages left will re-number.

3. Session Selector & Transaction Control
If you have multiple database sessions, you can use the Session Selector box to change to a different
session for the given SQL Editor. This way you can easily run the same SQL statement on multiple
database sessions, if you require to do so.
With the transaction buttons you can start, commit and rollback transactions. All actions in the SQL
Editor will use the current transaction state, even if you change a value in the result set grid. By default,
Database Workbench does not commit anything, you have to do that manually.
If you tick the Autocommit checkbox, all actions (data editing, SQL statements that modify data) will be
committed immediately.
Depending on the database engine, the Commit and Rollback button will automatically come enabled as
soon as you change data.
Notes:
MySQL doesn't always support transactions, the "autocommit" checkbox is ON by default.
Each SQL Editor has it's own transaction.
On some database systems, executing DDL statement automatically commits the current transaction.

4. Clipboard, Commenting and Printing
Besides normal Windows Clipboard functionality, the SQL Editor has buttons for Special Copy and
Special Paste, just like the main window. This functionality allows you to quickly copy/paste SQL text
between Database Workbench and an external development environment.
The Comment Selected Block or Current Line button wraps the block or line with SQL comment
markers.
You can print the contents of the editor or selection by using the Print button (ctrl+P).

5. SQL Execution
Executing SQL statements is the main objective for the SQL Editor, you can do this by entering a
statement (DML or DDL) and using the buttons in this part of the toolbar or the keyboard shortcuts.
When the SQL statement has parameters, use the Prepare button first so you can enter parameter
values to be bound to the parameters. If you use Run Query again, the parameter values will be bound
and the statement executed.
If the statement executed is a SELECT statement or otherwise returns a result to the client machine, the
results will appear in the result set grid. By using Run and Fetch All, the SQL Editor will execute the
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statement and fetch all rows into memory and display them in the grid.
When an error occurs during execution of the statement or while preparing the statement, it is displayed
in the area marked (8). If possible, the SQL Editor will color the line with the error red.
Some database systems support cancelling a running statement, you can use the red Stop button for
that.
There's also a Visual Query Builder button that lets you create an SQL statement visually, it also parses
the current statement and displays it.
By using the Create SQL Snippet button, you can quickly add a statement to the SQL Catalog.
After running a statement that returns data, you can optionally edit, group, sort and filter the data.
Notes:
None of the statements executed via the SQL Editor in Database Workbench is auto-commit - you
need to commit or rollback the statements yourself, unless you have checked the autocommit
checkbox, which is checked by default on MySQL.
Please note that if you execute DDL statements, the corresponding editors (Table Editor, Index Editor
etc) will not reflect the changes made outside the object editors unless you use the Refresh From
Database button in the Database Navigator.

6. Result set
If the SQL statement is a SELECT statement or otherwise returns a result set (eg: Microsoft SQL Server
CALL to a Stored Procedure), the result set is shown in the grid in the bottom half of the SQL Editor. In
general, the result set is "live", meaning that you can edit the data in the result set. However, if the result
set comes from multiple tables, it could be the case that some columns can be edited while others
cannot. This is a limitation of what can be detected as to which columns can be updated via an SQL
statement.
A result set is "server side", that is, data is fetched "on demand" as you request more rows when you
scroll down. This goes for all DBMSses that support server side cursors (MySQL, for example, does
not). If you choose to enable local sorting, grouping and filtering, all data is pulled to your local machine.

Result set buttons

From left-to-right, the result set buttons have the following meaning:
go to first row
go to previous row
go to next row
go to last row (fetches all rows into memory)
insert new row
delete current row
refresh result set from database
close result set
Changes to the data of the result set will not be made permanent unless you commit the transaction,
unless autocommit is turned ON. This goes for inserting new rows and deleting rows as well.
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Example result set

As you can see in the above example, SQL NULLs will be displayed not just as empty (which could also
mean "zero-length character-value"), but rather as "<null>" and in a slightly different color. You can
customize the NULL appearance in the Preferences, "Editors - General" section.
If you use the context menu, you can also easily adjust the column width by selecting an item from the
Resize Columns sub-menu.

7. Print & Export
You can also print the result set or export the result set. Both work on the current result set, starting
from the first row and ending at the last row.

8. Column headers: local sorting, grouping and filtering
Column headers display a red asterisk if the table field requires values ("not null").
You can enable ad-hoc sorting, grouping and filtering of data locally on the client side by clicking a
column or the yellow area above the column headers.
For detailed information, see the topic Data Editing, Sorting, Grouping and Filtering.

9. Info & errors
The bottom part of the SQL Editor holds information on how fast the statement executed, number of
affected or fetched rows etc.
If there's an error in your SQL statement, it's listed here and, if possible, the corresponding line in the
editor control is highlighted in a red.

Error in SQL statement

10. Other bottom tabs
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At the History tab, the SQL statements executed in this SQL Editor will be displayed so you can easily
retrieve a previously entered SQL statement. This history is "project" specific and is persistent across
sessions.
The Parameters tab has such a history as well, so you can re-use the parameter values you've entered.

7.2.1

Query Parameters
Query Parameters are a good way to avoid SQL Injection and use the same prepared query with different
values in value place holders (parameters).
In the SQL Editor, you can test queries with parameters by using value place holder names with a colon,
eg: :customerid
The below query has such a parameter:
select *
from CUSTOMERS
where custid > :cid

To execute this query in the SQL Editor, you first need to prepare it. If possible the correct data type for
the :cid parameter will be fetched from the DBMS.

SQL Editor Toolbar with Prepare button highlighted

If you don't explicitly prepare while there are parameters in the SQL statement, Database Workbench will
prepare it for you. In both case, the Parameters tab will be shown.

SQL Editor with Parameters tab active
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On the Parameters tab you can enter values for each parameter, or NULL. Adjust the data type to be the
correct data type for the parameter if not yet automatically selected.
There's also the Parameter History: previously entered parameter values. By clicking on a row in the
history, it will select those values for the parameters, including NULL and data type.
After entering values or assigning NULL, you can execute the prepared query and the values will be
bound to the parameters. A new entry will be added to the history.

7.2.2

Query Plan Analysis
Supported for
InterBase
Firebird
Microsoft SQL Server
MySQL
Oracle
Sybase Anywhere
Different DBMSses support different types of "plan analysis", mostly is consists of an explanation how
the query optimizer for the DBMS is attempting to qualify the rows in one or more tables or views that the
SQL statements acts upon.

Example of Firebird Plan Analysis
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Example of Microsoft SQL Server Plan Analysis

Example of Sybase Anywhere Plan Analysis

Database Workbench displays the plan analysis for you in a tree if possible, if not possible, in a list as
returned by the DBMS.
You can hover over tree items to see if there's detailed information or click the nodes for more
information.
Do note that Oracle requires to have a table to store the plan information in, this table can be created by
Database Workbench.
See also:
Oracle Server Side Objects Wizard

7.2.3

Data Editing, Sorting, Grouping and Filtering
You can edit data in the Table Editor, View Editor and SQL Editor. While the Table Editor and View
Editor simply display all data, you can display any result in the SQL Editor.
This topic holds information on:
Editing Data
Sorting, Grouping and Filtering
Data Fetch Warnings
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Editing Data in the SQL Editor
Once the SQL Editor has a result set of 1 or more rows, you can edit data. If the DBMS supports
transactions, by default, Database Workbench will start a transaction for you when you start editing data
in the grid.
There's an option Toggle Immediate Data Editing, if you turn this option OFF, you will have to click or
use the enter key in each cell before you can start modifying values.
You can use Shift+Del to set a cell value to NULL (empty). Use the Esc button on your keyboard to
cancel editing and restore it's original value.

Sorting, Grouping and Filtering
A result set is sorted, grouped and filtered by the server if you wrote an SQL statement that includes
clauses to do that.
As quick alternative, you can do this in the SQL Editor as well. Do note that all rows for the result set will
be cached at the client side, which can require a lot of memory and make operations slow.
In order to enable this functionality, click on the bar just above the grid:

It will ask you to confirm and change into the following:

Local sorting, grouping and filtering enabled

After enabling local sorting, grouping and filtering the bar heightens and the grid changes to include a
filter row. The header of each column includes a filter drop down.
Sorting
Clicking on a header will sort the result set by values in that column, clicking it again will sort it in
reverse order. A third click will reset sorting.
When you click a second column header, it will reset sorting first unless you use shift, it then will use
the first and second column to sort values.
Using ctrl while clicking a second (or third etc) column will remove that column from the list of columns
to be sorted on.
Any sorting as previously returned by the server (via an ORDER BY clause) is gone after performing a
local sort.
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Grouping
Data grouping is done by dragging a header column to the group by, displayed under (1) in the above
screenshot. You can group by multiple columns and switch grouping order by dragging the columns
around in the group bar.

Result set grid with grouping on the column CONTACT_FIRSTNAME

When data is grouped, the grid will display expand/collapse images on the left side of the rows. Grouping
by multiple columns will result in nested expandable sections.
By dragging a column away from the group bar, you are removing the grouping rule.
Filtering
Filtering can be started by entering a value in one of the columns in the filter-row.

Filtering on "He" creates an SQL filter

Once a filter is created, the filter box at the bottom of the grid will appear.
Alternatively, clicking the drop down button next to the column name shows a list of values. Mind you:
this list will include all values and on result sets with a large number of rows, this will be slow.
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Filtering by using the drop down list

You can use the Customize button in the filter box to create more complex filters with the Filter Builder.
In the below screenshot, you can see an example of a multi-column filter and it's SQL equivalent below in
the filter box of the grid.

The Filter Builder and it's SQL filter result in the Filter Box

Data Fetch Warnings
If you're fetching larger amounts of data to the client side, either by enabling local sorting, grouping and
filtering, or by going to the last record in a result set, you can get a Data Fetching Warning. This dialog
will be triggered by a certain number of rows, or a certain amount of data (excluding BLOB data). The
exact triggers for this can be modified in the Preferences.
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Data Fetching Warning dialog

The motive behind this dialog, is to avoid severe slowdowns or crashing the client application with an "out
of memory"-error by accidentally fetching too many data into the application.
Mind you that enabling local sorting, grouping and filtering takes up to 4 times the amount of memory of
the result set itself.

7.3

Script Editor
The Script Editor works pretty much the same as the SQL Editor. It has the same construct for SQL
Pages and its output goes to the Server Output window - Tools | Server Output.
Note: There is no Script Editor available on ADO or ODBC connections.

Execute (Very) Large Scripts
If you want to execute very large scripts, better not use the Script Editor. As the Script Editor is an
interactive editing tool, it requires syntax highlighting, parsing for scroll bar size etc. This can be a slow
process on large scripts.
To execute (very) large scripts, use the Script Runner instead, accessible via the tool bar button or Tools
| Script Runner.

Executing Scrips
You can load or create script in the Script Editor and execute them.
If an error occurs, it will show a dialog that allows you to ignore the error and continue or to abort the
current script. If you don't want this dialog to show, edit the Script Preferences.
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Script Editor Error Dialog

The Ignore all errors for this run checkbox allows you to ignore any errors for the current run. Once you
use the Run (F9) button, this checkbox is reset.

Linking Scripts
The Script Editor in Database Workbench supports the INPUT directive. Syntax is:
INPUT 'path\filename.extension';
Database Workbench will load the filename identified by "filename.extension" and execute it 'inline'. After
the loaded script has finished executing, it will continue executing the calling script. Loaded scripts will
be shown on a seperate SQL Page.
If no path information is used, the current path will be used in the attempt to load the secondary script
file.
Note:
The Script Editor uses the same transaction/autocommit setting as the SQL Editor - the other tab in this
editor window. For more information about transactions, see SQL Editor

7.4

Schema Object Editors

7.4.1

Domain Editor
Supported for
InterBase
Firebird
Microsoft SQL Server (as User Defined Datatype)
Sybase Anywhere
PostgreSQL
Domains, also sometimes called "User Defined Datatypes" are a powerful construct to create more
uniform table definitions and can include check constraints.
The Domain Editor offers you the possibility to create, alter and drop domains. If you add a domain, any
opened Table Editor will add these domains to it's domain drop down box. So you can quickly create a
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new domain while creating a table.
Below is an example, take from the Firebird Domain Editor:

Firebird Domain Editor

The "{..}" button will turn the current line or text selection in the Check Constraint box into a comment, or
remove the comment from the current line.

7.4.2

Table Editor
Base Tables, usually called Tables, can be created, altered and dropped from the Table Editor. Besides
the table object, you can also insert, edit and delete table data in this editor.
If your database system supports Domains (User Defined Datatypes) or Object Types, these will be
available in the Column Type drop down box. You can create a Domain or Object Type while editing a
table and it will show up in the list of available types for the column.
Below is an example, taken from the Firebird Table Editor:
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The Firebird Table Editor

As you can see in the above example, tables can have additional options at an Options tab. For
example, the primary key constraint name is available on that tab if you select any columns to be
included in the primary key constraint. By default, the name is defined by a Name Template.
You cannot drop a primary key or remove columns from the primary key in this editor. To do this, use
the Constraint Editor.
If your database engine supports it, a Column Description box let's you edit a user-written column
description. You can turn this box on/off by the button in the toolbar.

Adding/Dropping/Editing Columns
You can add and drop columns by using the Add Column or Delete Column buttons. If a column is
already part of the table in the database, you will get a warning saying the column isn't new and
Database Workbench will ask for a confirmation.
As long as a column is new (not saved to the database yet), you can edit all properties - if it's an existing
column, what you can edit depends on the database engine capabilities to modify existing columns.
If the table is still new (not saved to the database yet) or if the database engine supports moving column
positions in a table, you can move columns up and down with the arrows in them.
You can easily duplicate an existing column by using the Duplicate Column button. For InterBase and
Firebird, this will show a Duplicate Column dialog.

Editing & Viewing Data
The Data tab shows the table data, by performing a simple "SELECT * FROM table" SQL statement.
Changes on this tab will not be saved unless you commit the transaction that is started when you modify
data.
Clicking on the header of a column will sort the data by that column name, additionally, there's also a
filter row where you can edit a SQL-based filter for each column.
Columns will display a red asterisk if the table field is defined as "not null".
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This tab also has a toolbar button to export or print the table data.

Data tab on the Table Editor

Options
Depending on the database engine capabilities, the Options tab holds multiple things.
At least one thing that it holds (except for MySQL), is the box to edit the primary key constraint name.

Sample Table Options page (in this case: Firebird)

For more information on the available options, see:
InterBase Table Options
Firebird Table Options
MS SQL Server Table Options
MySQL Table Options
Oracle Table Options
NexusDB Table Options
Sybase Anywhere Table Options
PostgreSQL Table Options

Column Specials
When using InterBase or Firebird, the toolbar shows an additional button "Column Specials". If a column
has a small * next to it on the left, it has one or more "column specials" defined.
By using the Column Specials dialog, you can quickly create additional table objects, below is an
explanation of each item. Depending on the datatype of the column, different items may be enabled.
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The Column Specials dialog

Create UPPER triggers
Create ASCending Index
Create DESCending Index
Create AutoIncrement Trigger & Generator

Creates a BEFORE UPDATE and BEFORE INSERT
trigger that uppercases the value in the given column.
Creates a single column ascending index on the given
column.
Creates a single column descending index on the given
column.
Creates a generator and a BEFORE INSERT trigger that
checks for NULL/0 to see if a value should be used from a
generator.

All additional objects are named according to the naming templates in the Preferences.

Duplicate Column
When using InterBase or Firebird, using the Duplicate Column button shows the below dialog, for other
database systems, it will simply create a copy of the column.

Duplicate Column dialog

In addition to simply duplicating the current column, you can create the following for the new column:
Create UPPER triggers
Creates a BEFORE UPDATE and BEFORE INSERT
trigger that uppercases the value in the given column.
Optionally uses the original column as the source to
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Create ASCending Index
Create DESCending Index

7.4.3

always update this column. This can be useful to
implement a so-called "shadow" column for upper case
searches.
Creates a single column ascending index on the given
column.
Creates a single column descending index on the given
column.

View Editor
Views, basically stored SQL statements with a result set, are a powerful construct to hide
implementation details from users. It also allows you to be "structure independent" in your application - if
the underlying structure of the tables changes, and your application is using a view, you adjust the view but not the application.
This View Editor enables you to create, alter and drop views, check it's output and export the result.
Below is an example, taken from the Firebird View Editor:

The Firebird View Editor

If you create a new view, the source edit box will use an Object Template to begin with.
The "{..}" button will turn the current line or text selection in the source edit box into a comment, or
remove the comment from the current line.
See also: Object Template Editor

Adding/Dropping/Editting Columns
When creating a new view, you can let the database engine decide on what column names it should use
if you like. Alternatively, you can add columns to the list at the right to create custom named columns.
After a view has been created, you can rename column by simply modifying a column name.
If you decide to add another column after the view has been created, you always need to add the column
to the list of columns on the right as well. Database Workbench will use the names in that list to
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construct the needed View modification statements.
The Add Column button will add a column or insert a column if you have the cursor positioned on a
column name.

Viewing/editting Data
The Data tab shows the view data, by performing a simple "SELECT * FROM view" SQL statement. If the
database engine supports it (updateable views), changes can be made to the data. Changes on this tab
will not be saved unless you commit the transaction that is started when you modify data.
This tab also has a toolbar button to export the view data.

7.4.4

Materialized View Editor
Supported for
Oracle
Sybase Anywhere
PostgreSQL
A Materialized View is a structure that stores data from a SELECT statement. A normal View will always
reflect current data, while a Materialized View needs to be "refreshed" every now and then to re-execute
the SELECT statement that makes up the view and physically store a new resultset.
The Materialized View Editor enables you to create, alter and drop materialized views, check it's output
and export the result.
There are 2 important tabs on this editor, the Materialized View tab that allows you to create the SQL
statement that makes up the view (either by hand or by using the Visual Query Builder toolbar button)
and the Options tab where you specify the other details of this Materialized View.
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The Oracle Materialized View Editor

See also: Oracle Materialized View Options

7.4.5

Stored Procedure Editor
Stored Procedures are compiled pieces of database engine specific SQL code that can run on the server
- thus without the network traffic involved in pulling data to a client and processing it there.
The Procedure Editor offers the possibility to create, alter and drop stored procedures. If you add or drop
a procedure, the Stored Procedures node in the Database Navigator tree-view will display the change as
well by adding or deleting the procedure from the list.
Below is an example of the Stored Procedure Editor for Firebird:
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A Firebird Stored Procedure Editor

The "{..}" button will turn the current line or text selection in the source editor box into a comment, or
remove the comment from the current line.
See also: Object Template Editor
Tip!
Dragging (a) column(s) from the Database Navigator or Describe Companion into the code editor will
allow you to auto-create variables with the same datatype as the column(s) or insert the column name as
simple text. The variables get names assigned according to the Name Template Code Variable.
Tip!
You can also drag/drop column(s) to the parameter grids and parameters with the same name and data
type as the columns will be created.

Testing the procedure
You can execute the procedure by using the green Run Stored Procedure button. You will have to
commit/rollback the transaction after execution - this can be done by using the SQL Editor button on the
Procedure Editor. This will open a simplified SQL Editor that uses the same transaction as the
Procedure Editor. This also a convenient way to test your procedure results - use this SQL Editor to
browse table data when testing.
If there are input parameters, a dialog with pop up that allows you to enter values for these parameters.
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After execution, the Data/Results tab will be shown with the output.

Load from/Save to file
The Load From File and Save To File buttons can be used to load previously saved procedure code or
save the current procedure to a file. These files aren't straight DDL script files, but a custom format.
Saving a procedure to a file can be useful if you cannot compile it yet, but need a way to store your
code. You can continue working on the procedure another time.

Data/Results tab
This tab shows the results of the procedure, this may be a result set or output parameters.

Plan Analysis
Database Workbench will parse your procedure to find DML statements - each of these statements will
be analyzed and shown in the Plan Analysis tab.
The Plan Analysis tab is only supported for InterBase and Firebird.

The Plan Analysis tab in the Procedure Editor

This tab can help you analyzing the performance of your procedure code.

7.4.6

Stored Function Editor
Supported for
Firebird (v3 and up)
Microsoft SQL Server
MySQL
Oracle
NexusDB
Sybase Anywhere
PostgreSQL
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Stored Functions are compiled pieces of database engine specific SQL code that can run on the server thus without the network traffic involved in pulling data to a client and processing it there.
The Function Editor offers the possibility to create, alter and drop stored functions. If you add or drop a
function, the Stored Functions node in the Database Navigator tree-view will display the change as well
by adding or deleting the function from the list.
Below is an example of the Stored Function Editor for Microsoft SQL Server:

A MS SQL Stored Function Editor

The "{..}" button will turn the current line or text selection in the source editor box into a comment, or
remove the comment from the current line.
See also: Object Template Editor
Tip!
Dragging (a) column(s) from the Database Navigator or Describe Companion into the code editor will
allow you to auto-create variables with the same datatype as the column(s) or insert the column name as
simple text. The variables get names assigned according to the Name Template Code Variable.

Testing the function
You can execute the function by using the green Run Stored Function button. You will have to commit/
rollback the transaction after execution - this can be done by using the SQL Editor button on the
Function Editor. This will open a simplified SQL Editor that uses the same transaction as the Function
Editor. This also a convenient way to test your function results - use this SQL Editor to browse table
data when testing.
If there are input parameters, a dialog with popup that allows you to enter values for these parameters.
After execution, the Data/Results tab will be shown with the output.
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Load from/Save to file
The Load From File and Save To File buttons can be used to load previously saved function code or save
the current function to a file. These files aren't straight DDL script files, but a custom format. Saving a
function to a file can be useful if you cannot compile it yet, but need a way to store your code. You can
continue working on the function another time.

Data/Results tab
This tab shows the results of the function, this may be a resultset or output parameters.

7.4.7

Package Editor
Supported for
Oracle
Firebird (v3 and up)
Postgres Advanced Server
Packages are modules that contain multiple Stored Functions and Stored Procedures that can run on
the server - thus without the network traffic involved in pulling data to a client and processing it there.
The Package Editor offers the possibility to create, alter and drop these modules. If you add or drop a
package, the Pack ages node in the Database Navigator tree-view will display the change as well by
adding or deleting the procedure from the list.
Below is an example of the Oracle Package Editor:

The Oracle Package Editor
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The "{..}" button will turn the current line or text selection in the source editor box into a comment, or
remove the comment from the current line.
The tree view at the left (1) shows the Package Explorer, your package is parsed and different methods
and code blocks are shown in this tree. Clicking on an entry takes you to the method in the source
code.
At the bottom of the edit window (2), there's two tabs: Header and Body. If your package has both, you
can use these to switch between them.
The Package Editor provides a Syntax Check by using the syntax check button in the toolbar, the
bottom area of the Package Editor will display any errors and message.
See also: Object Template Editor

7.4.8

Trigger Editor
Triggers usually are small pieces of code that are executed automatically by the database engine before
or after certain actions occur on a table (or sometimes: a view).
The Trigger Editor offers the possibility to create, alter and drop triggers. If you add or drop a trigger, the
Triggers node in the Database Navigator tree-view will display the change as well by adding or deleting
the trigger from the list.
Below is an example of the MS SQL Trigger Editor:

A Microsoft SQL Server Trigger Editor

The "{..}" button will turn the current line or text selection in the source editor box into a comment, or
remove the comment from the current line.
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In order to create a new trigger, you first need to select a table or view from the drop down box. By
default, triggers will be named according to a name template.
See also: Object Template Editor
Tip!
Dragging (a) column(s) from the Database Navigator or Describe Companion into the code editor will
allow you to auto-create variables with the same datatype as the column(s) or insert the column name as
simple text. The variables get names assigned according to the Name Template Code Variable.

Load from/Save to file
The Load From File and Save To File buttons can be used to load previously saved trigger code or save
the current trigger to a file. These files aren't straight DDL script files, but a custom XML format. Saving a
trigger to a file can be useful if you cannot compile it yet, but need a way to store your code. You can
continue working on the trigger another time.

7.4.9

Type Editor
Supported for
Oracle
PostgreSQL
With the Type Editor you can create, alter and drop object types. It depends on the database system
that you're using how an object type is defined. If you add a Type, any opened Table Editor will add these
types to it's type drop down box. So you can quickly create a new type while creating a table.

The Oracle Type Editor

As you can see in the above screen shot, the Oracle Type Editor comes with a several tabs, there's
Attributes, Methods and Source, which has the Specification and an optional Body source code tabs. If
the type has methods, it needs to have a Body. In the source, the name of the object will be replaced, as
the text says. You have to keep this text intact.
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See also: Object Template Editor
In the Database Navigator, object types will be listed with optional methods and attributes.

An Oracle Object Type with both Attributes and Methods

An Object Type as listed in the Database Navigator.

7.4.10 Collection Type Editor
Supported for
Oracle
A Collection Type is a list-like structure that holds values of a certain type. These types can be of a raw
data type, but also of an object type.
The Collection Type Editor allows you to create, alter and drop Collection Type objects.
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Creating a new Collection Type

After saving, the Collection Type becomes available.

7.4.11 Index Editor
From the Index Editor, you can create, alter and drop indices.
Again, depending on the database engine capabilities, you will have a different user interface, however
the "left-right" interface will always be available. On the left, you have the available columns (usually all
non-computed columns in a table) and on the right, the indexed columns, first indexed column at the top.
Below is an example from the Firebird Index Editor:

The Firebird Index Editor

In order to create a new index, you first need to select a table from the drop down box.
Double clicking a column or using the arrow buttons will move the column to the other side, making the
column indexed or non-indexed.

7.4.12 Constraint Editor
There are four types of constraints:
Primary Key Constraints
Unique Constraints
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Foreign Key Constraints (also called Referential Constraints)
Check Constraints
All these types of constraints can be created, altered and dropped from the Constraint Editor. In order to
support this, the layout of the Constraint Editor is slightly different compared to the other editors. The
New Constraint button has a small arrow added that, when clicked, shows a menu. Clicking the button
without using the arrow shows a selection dialog in order to select the constraint type to create.

Constraint Editor - constraint type menu

For tables that already have an existing primary key constraint, the Primary Key menu item is disabled.
After you have selected a constraint type, the constraint editor will show it's corresponding editor type
and you can create your constraint.

Primary and Unique Constraints
Basically, a Primary Key Constraint is an Unique Constraint except that there can only exist one per
table. In general, both will have a "left-right" list of columns that show what columns are available and
what columns are in the constraint. Columns that exist, but aren't suitable to be included in the
constraint are colored light-gray. InterBase, for example, doesn't allow NULLable columns in an Unique
Constraint.
Double clicking or using the arrow keys adds/removes the column from the constraint.

Primary and Unique Constraint "left-right" view

Foreign Key Constraints
A foreign key constraints are one or more columns that "point" to other columns. Because the "referredto" columns need to be uniquely identifyable, you need a primary or unique constraint on these columns
in order to be able to create a foreign key constraint. This is why Database Workbench doesn't let you
select columns from a target table, but only constraints. This avoids errors and the need to select
individual columns. Make sure to select "referring fields" in the right order.
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Foreign Key Constraint - a "left-right" view and referred table constraint selection

Check Constraints
A check constraint can contain pieces of source code, and therefore uses syntax highlighting in it's
editor - it also accepts columns and table names dragged from the Describe Companion and Database
Navigator.

Check Constraint source editor

7.4.13 Sequence Editor
Supported for
InterBase
Firebird
Oracle
Microsoft SQL Server (SQL Server 2012 and up)
PostgreSQL
Sequences - also called Generators on certain database engines - are database objects with the sole
purpose of generating unique numbers. Unlike GUIDs, these numbers usually are simple 64-bit integer
values and only unique for that particular sequence.
With the Sequence Editor, you can create, alter and drop sequences.
Below is an example of the Oracle Sequence Editor:
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The Oracle Sequence Editor

7.4.14 Exception Editor
Supported for
InterBase
Firebird
For the database engines that support user-defined exceptions as declared objects, Database
Workbench has an Exception Editor that you can use to create, alter and drop exceptions.
Below is an example of the Exception Editor for Firebird:

The Firebird Exception Editor

7.4.15 External Function Editor
Supported for
InterBase
Firebird
Microsoft SQL Server (in the "master" database as Extended Stored Procedures)
The External Function Editor is a GUI editor for declaring external functions in your database. It provides
a convenient way for adding, deleting and modifying external function declarations - as well as a tab for
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the metadata statements.

The Firebird External Function (UDF) Editor

7.4.16 Synonym Editor
Supported for
Oracle
Microsoft SQL Server
Postgres Advanced Server
Synonyms or Aliases are different names that point to existing database objects. They can be very
useful if, for example, your target object belongs to a different schema or you want to have a shorter
name.
The Synonym Editor offers the possibility to create, alter and drop synonyms. If you add or drop a
synonym, the Synonyms node in the Database Navigator tree-view will display the change as well by
adding or deleting the synonym from the list.
Below is an example of the Synonym Editor for Oracle:

An Oracle Synonym Editor

In the Oracle Synonym Editor, you select a Schema, Object Type and the actual Object.
See also: MS SQL Synonym Editor
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Assembly Editor
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Supported for
Microsoft SQL Server (SQL Server 2005 and up)
Some database systems allow you to use .NET Assemblies in your Stored Code, or otherwise. These
assemblies need to be "registered" with the database, you can do this easily with the Assembly Editor.
The Assembly Editor offers the possibility to create, alter and drop assembly registrations. If you add or
drop an assembly registration, the Assemblies node in the Database Navigator tree-view will display the
change as well by adding or deleting the assembly registration from the list.

The Microsoft SQL Server Assembly Editor

Besides the assembly itself (a DLL file), you can set other properties as well. The Assembly file edit box
allows you to select a file on the local file system.
See also: File and Folder Boxes

7.5.2

Scheduled Job Editor
Supported for
Oracle
MySQL (v5.1 and up)
Sybase Anywhere
"Scheduled Jobs" or "Scheduled Events" are tasks executed by the database engine at pre-defined
times or re-occurring schedules. With this editor you can easily create or modify these jobs without
having to now the precise syntax.
These objects can be found under the Database Navigator main node of Database Objects.
The editor even has a couple of shortcuts to quickly create jobs executed on certain times.
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Job Editor (Events, in MySQL speak) with the shortcut button pressed

See also:
Date and Time Editing
Oracle Job Editor
MySQL Event Editor

7.5.3

Database Trigger Editor
Supported for
Microsoft SQL Server
Firebird (v2.1 and up)
Database Triggers are pieces of code that are executed automatically by the database engine before or
after certain actions occur on a database, eg "on connect" or "on create table".
The Database Trigger Editor offers the possibility to create, alter and drop database triggers. If you add or
drop a trigger, the Database Triggers node in the Database Navigator tree-view will display the change as
well by adding or deleting the database trigger from the list.
Below is an example of the MS SQL Database Trigger Editor:
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MS SQL Server Database Trigger Editor

When you click the flashlight button, a Select Database Events dialog is shown.

Select events from a convenient tree

As you can see, you can select the events you want and Database Workbench will use the shortest
option available. That is, if a "parent" node is selected, not the values for each child node will be used,
but rather the parent value.
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7.6

Security Object Editors

7.6.1

User Editor
Supported for
InterBase (v7.5 and up, if Embedded User Authentication is enabled on the database)
Microsoft SQL Server
Sybase Anywhere
The Database User Editor allows you to create, alter and drop database users.
Don't confuse these with "server users", as those are server wide. Database Users are database specific.
Server wide User Managers are available in the database specific topics.

InterBase Database User Editor

Depending on the database system capabilities, the Database User Editor may have a Privileges tab
that allows you to set certain privileges for the user.
The DDL tab is always available and, as usual, shows the statement(s) needed to create or alter the
Database User object.

7.6.2

Role Editor
Supported for
InterBase
Firebird
Microsoft SQL Server
Sybase Anywhere (version 16 and up)
Depending on your database engine capabilities, you can use the Role Editor to create, alter and drop
SQL roles.
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The InterBase Role Editor

SQL roles are implemented differently across different database server implementations, so the Role
Editor window may look different from the above one.
The Role Editor will show the available users - these can be server wide users or database wide users/
logins, depending on the database server capabilities.

7.6.3

Group Editor
Supported for
Sybase Anywhere (pre version 16)
Depending on your database engine capabilities, you can use the Group Editor to create, alter and drop
groups.
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The Sybase SQL Anywhere Group Editor

The Group Editor will display available group members and members already belonging to the group and
of course, any additional options.

7.6.4

Schema Editor
Supported for
Microsoft SQL Server
PostgreSQL
The Schema Editor is available for the database systems that support Schemas on a non-user basis.
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 is a good example: each database can contain multiple schemas in addition
to user and role based schemas.
With the Schema Editor, you can create, alter and drop these schemas.
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Schema Editor for Microsoft SQL Server

Note: this use of Schema is different from Oracle schemas, as those schemas are used based and
server wide.
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8.1

Printing
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The Print button on the main toolbar is context sensitive - depending on wether you're in a code window
or in an object editor, it will fire different actions. The SQL Editor also has it's own Print button. The print
functionality can also be used via Edit | Print.

"Edit" tool bar, including the "Print" button

The Print button also has a drop down menu, offering the standard option, or the Print Objects option.
The SQL Editor includes a Print button to print the current query result set.
The Data tab on the Table Editor and View Editor also has a Print button to print the current data set.
For more info on printing, see:
Source Code Printing
Schema Printing
Data Printing

8.2

Source Code Printing
Source code, SQL or Script can be printed from any source-code editor. For example, the SQL/Script
Editor (with its own Print buttons) or the Stored Procedure Editor.
If you're in a code-window, you can also select the Print button from the main toolbar.
Using these buttons will show the following dialog:

The Print dialog for source code

The options are pretty self explanatory - there's also an option to only print the currently selected text
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(disabled in the screenshot).
The option Syntax print toggles between bold/italic/normal printing and plain text printing. The Use color
option is, again, useful for syntax highlighting.

8.3

Schema Printing
( Pro Edition )
Printing Schema Objects can be done in different ways - you can use the Print button in the main toolbar
and select Print Objects, or use the context menu in the Database Navigator for the Schema node.
Before printing, a Print Preview is available.
If you using the context menu on a list or a single object in the Database Navigator, you will only get a
Print Options dialog. Using the OK button on the dialog will open a preview of the selected object or list
of objects.
For additional notes, take a look at:
Schema Printing and MySQL
The Print Objects option will open the Print Metadata dialog, which looks similar to this:

Print Metadata window

On the left, there's a list of available objects to print. Depending on what database engine you're using,
the toolbar might have more or less buttons enabled. There's a button for each type of schema object domains, tables, views etc... Note there's no button for Indices - these are getting (optionally) printed with
each table.
By using the buttons in (1) - you can move items from the left to the right, or vice versa.
The options in (2) are different for each object type, and are dependent on the capabilities of your
database engine: if your database engine doesn't support "triggers", then an option like include triggers
is disabled. Below is an explanation of the different options you will encounter.
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The two toolbar buttons (3) give you the possibility of showing a preview or printing your report. You can
mix any number and/or type of objects - if you're using multiple object types, Database Workbench will
automatically create a "multi-report" - a report that is build from the separate reports.
A Preview allows you to check if the report is what you want, without wasting any paper - you can
browse forward and back in the report pages and there's a Print button as well.

Printing Options
Include Description

If an object has a description, it will be printed along with
the object.

Include DDL

Includes the metadata statement(s) needed to create the
object.

Include Source

For objects that support source code (like Stored
Procedures), the code will be printed if this option is
selected.

Include Parameters

Include a list of parameters for objects that support it (like
Stored Procedures).

Include Columns

For tables and views, this will include a list of their columns
with datatypes.

Include Column Description

If the column has a description, it will be printed along with
the column.

Include Triggers

For tables and views, this will include the triggers with the
object.

Include Indices

For tables, this will include the table indices.

Include View Source

For views, this will print the view source along with the view
information.

Include Check Constraint

For domains, this will include the CHECK clause, if used.

Example Print Preview:
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A Print Preview for table ACCOMMODATION

8.4

Data Printing
You can print any dataset in Database Workbench by using the Print button in the toolbar of the SQL
Editor and Table Editor (Data tab).

Print button

Using that button will always show the Report Preview window:
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Report Preview for Northwind data of table Employees

From this window, you can print the report (use the printer button) or export/print it to file.
There's a number of possible options when printing data, you can access these by going to File | Report
Options in the main menu. Use the Help menu item from there to get more specific help.
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Catalogs & Templates

9.1

Introduction
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Catalogs and Templates can be used to increase productivity - below is a short description of each item.

Object Templates
In order to increase productivity and standardization, Database Workbench can use templates for certain
code-related objects. Think of:
Stored Procedures
Stored Functions
Views
Triggers
When creating a new object, the source code will contain the text as written in the Template Editor.
For more information, see the Object Templates chapter.

Name Templates
When creating new objects like constraints, triggers, SUID procedures, Database Workbench will use a
template to try and generate the new object name. This helps you to select a unique name and keeps
your names consistent across sessions.
For more information, see the Name Templates chapter.

Code Templates
In any code-editor, press ctrl+J to display the Code Templates drop down list. Or enter a charactercombination, press ctrl+J and your combination will be expanded to a piece of code.
For more information, see the Code Templates page in the SQL/Code Editor Tools chapter .

Code & SQL Catalog
Both of these catalogs are handy little tools to archive code snippets or keep statements for later
reference.
For more information, see the Code & SQL Catalog chapter.

9.2

Object Templates
By using object templates, you can be sure you're always using the same structure, or get a head start
when creating a new database object that contains source code.
The object templates are available for:
Stored Procedures
Stored Functions
Views
Triggers
Each of these templates can be editted in the Template Editor in the Preferences screen - there are
templates available per server type.
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Below is an example Stored Procedure template for InterBase:
/*
Procedure:
Author
:
Date
:
Purpose :
Params
-----<param> : <purpose>
*/
begin
/* code */
end

By using templates like this, you can easily create a certain style of coding. From the Template Editor,
you can tell Database Workbench to search the files for the templates on a network drive, so that
multiple developers can use the same template.

9.3

Name Templates
Name templates come in very handy when you're creating new objects like triggers, constraints, autoindices, SUID procedures and more.
By using these templates, you can create standard naming conventions, like Primary Key constraints
that always start with PK_ - or referential constraints (foreign key constraints) like FK_TABLE1_TABLE2.

The Name Templates editor in the Preferences Screen

You can edit the name templates in the Name Template Editor in the Preferences screen.
If you create a Foreign Key Constraint in the Constraint Editor, the "%REFTAB%" part will stay in the
name of the constraint until you selected the "referred" table from the available tables drop down box.
The "Auto ..." name templates are used in the Table Editor Field Specials dialog.
Replaceable parts in the Template Value entries:
Part
%TAB%

Description
Table name, replaced upon object creation

%REFTAB%

Referred table name, replaced upon selecting a referred table in the Constraint
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Editor
%SHORTTAB%

Short table name, replaced upon object creation. The first n characters are copied
from the table name (see the dialog)

%FIELD%

Field name, replaced upon object creation, valid for the following templates:
Auto Index Field ASCending
Auto Index Field DESCending
Auto Upper Field

If %SHORTTAB% is used in the Foreign Key Constraint template, the %REFTAB% template value is
also using the first n characters.

9.4

Code & SQL Catalog
The Code and SQL Catalog are easy to use places to store short pieces of code or SQL statements that
you use often.
To make this even more easy, the SQL Catalog has a Run Item button - this button will execute the
highlighted item in a new SQL Editor.
Items (snippets) can be arranged in groups by creating a group with the folder button, and editting an
item and selecting the group from the group drop down box. Alternatively, simply drag the items to a
group by using the mouse.

The SQL Catalog

Other editors have shortcuts to the SQL Catalog as well - for example, the SQL Editor has a button
Create SQL Snippet - this will use the highlighted or all text in the SQL Editor window as a new SQL
snippet and open up the Edit Catalog Item dialog.
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Edit Catalog Item dialog

By using the Delete key when you have the Group drop down focused, you will delete the item from a
group and move it to the root tree.
There are three types of catalogs:
1. Personal
2. Project
3. Shared
The Personal catalog is stored on your local computer and is available always, the Project catalog is
stored on your local computer, but is different for each connected database for which a workspace
project is created automatically.
The Shared catalog, stored on a server, is available in the Enterprise edition only and is shared by a
group of developers.
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10

Search

10.1

Database Object Search
( Pro Edition )
By using "Search Database", Search | Find in Database (ctrl+alt+F) after having connected to a
database, you can search your database objects for text or names.
Although searching might take some time, it's a powerful feature to search your database code.
For example, in Stored Procedures and Views, the source code can be searched for certain occurrences
or a phrase.
Below is a sample result on a test database:

Database Object Search - sample results

The above picture lists several results, in several Stored Procedures, the search term customers is
found, either in the name or on several lines of source code.
Double clicking the view name or one of the resulting items in the tree will open the object in an object
editor.
Options
Case sensitive
Whole words only

Search, and match only when the case is the same
eg: MATCH does not equal Match
When checked, match only when the search term is equal
to the text in full
eg: Search term MATCH does not list occurrences of
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Ignore descriptions
Ignore comments
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MATCHING
Ignore object names
Do not search object descriptions for the given text
Do not search source code comments for the given text

Objects to Search
Check or uncheck what object types you want to search.

10.2

Editor Search & Replace
In every code and sql editor, you can search for occurrences in the text and/or replace them.
Simply pressing Ctrl+F or using Search | Find brings you to the Find Text dialog (an example of this
dialog is shown below).

The Find Text dialog

Using Ctrl+H or Search | Replace will bring up the "Replace Text" dialog, somewhat similar to the
above dialog. Below is an example of this dialog.

The Replace Text dialog
Both dialogs can be used to find text, the latter has the added feature to being able to replace the found
text. The hotkey F3 can be used to continue searching for a piece of text
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SQL/Code Editor Tools

11.1

Introduction
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Any SQL or Code Editor in Database Workbench uses the same tools in the editor itself. This includes
shortcuts for uppercase/lowercase, the same context menu and other tools.
Below is a list and quick description of the available tools.

11.2

SQL Insight

A powerful helper that asists you in creating SQL statements.

Code Templates

Avoid typing SQL, use these to expand to often used commands.

AutoClose

Avoid entering close parenthesis, quotes etc...

AutoEnclose

Easily enclose pieces of text in parenthesis, quotes etc...

Code Folding and Block
Staples

The ability to "collapse" blocks of code or comments.

Dynamic Highlighting and
Hot-linking

Helps display block or function boundaries while editing code and the ability
to quickly open up an object editor after moving the mouse over an object
name.

SQL Insight
SQL Insight, sometimes called "code completion" or "intellisense" is a powerful tool to help you creating
your SQL statements.
In this topic:
1. SQL Insight Basics
2. Filtering
3. Join Completion
4. Advanced Tips
If you don't like the automatic popup, you can turn this behaviour OFF in the Editors - SQL Insight
section of the Preferences. You can always force it to popup by using the CTRL+SPACE shortcut.
Another editor feature that might help you to avoid typing code is the Code Template feature.

SQL Insight Basics
The SQL Insight tools helps you to quickly write an SQL statement, either by suggesting objects when
appropriate or remembering column names, for example. Combined with Parameter Insight, this can be a
very helpful tool.
Whenever a database item is required, a list of possible items will pop up and you can select from it
either by using the mouse or the cursor keys on the keyboard, ENTER will accept the given entry.
(click image to expand)
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An example popup for an SQL SELECT statement, items sorted by "object name"

List Sorting
Items in a list can be sorted in two ways, by "object name" of "qualified name", the latter is of use when
you have a DBMS that supports multiple schemas or owners for objects, it will sort on schema or ownername first, then by object name. If you sort by "object name", the schema or owner-name will be
ignored.
The same list as above, but sorted by "qualified name", lists all items from schema "dbo" first,
"HumanResources" next.
(click image to expand)

Same list of items as above, but sorted by "qualified name"

Availability
Comprehensive SQL Insight is available for SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE OR
INSERT, MERGE, REPLACE and EXEC(UTE) statements: columns, parameters etc will be listed.
Lists of object names are available for DROP and ALTER statements (eg: DROP TABLE list-of-tablenames).
Selectable Stored Procedures or (Table) Functions are also available when appropriate.
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Context
SQL Insight is context sensitive, it will recognize your SQL statement and show items accordingly. For
example, take the below UPDATE statement, when a column item is required, it shows a list of
columns.
(click image to expand)

SQL UPDATE statement

But the context sensitivity doesn't end there, if columns of multiple tables are allow, SQL Insight will
show these, or, for example, in the second part of a UNION query, the WHERE-clause only accepts
items from that part, see the screenshot below.
(click image to expand)

UNION query, context example

As you can see above, when you have an alias for an item, this is supported as well. SQL Insight will
use the alias for the object name and also lists the original source for the items. In the above example,
the alias "e2" is used for the "Employee" table.
When your database system supports derived tables or temporary views, these are parsed and added to
the SQL Insight output.
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Temporary view in SELECT statement can be used in SQL Insight

Filtering
Before the list is available, you can enter part of an object name to show a shorter list, when the list is
being displayed, entering more characters will filter the list to "drill down" to the object of your choice.
Click here for a sample video

Filtering doesn't require you to enter the text "before the dot", eg the schema name, if you choose to
start typing text that comes after the dot, all available items starting with that text, despite schema or
owner-name, will be valid.
Click here for a sample video
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For database systems that support multiple schemas, typing the schema name before the list pops up
automatically filters to the items from that schema only.
Click here for a sample video

As you can see, filtering is made extra easy for you.

Join Completion
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There's more power at your hands when writing JOIN statements. See the screenshots below.
(click image to expand)

"Join-completion" - the popup shows the possible JOIN combinations by displaying the foreign key constraints

Using the "enter" key will select the foreign key and complete the JOIN statement.
(click image to expand)

"Join-completion" - the user selected the first foreign key

Advanced Tips
You already know about "filtering after the dot" for object names, this works for schema objects, but also
for table columns.
SQL Insight & Parameter Insight Combo
You can have SQL Insight and Parameter Insight at the same time, this can be useful when writing an
SQL statement with a select-able Stored Procedure, for example.
(click image to expand)
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SQL Insight shows the columns from the Products table, Parameter Insight shows the expected parameters

System tables in InterBase & Firebird
InterBase & Firebird have several system tables, it's names are prefixed by RDB$, TMP$ or MON$.
When filtering, these prefixes are ignored, see the below movie for an example.
Click here for a sample movie

11.3

Code Templates
Many source-code development tools include a concept that's called "Code Templates". Basically, these
are shortcuts to often used commands.
Of course, Database Workbench supports these as well - by using CTRL+J in any code editor window
(like the SQL Editor or in the Stored Procedure Editor) you will see a drop down list like in the screen
shot below:
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The Code Template drop down list

As you can see, each "code template" consist of a "full code" (like "grant delete") and an abbreviation.
This abbreviation can be entered in the code editor as well, if you then press CTRL+J, the abbreviation
will expand to the full code immediately, without showing the drop down list.
Any additional cursor positions can be "picked up" using ALT+END.

expands to
As you can see, code templates can save you lots of time!
The code templates can be modified, deleted and created from the Code Template Editor in the
Preferences.

11.4

AutoClose & AutoEnclose
AutoClose and AutoEnclose can be turned ON and OFF on a per character basis. See the Preferences
for this.

AutoClose
With the AutoClose feature, you can avoid having to enter "closing" characters. For example, in MS
SQL, when you write "[", Database Workbench will automatically add the "]" character.
AutoClose is activated for the following characters:
'
"
(
[
`

->
->
->
->
->

'
"
)
]
`
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AutoEnclose
This feature is similar to the AutoClose feature, whenever you have a piece of text selected in the editor
and you enter one of the AutoEnclose characters, Database Workbench will add the opening and closing
character around the piece of selected text. In the case of the quote character, it will also double any
single quotes in the selected text.
For example, when selecting this text:
O'Hara
And pressing the ' character, it will end up as:
'O''Hara'
Making it a valid SQL string.
This feature can be useful when modifying strings, copy/pasting strings from data into any editor and
enclosing pieces of text in, for example, parenthesis.

11.5

Structural Tools
The editor contains a few structural tools that help you make the code structure more clear and to help
you gain a better oversight of the structure.
These tools are:
1. Code Folding
2. Block Staples
3. Dynamic Highlighting

Code Folding example, click to expand

1. Code Folding
"Code Folding" is the ability of being able to collapse blocks of code or multi-line comments. If you hover
with your mouse cursor over a collapsed block, it will display a hint window with the code inside it.
By collapsing blocks of code, you can make the editor more clear for yourself, so you can concentrate
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on the relevant code at hand.
These blocks can be BEGIN..END blocks, LOOP blocks or other kind of code blocks, including whole
sub-routines.
When a block is collapsed, the line numbering will be cut as well to reflect the original numbers of the
lines.

2. Block Staples
Another tool to help you make sense of the code are "block staples".
Whenever a code block is available, the editor will draw a colored "staple" for it, clearly showing you the
beginning of the block and end of the block.

Block Staples, two IF..THEN blocks, click to expand

In the above screen shot, you can see two IF..THEN..END IF blocks and the outer BEGIN..END block.
As you can see, two staples are drawn for the IF..THEN blocks, to make the blocks stand out for the
user.

3. Dynamic Highlighting
Besides "current line" highlighting and matching parenthesis highlighting, there is more.
There is "dynamic current block boundaries highlighting", using the same block boundaries as the block
staples, but it will highlight the current block of its type only.
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Dynamic Block Highlighting, click to expand

In the above example, two blocks are highlighted: the outer BEGIN..END block and the IF..END IF block
in which the caret resides. If you would move the caret outside the inner IF..END IF block, the outer
IF..END IF block would become highlighted. This clearly shows your current block boundaries.
In addition to block highlighting, there's the "dynamic current routine highlighting". The current sub-routine
is slightly highlighted with a greyish background, as you can see above. This is available for sub-routines
and in the Package Editor only.

11.6

Object Hot-linking
If you're editing in a code editor, you can quickly open up an object by using the mouse and the CTRLkey.
By hovering over the text and pressing the CTRL-key, the text becomes underlined and the cursor
changes to a hand pointer. Clicking the hot-linked object name will attempt to open an object editor. If
the text is not an object name, no editor will open.

Object Hot-linking
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( Pro Edition )
The Diagramming Tool in Database Workbench Pro supports two types of diagrams:
1.
2.

Conceptual Data Model (CDM)
Physical Data Model (PDM)

In short, a CDM is an abstract database system agnostic model that can be converted to a PDM specific
for any of the supported database systems in Database Workbench.
For both of these types of models, many of the Diagram Editor features are the same and there's a set
of common objects available in both models.
For more information on how to use specific features in the Diagram Editor, see Using the Diagram
Editor.

12.2

Diagram Editor Basics

12.2.1 Overview
Below is a screenshot of the Diagram Editor with all the relevant areas, you can click the areas for an
explanation.

Diagram Editor

The following areas are available:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

File and Diagram Tools Toolbar
Zoom and Display Toolbar
Diagram Toolbox Toolbar
Color Toolbar
Order and Alignment Toolbar
Diagram Pages
Diagram Explorer & Navigator
Editor Canvas
Status bar

Below is an explanation of each area.

File and Diagram Tools Toolbar
On this toolbar are buttons to Load and Save your diagram from and to a file, export it as an image for
use in other products or print your diagram. When loading or saving your diagram, any sub-diagrams are
included. Viewing properties like zoom factor, horizontal and vertical position are saved as well.
There's also a New Diagram button that lets you choose your model type (conceptual or physical) or to
add a sub-diagram.
The Model Options button or context menu option Options in the workspace can be used to view and
edit the model options.
The Validate Model button can be used to validate a model for correctness.
But this toolbar also holds other important items under the Tools drop down button:
Attach to Session and Reverse Engineer allow you to make your physical model part of an existing
database session and import all objects into the Editor Workspace. For more information, see
Connections and a Physical Data Model.
The Automatic Layout drop down button shows different automatic layout options. Using these will rearrange the objects in your diagram according to different algorithms. Depending on the diagram, one
might be more suitable than the other. This functionality is especially useful after reverse engineering
your database to get a starting layout before rearranging items yourself.

Zoom and Display Toolbar
This toolbar has a drop down box that allows you to select a zoom percentage and displays the current
zoom percentage of the Editor Workspace. There are two "magifying glass" buttons to select the
previous or next stage in zooming, you can also use the numeric keypad + and - buttons to adjust the
zooming.
For entities and tables (and views) in a model, there are three displaying modes:
1. View Full - displays the object name and all it's attributes or columns.
2. View Identifiers - displays the object name and it's identifying attributes or primary key constraint
columns.
3. View Titles - displays only the object name.
Switching between these viewing modes can be useful to get a better overview of your model. The
statusbar displays the current viewing mode slightly to the right of its middle.
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Diagram Toolbox Toolbar
The buttons on this toolbar let you switch between the normal selection arrow, a "pan" hand and allow
you to add or delete objects from the model.
The Toolbox has different items depending on whether you're editing a conceptual data model or a
physical data model.

Color Toolbar
With the Color Toolbar you can easily set the color of the items in your diagram. This toolbar holds 3
special drop down buttons, simply clicking them will change the color of all selected items to the
"current color" of the button. This color is visible in the button image itself. If you click the drop down
arrow, you can select a different color and you will see the button image change as to reflect the new
color. If you have an item selected while changing the current color, the items will change color as well.
Modifying item colors is also possible by using the Format option in the item context menu.

Order and Alignment Toolbar
The first two button on this toolbar control the item z-order. By using the Bring to Front button, you can
bring an item "on top" of other items and by using the Send to Back button you can put an item "behind"
other items. Using this functionality only has effect when items are stacked on top of eachother. A
Region cannot be brought to front and is always behind items inside it.
The alignment buttons make it easy to get multiple items at the same left, top, right or bottom positions,
or on the same horizontal or vertical axis. The first item you select is the item the other selected items
get aligned to.
***

Diagram Pages
When adding sub-diagrams, this area will show the sub-diagram pages. You can switch to and from
these sub-diagrams by selecting a different page or selecting a diagram from the Diagram Explorer.
You can use the context menu to create a new sub-diagram or to delete or rename an existing one.
Sub-diagrams have their own set of viewing properties.

Diagram Explorer & Navigator
The Diagram Explorer area gives you a lists of the available diagrams (the main diagram and optional
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sub-diagrams), Entities and Domains or Tables, Views and Domains as available in the different model
types.
You can drag items from the Diagram Explorer to the Workspace.
Deleting an item from the Workspace might not delete it from the Diagram Explorer, depending on your
actions. This means that you can have different visual items in your diagram than available items. This is
especially useful with sub-diagrams and diagrams for existing databases.
Below the tree view in the Diagram Explorer, you can find the Object Info pane, which lists properties of
the selected object in the tree view.
And even below that, is the Diagram Navigator, which holds a small overview of the diagram so you can
quickly browse the diagram and go to a particular section of your diagram.
See also:
Using Sub-Diagrams

Editor Canvas
The Editor Canvas is the area where you visualize your diagram. It can contain objects (entities, tables
and views), links (relationships, foreign key constraints and documentation links), comment boxes and
background regions.

Status bar
At the bottom of the Diagram Editor, there's a status bar displaying the following:
object viewing mode
number of selected items

Next: Using the Diagram Editor

12.2.2 Using the Diagram Editor
Even though a Conceptual Data Model and a Physical Data Model host different type of objects, the
functionality and behaviour of the Diagram Editor itself stays the same. This topic holds the basic
information to get your familiar with the feel of the Diagram Editor.
Make sure to read the Diagram Editor Overview first.
This topic holds the following subjects:
1. Creating a new diagram object
2. Creating a link (relationship, foreign key or documentation link)
3. Creating and deleting non-diagram objects (non visual objects, like a Domain)
4. Editing objects
5. Deleting diagram objects
6. Selecting and moving diagram objects

Creating a new diagram item
After starting a new diagram, you can create new diagram objects. You do this by using the Diagram
Toolbox: click the Entity or Table button, this will start the "insert mode" for the selected object type and
change the cursor in order to notify you of this change. You can cancel this by clicking the Select or Pan
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buttons in the toolbar. If "insert mode" is active, click inside the Editor Canvas to create a new object of
the selected type.

A New Entity, just inserted onto the Canvas

After inserting the newly created item, the Diagram Toolbox will switch back to the Select tool unless
you have used the CTRL key when starting the "insert mode", then it will allow you to continue inserting
new items.
For each new item in the diagram, an entry will be added to the correct treenode in the Diagram
Explorer.
After inserting an item, you can edit it.
See also:
Creating an Entity (CDM)
Creating a Domain (CDM)
Creating a Table (PDM)
Creating a View (PDM)
Creating a Domain (PDM)

Creating a link
In order to create a link (any "link" available), you first need to have other objects in your diagram. After
that, click one of the link buttons and you will see the cursor change in the Editor Canvas. When you
hover over an item that supports links, the cursor will change into a hand cursor, press the mouse button
and keep it pressed. If you move away from the item, you can move to another item and release the
mouse button. This will establish a link between the two items.
By default, there will be a direct link. You can also create a link with one or more static points in
between the two linked objects. After selecting the first object, click outside that object in an empty area
of the Canvas, this will create a point, next continue drawing the link or selecting the second object.
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Halfway through creating a "documentation link"

If you want to remove these secondary points from a link, press CTRL and click a point and it will be
removed. Adding new points is done in the same way, press CTRL and click on a line, the Diagram
Editor will add a point that can be moved.
Use the link context menu and select Straighten Line to remove all secondary points.
See also:
Creating a Documentation Link
Creating a Relationship (CDM)
Creating a Foreign Key Constraint (PDM)

Creating and deleting non-diagram objects
Non diagram objects, like a Domain cannot be created using the Toolbox, but have to be created using
the Diagram Explorer. Use the context menu on the Domains treenode and select New Domain from
the popup menu.
By using the context menu on a certain non-diagram object, you can select Delete Domain from the
popup menu and delete the item from the Diagram Explorer.

Editing objects
You can double click an item in the Editor Canvas or the Diagram Explorer to show the Object
Properties dialog. You can also use the context menu and select Properties from the menu to show this
dialog.
Depending on the object type, an object has different properties.
Many diagram objects also support a Formatting Properties dialog that allows you to select colors and
font types, use the context menu and select Format to edit these properties.

Deleting diagram objects
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You can select any diagram object and simply press the Delete button in the toolbar or your keyboard,
this will remove the visual representation of the object. To delete the object from your design, use the
ctrl+DEL shortcut. In a sub-diagram, this will simply remove the visual representation of the object, in
the main diagram, you can choose to remove the visual representation of the object from the Editor
Canvas or to delete the object completely, that is: it's visual representation in the main and sub-diagrams
as well as from the Diagram Explorer.

The Delete Objects confirmation dialog

When you delete an item in the Diagram Explorer by using the context menu, this will always delete the
object completely.
Note: When selecting a region, this will automatically select all objects inside it, watch out with deleting
a region.

Selecting and moving diagram objects
By using the arrow button (Select button) in the Diagram Toolbox, you can select items in the diagram.
Either click an item directly or by clicking op an empty spot in the Editor Canvas, hold the mouse button
down and drag a rectangle.
You can also select multiple items if you hold down the SHIFT key on your keyboard and select
individual items.
To select all items inside a region, simply select the region header or border.
You can move selected items by pressing the mouse button on a selected item, keeping it pressed and
moving the mouse around. When you release the mouse button, the items will be transferred to their new
position.
If you select a point on a line, you can move that point only. If you move both the source and destination
object of a line, the line will move completely, if you move only one of those items, the line will move up
to the next point.

12.2.3 Objects in any Model
Besides the Objects in a CDM or Objects in a PDM, there are certain objects available in both models.
Object
Documentation Link

Region
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A documentation link between entities. This does nothing with regard to a
CDM or PDM, but is only a visual representation of a "relationship" or
"link" for your convenience and explanation of the model.
A "background region" will allow you to "group" items inside it. This has
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Comment

two functions:
1. move objects by moving the region
2. visually group items in order to display them as a group instead of
objects in one large diagram
A "comment box" allows you to place text in your diagram for
documentation purposes.

Documentation Link
A "documenation link" is nothing but a dotted line between items. It does nothing at all but making things
clear to the user that there is "some kind" of relationship between the items it links to.
You change it's caption, arrowheads and add captions for each end-point of the line by double clicking on
it.

Documentation Link Properties, page Arrowheads

The General page has the name of the documentation link, which is also used as the main caption. The
secondary captions will be displayed near the arrowheads of the link.

Region
You can create a region by clicking the Region tool and dragging a rectangle in the Editor Canvas. Any
objects inside the rectangle will then belong to the "group" this region stands for.
In the top left corner of the region, there's a line of text that can be edited by clicking it (or double-clicking
if the region isn't selected). If you click outside the region the changes are accepted or press the ESC
button on your keyboard to cancel your changes.
You can select the region including all its objects by clicking the region border or the header. If you click
anywhere else in the region, nothing will be selected. If the region is selected, moving it will also move
the objects inside it.
You can delete a region and keep the objects it contains by using the context menu option Delete
Region.
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Comment
The Comment Box tool can be used to place (multi line) text into a diagram in order to clarify things or
write down comments to other users. For example, it can also be used to describe the meaning of a subdiagram.
Doubleclick on a Comment Box to edit it contents, click outside the box to accept your changes or
press the ESC button on your keyboard to cancel your changes.
It has no effect on the diagram itself or to generated physical diagrams or database scripts.

12.2.4 Formatting Properties
You can show the Formatting Properties dialog for a diagram item by using the context menu and
selecting Format from the popup menu. If you have multiple objects selected, you will modify the
properties of each of these items.

Formatting Properties dialog, page Color

On the first page of the dialog, you can modify the background and outline colors for the object and
optionally use a 3D look. As you can see in the screenshot, the default background color is plain white
and the default outline color is black.
By using the More Colors button you can create your own custom colors.
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Formatting Properties dialog, page Font

The second page holds the font properties. By selecting an item from the Font Item listbox, you can
modify it's properties in the right hand side of the dialog.
The General item will allow setting the font, font size and modifying the color for all other items still
having the same color.
The Name/Header item will change the color and style of the object name or header.
Attributes and Key Attributes allow you to set different colors and font styles for these two different types
of attributes.
The default values are:
Font
Arial
Size
8
Color
Black
Name/Header
Bold
Attributes
No special style
Key Attributes
Bold
You can also Copy and Paste the formatting properties from one object to another by using the context
menu options Get Format and Apply Format.

12.2.5 Using Sub-Diagrams
Besides a Main diagram, as available by default, you can create your own sub-diagrams. A sub-diagram
is a new visual canvas you can use to create new objects, or add existing objects to. Sub-diagrams
allow you to create sub-sections of the main diagram to clarify it's meaning or group items without having
to deal with lots of items on the main diagram.
The upper part of the Diagram Explorer list the currently available diagrams. You can use the context
menu in this area to create a new sub-diagram, another way is to the use New Diagram button and
selecting New Sub-Diagram from the drop down. The diagram pages area also has a context menu that
you can use.
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The Diagram Explorer with two sub-diagrams

You can switch diagrams by using the diagram pages at the bottom of the Canvas, or by selecting a
diagram from the Diagram Explorer.
As you switch diagrams, you will see that the Diagram Editor retains the zoom factor and scroll bar
positions of each diagram.

12.2.6 Printing
You can print your model by using the Print button from the toolbar button.
The Diagram Editor will start a Print Preview for the smallest possible rectangle of pages that holds all
your objects in the current diagram.
It doesn't matter if it starts at the top left or not, the smallest possible rectangle will be used, saving
paper when printing a huge diagram by accident.

12.2.7 Model Options
A model can have different options depending on several things: is it a CDM or a PDM? What DBMStype is the model linked to?

CDM Options

A CDM Options Dialog

A CDM model offers options the above options.

PDM Options
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Here are two examples of a PDM Model Options dialog, click to expand.

Example PDM options for a Firebird model

Example PDM options for a NexusDB model

By default, a PDM will always have the most recent version of a DBMS. Other options are specific for a
particular DBMS.
If you change the target database version, the model will be automatically validated in order to check if
any data types have become unsupported.
Note: You cannot change the target database version for models that are in a "connected" state.

12.2.8 Model Validation
By using the Check Model button in the toolbar, you can validate the model for errors. This works for
both CDM and PDM models.
The validation results will be displayed in a list like this:
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Model validation results

There can be "errors", "warnings" and "messages". The filter drop down box at the top of the results
window let's you filter for a specific level of result message.

Automatic Validation
Automatic validation will be performed when you want to convert a CDM to a PDM and when you set the
target database version in a PDM. In these cases, the validation results will only be shown where there
are errors.

Possible errors and warnings in a CDM
The following are possible errors and warnings in a conceptual model.
Domain
No name
No datatype

The domain has no name
The domain has no data type specified

Entity
No name
No attributes
No identifying
attributes

The entity has no name
The entity has no attributes
The entity has no identifying attributes, which means that a single occurrence
cannot be easily identified and no primary key constraint will be generated

Attributes
No name
No datatype

The attribute has no name
The attribute has no data type specified

Relationships
Default source
attributes
Default destination
attributes
No dominant role set

The relationship has no attributes specified for the source, so it will use the
default attributes
The relationship has no attributes specified for the destination, so it will use the
default attributes
The relationship is a one-to-one relationship, but no dominant role is specified,
this can lead to an unwanted direction of the foreign key constraint when
generating the PDM

Possible errors and warnings in a PDM
The following are possible errors and warnings in a physical model, in addition to the database specific
errors and warnings as normally raised when creating these objects.
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Domain
Datatype not
supported

A data type is used that is not supported in the database target version

Column
Datatype not
supported

A data type is used that is not supported in the database target version

Conceptual Data Model

12.3.1 What is a CDM?
12.3.1.1 What is a CDM?
When designing a new database, you usually start at the "conceptual" level without having to worry
about the details of the physical implementation.
A Conceptual Data Model (CDM) represents the logical structure of your database, independent of the
database management system being used.
A CDM can contain data objects not (yet) available in the physical database, but does include all data
objects needed to store all data with regard to the requirements of your database project.
With a CDM you can:
create a graphical representation of data objects and their relationships, also called an EntityRelationship Diagram (ERD)
validate your model design before creating a physical database
generate a physical diagram to any of the supported database systems
Note that "relationships" in a CDM are different from "foreign key constraints" in a PDM (or database)
when it comes to their representation. A many-to-many relationship, for example, is a relationship
between two entities with no intermediate entity, while in a PDM, such a construct will consist of 3
tables.
See also:
Convert a CDM to a PDM
Next: Objects in a CDM.
12.3.1.2 Objects in a CDM
The following items are available in a CDM:
Object
Domain
Entity

Tool Description
- A set of values valid for a certain piece of data, these can be used as the
basis for Attributes.
An "object" in the abstract sense of the word. It's data that are of importance
to the application, eg: person, book, invoice. In the physical diagram, this
will generate a table.
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A placeholder for a value (piece of data) in an entity.
An attribute or combination of attributes that uniquely identifies an instance
of the entity.
A "connection" or "relationship" between entities. One entity someone
depends on another. Depending on the available relationship options, this will
generate a physical Foreign Key Constraint with or without an intermediate
table.

See also: Objects in any Diagram.

Domain
Domains make it easier to identify the types of information in your model, assigning domains to
attributes help you standardize data characteristics for entity attributes in different entities.
Just like an "attribute" of an Entity, each Domain has a datatype. In addition to that, each domain can
have a set of allowed values or have a minimum and maximum value defined, specified maximum length
or precision and a scale. This makes the possible values in a "domain" a sub-set of the available values
for a given datatype. Domains can be used as the "datatype" of an attribute instead of a raw datatype.
A Domain can also have a "default value" in those cases no value is used.
Domains are not visible in the diagram itself, but are visible in the Diagram Explorer.
See also:
Creating a Domain
Domains to a PDM
Datatypes in a CDM

Entity
Each entity represents a real world "object", in the abstract sense of the word. An entity contains data
about real world concepts, eg: Book, Invoice, Car, Person. Each entity should have one or more
attributes describing the entity, eg: First Name, Last Name, Address (of entity Person). Attributes can
be optional (= no value required) or required.
In addition to normal attributes, an entity should have an "identifier" which value uniquely identifies an
instance of the entity. An "identifier" can be a single attribute (eg: EmployeeNumber) or a combination of
attributes. Each of the identifier attributes will be required to have a value.
Entities can have relationships with other entities, eg: a Person has a Car.
See also:
Creating an Entity
Entities to a PDM

Relationship
One entity can have something to do with another entity, eg: a Person has a Car. This is called a
"relationship" between entities.
A relationship can have many different forms, called "roles". In "a Person has a Car", there are two roles:
"has" and "belongs to". Each Car belongs to a Person and each Person can have a car.
Besides roles, there's "cardinality", in our example: "a Person has 1 Car" is different from "a Person can
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have 1 or more Cars" which is different from "a Person can have zero or more Cars". These different
cardinalities are available for each relationship.
See also:
Creating a Relationship
Relationships to a PDM
Relationship Types

Next: Datatypes in a CDM
12.3.1.3 Datatypes in a CDM
Value placeholders, like Attributes and Domains, have a "datatypes" assigned. This tells you something
about the type of value this placeholder will accept and automatically restricts the possible values.
For example, is the datatype is set to "integer" a value of "ABC" cannot be accepted. On the other hand,
if a datatype of "character" is used, both "ABC" and "123" are valid values.
In a CDM, the following datatypes are available for attributes and domains:
Datatype
Short Integer
Integer
Long Integer
Byte
Unsigned Short
Integer
Unsigned Integer
Number
Float
Money

Description
Smaller integer values, range: -32768..32767
Normal integer values, range: -2147483648..2147483647
Long integer values, range: -2^63..2^63-1
Unsigned values, range: 0..255
Unsigned values, range 0..65535

Date
Time

Date values, range depending on implementation
Time values, range depending on implementation, but usually from 00:00.000 to
23:59.999
Combined Date & Time values, range combined of Date and Time

Date & Time
Character
Variable Character
Single Character
Text
BLOB

Unsigned values, range 0..4294967295
Fixed point decimal values, range depending on Precision and Scale
Floating point values
Fixed point decimal values, range depending on implementation

String values of a fixed length padded with spaces to fill up to the maximum length
String values of a variable length up to the given maximum length
A single character value
A virtually unlimited length string value, actual maximum length depending on
implementation
A virtually unlimited length binary value, actual maximum length depending on
implementation

12.3.2 Creating a CDM
12.3.2.1 Defining Domains
Domains make it easier to identify the types of information in your model, assigning domains to
attributes help you standardize data characteristics for entity attributes in different entities.
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Domains are custom datatype definitions that can hold a sub-set of the available values for a datatype.
By using domains as the "datatype" of your entity attributes, you can make the data model more clear
and use the same definition in multiple attributes.
See also: Objects is a CDM, Domain
This topic holds the following items:
Creating a new domain
Editing a domain
Deleting a domain
Using a domain

Creating a new domain
By using the context menu on the Domains node or an existing domain in the Diagram Explorer you can
select the New Domain option.

Creating a new Domain

This will show the Domain Properties dialog for a new domain:

The Domain Properties dialog

Modifying any of the items in the dialog is the same for a new domain as for existing domains.
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Each Domain has a name and a user written description under Notes for clarity and it's meaning in the
model.
Use the OK button to create the new domain or the Cancel button to go back without creating the new
domain.

Editing a domain
By double clicking a domain in the Diagram Explorer or using the context menu and selecting
Properties from the popup menu, you can start the Domain Properties dialog for existing domains.

The Domain Properties dialog

After editing a domain and accepting your changes by using the OK button, any Entities that are using
this domain will be updated as well.

Deleting a domain
You can delete a domain by using the context menu and selecting Delete Domain from the popup
menu. The Diagram Editor will check to see if the domain is in use by any Entities and act accordingly. If
the domain isn't being used anywhere, the domain will be delete, if it's in use, you can choose from the
following options:
1. Cancel the delete
2. Set attributes that use this domain to a datatype of "unknown"
3. Use the datatype related properties of the domain for the attributes
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Using a domain
Domains will automatically show up in the Entity Properties dialog in the Datatype drop down box at the
bottom.

12.3.2.2 Defining Entities
Entities are placeholders for data that represents a real-world "object" or "event". In a model where
Employees are linked to Companies, there would be at least those two entities. Employee "Martin"
would then be an occurrence of the entity Employee.
See also: Objects is a CDM, Entity
This topic holds the following items:
Creating an entity
Modifying an entity
Deleting an entity
Entities in sub-diagrams
The visual representation of an entity is a rectangle with a header and optional attributes.
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An entity "OnlineCustomer"

In the above example, there's an entity named "OnlineCustomer", it has a key attribute
"OnlineCustomerID" and several other attributes.

Creating an entity
Creating a new entity is done by using the Entity button (
) on the Toolbox Toolbar, this will change
the cursor and allows you to click on an empty space in the Editor Canvas. A new empty Entity will be
created, added to the list in the Diagram Explorer and added to the Canvas.
An Entity needs at least 1 attribute in order to be useful. It is recommended to include an identifier for the
Entity as well.
Each Entity has a name and a user written description under Notes for clarity and it's meaning in the
model.
Double click the Entity in the Diagram Explorer or Canvas to show the Entity Properties dialog.

Entity Properties dialog

Use the checkbox in the ID column to set one or more attributes as to be part of the identifier for this
Entity.
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Length and Scale are only editable for datatypes that support it.
A checked box in the Req column means the attribute is required.
See also:
Entities in sub-diagrams

Modifying an entity
By double clicking an entity in the Diagram Explorer or using the context menu and selecting Properties
from the popup menu, you can start the Entity Properties dialog for existing entities. You can also use
the context menu in the Editor Canvas and select Attributes from the menu to start the Entity Properties
dialog at the Attributes page.
Use the OK button to accept your changes or ESC on your keyboard or the Cancel button to discard
your changes.
See also:
Defining Relationships

Deleting an entity
You can delete an entity by using the context menu and selecting Delete Entity from the popup menu. If
you're deleting from the Canvas in the main diagram, a special confirmation dialog will be shown.
If you delete from the Diagram Explorer, the object will always be fully deleted.
When deleting a entity that has relationships to other entities, these relationships will be deleted as well.

Entities in sub-diagrams
You can create new entities in sub-diagrams as well. They will be added to the Entities list in the
Diagram Explorer and to the diagram. To re-use existing entities, drag them from the Diagram Explorer
onto the Canvas.
If there are any existing relationships for the entities in the diagram, you can use the context menu and
select Visualize Relationships to re-establish visual links between the entities.
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12.3.2.3 Relationships
12.3.2.3.1 Defining Relationships

A "relationship" is a "link" between entities in the broadest sense of the word. There are many different
types of relationships and what happens with these relationships when you generate a Physical Data
Model depends on the properties of each type.
See also: Relationship Types
The Toolbox Toolbar has two buttons to create a Relationship in the Editor Canvas, one for Identifying
Relationship and one for a Non-Identifying Relationship. You can switch from an Identifying to a NonIdentifying and vice-versa in the Relationship Properties dialog.
For information on how to work with links in the Diagram Editor, see Creating a Link.
After creating a new relationship, you can double click it to show the Relationship Properties dialog.
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Relationship Properties dialog

As all objects, a relationship also has a Name and an area where you can enter a description. On the
first page, you will see the checkbox to switch the relationship between Non-Identifying and Identifying.
The second page of the dialog is more interesting. The Cardinalities define the number of instances
(zero, one or many) of one entity to another.
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Relationship Properties dialog, page Cardinalities

Preview
The preview area shows what the relationship will look like in the diagram after you click the OK button.
Here you can also check the relationship direction to see if it's correct.

Relationship type
You can use the radio buttons to select your relationship type, this will also change the selected item in
the Cardinality comboboxes, as these reflect the relationship type as well. Depending on the type, the
Dominant Role box becomes available which tells you what direction the relationship goes.

Captions & additional properties
Using the required check boxes will also modify the Cardinality values and vice versa, you can use
whatever suits you.
The Role name boxes allow you to put captions and a "meaning" near the end-points of the relationship.
With the Attributes selection boxes, you can set zero or more attributes to become the attributes used
in this relationship. If you do not enter any attributes here, but leave it set to "default", the attributes will
be generated when creating a physical model.
12.3.2.3.2 Relationship Types

When modeling a relationship you have to think about what that relationship really means. The
cardinality is an important part of this meaning.
Below is an explanation of the different cardinalities.
Cardinality
One-to-one

Symbol Description
1..1
One instance of an entity always corresponds to another instance of a second
entity.
One-to1..n
One instance of an entity corresponds to one or more instances of a second
many
entity.
Many-to-one
n..1
More than one instance of an entity can correspond to the same single instance
of a second entity.
Many-ton..n
More than one instance of an entity can correspond to more than one instance
many
of a second entity.
There's a groupbox for each of these types at the top of the Relationship Properties dialog. But there is
more, a relationship can have additional properties:
Property
Dominant role
Role name
Required
Cardinality

Identifying
relationship

Description
In a one-to-one relationship, this will determine the direction of the relationship.
Description the relationship of the first entity to the second entity and vice versa.
Indicates that each instance of a first entity requires an instance of the second entity.
This influences the cardinality as described below.
In addition to the groupboxes, you can change the cardinality by either using the
Required checkbox, or selecting an entry from the drop down box.
0..1
One instance optionally corresponds to another instance of the second entity.
0..n
One instance corresponds to zero or more instances of a second entity.
For identifying relationships, the master identifying attributes become part of the detail
identifying attributes. An identifying relationship is a continues line, while a non-
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identifying relationship is a dashed line.
The Dominant Role, Cardinality and Required attributes influence the behaviour when generating a
physical data model.
In the diagram, the end points of each relationship show you how the relationship is defined:
Many, but optional
One, but optional
Many, requires at least 1
One, required
See also:
Relationship Examples
12.3.2.3.3 Relationship Examples

Below are several examples of Conceptual Data Model relationships and their meaning, click the links to
expand the examples.
One-to-many relationships
Each division can have zero or more employees.
Each employee belongs to zero or 1 division.
This is a non-identifying relationship.
Each division must have 1 or more employees.
Each employee belongs to zero or 1 division.
This is a non-identifying relationship.
Each division can have zero or more employees.
Each employee belongs to 1 division.
This is a non-identifying relationship.
Each division must have 1 or more employees.
Each employee belongs to 1 division.
This is a non-identifying relationship.
One-to-one relationships
Each team works on zero or one project.
Each project is being worked on by no team or
just one teams.
This is a non-identifying relationship.
Each team works on one project.
Each project is being worked on by no team or
just one team.
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This is a non-identifying relationship.
Each team works on zero or one project.
Each project is being worked on by one team.
This is a non-identifying relationship.
Each team works on one project.
Each project is being worked on by one team.
This is a non-identifying relationship.
Many-to-many relationships
Each employee belongs to zero or more divisions.
Each division has zero or more employees.
This is a non-identifying relationship.
Each employee must belong to 1 or more
divisions.
Each division has zero or more employees.
This is a non-identifying relationship.
Each employee belongs to zero or more divisions.
Each division has 1 or more employees.
This is a non-identifying relationship.
Each employee must belong to 1 or more
divisions.
Each division has 1 or more employees.
This is a non-identifying relationship.

12.3.3 Generating a PDM from a CDM
12.3.3.1 Generating a PDM
From the Tools button, you can generate a Physical Data Model from an existing Conceptual Data
Model. The PDM has to be of a certain DBMS type, as generating a PDM will use database system
specific datatypes and features, like Domains.
For each of the available conceptual objects, a certain physical object is created.
CDM object
Entity
Entity attribute
Domain
Identifier
Relationship

Generated PDM object
Table
Column
Domain, if supported by the DBMS, nothing if not
Primary Key Constraint
Foreign Key Constraint (Referential Constraint)
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However, this is not a one-on-one conversion. In some cases, a relation will generate an "intermediate"
table, see Relationships to a PDM.
When the PDM gets generated, the objects in it will be auto-arranged, this might not be the optimal
layout, but it should give a start.
Before a PDM is generated, the model will be validated, if the validation results in errors, the process
cannot continue. After successful validation, an Options dialog will be shown.

Options
When generating a PDM, the following options are available.

Available options when generating a PDM

The Target database version drop down box will hold the available versions for the selected target DBMS
type. Depending on the version you're selecting, different features may be supported, for example, data
types.
Remove spaces and special characters from Ensures the object names only contain ASCII alphabetical
object names
and numerical characters.
Convert object names to uppercase

Removes all case (sensitivity) by uppercasing the object
names.

Convert domains to raw datatypes

CDM domains will always be converted to "raw data types",
even though the DBMS supports domains.

Note:
A PDM doesn't have to be associated with a database or session, they can be saved to a diagram file
and re-used even without a database connection.
Next: Domains to a PDM

12.3.3.2 Domains to a PDM
If the type of DBMS associated with your PDM supports "domains", the conversion of a conceptual
Domain will be direct. That is, for each conceptual domain, a physical domain object will be created and
re-used in one or more Tables.
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If Domains are not supported by the DBMS, a table column will use the "raw datatype", optional "check
constraint" and optional "not null" constraint will be used.
Below is an example of objects created.
CREATE DOMAIN SEX_TYPE AS CHAR(1) NOT NULL CHECK VALUE IN ('M', 'F');
CREATE DOMAIN SALARYCHANGEPERCENTAGE AS SMALLINT NOT NULL CHECK (value between 1 and 5);
CREATE TABLE PERSON
(
PERSONID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
FIRST_NAME VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
LAST_NAME VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
SEX SEX_TYPE,
LAST_SALARY_CHANGE SALARYCHANGEPERCENTAGE
);
Table SQL statement for the InterBase DBMS, which supports Domains

In the above example, the domain "SEX_TYPE" can be re-used by multiple table columns without having
to repeat it's definition.
CREATE TABLE PERSON
(
PersonID Integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
First_Name VarChar(50) NOT NULL,
Last_Name VarChar(50) NOT NULL,
Sex
Enum('F', 'M') NOT NULL,
Last_Salary_Change SmallInt NOT NULL
) TYPE=MyISAM;
Table SQL statement for the MySQL DBMS, which does not support Domains or Check Constraints (but uses a special
ENUM datatype)

In the above example, the SEX_TYPE domain definition is copied into each table column that uses this
domain.
Next: Entities to a PDM
12.3.3.3 Entities to a PDM
When you generate a PDM from a CDM, Entities will be turned into Tables, each entity will result in a
new table.
Required attributes will become columns with an attribute of NOT NULL, meaning that the DBMS doesn't
accept a "no value" entry for this column.
Attributes that are marked as "Identifier" will become part of the table Primary Key Constraint, being the
primary identifier of table data.
Here's an example:
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Entity "OnlineCustomer" with attributes

This will generate the following table (InterBase syntax):
CREATE TABLE ONLINECUSTOMER
(
ONLINECUSTOMERID
INTEGER
NOT NULL,
"NAME"
VARCHAR(
30) NOT NULL,
ADDRESS1
VARCHAR(
80) NOT NULL,
ADDRESS2
VARCHAR(
80),
REGION
VARCHAR(
45),
CITY
VARCHAR(
45) NOT NULL,
ZIP
VARCHAR(
6) NOT NULL,
PHONE
VARCHAR(
20),
CREDITCARDNR
VARCHAR(
20) NOT NULL,
CREDITCARDEXPIRYDATE
DATE
NOT NULL,
CONSTRAINT PK_ONLINECUSTOMER PRIMARY KEY (ONLINECUSTOMERID)
);

By default, the table will have the same attributes as the entity, but this could change due to the any
relationships from or to this relation.
Next: Relationships to a PDM
12.3.3.4 Relationships to a PDM
A relationship will generate a Foreign Key or Referential Constraint in a Physical Data Model.
How exactly this constraint is generated depends on the relationship type.
1. one-to-one relationship
2. one-to-many or many-to-one relationship
3. many-to-many relationship

If you selected the attributes that are part of the relationship, no additional columns will be added to the
tables involved. If you leave the attributes set to [default], new columns will be created and added to the
tables.
When creating new columns, these will be NOT NULL, depending on the "required" status of the
relationship.
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One-to-one relationship
With a one-to-one relationship, it depends on the "direction" or "dominant role" from which table to which
table the constraint is "pointing". If you did not define the attributes that make up the relationship
yourself, the dominant role is used to decide in which table to add the foreign column.
Take a look at the following example.

One-to-one relationship, Person as a "base class" for Employee

In the above screenshot, you can say that "Person" is over "Employee", without a person, there will be
no employee. This will generate a foreign key constraint as follows:

Foreign Key from Employee to Person

This generates the column PERSONID into table Employee. If the relationship is an "identifying"
relationship, the newly generated column will be added to the primary key of the child table.

One-to-many or many-to-one relationship
These relationships are the same, only the direction differs. This is a common relationship, see the
example below.

A department has zero or multiple employees, while each employee works at 1 department

Each employee works at a department, this is a required item. This means that the column for
Department will be NOT NULL. It's a non-identifying relationship, so the new column will not be part of
the primary key of the Employee table.
The result is a simple foreign key constraint:

A foreign key from Employee to Department
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Many-to-many relationship
A many to many relationship cannot be generated by creating a foreign key from the source to
destination table. In the example below, an "Online Order" can contain multiple "Products", while any
"Product" can be used by multiple "Online Orders".

Example of a many-to-many relationship

The many-to-many relationship will be "solved" by using an intermediate table named after the
relationship that contains both the identifier from the source and destination table. This combined set of
identifier attributes now forms the primary key of the intermediate table.

Generated tables and foreign key constraints

12.4

Physical Data Model

12.4.1 What is a PDM?
12.4.1.1 What is a PDM?
A Physical Data Model (PDM) is the implementation of your Conceptual Data Model (CDM). It has
tables, which are the physical objects used to store the data from your entities, and column. It has your
relationships as referential constraints.
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In Database Workbench, a PDM is bound to a specific type of database system and includes database
system specific options. By default, a new PDM will be using the most recent version of a DBMS, you
can edit these settings in the Model Options Dialog.
You can reverse engineer an existing database into a PDM or create a database from a PDM.

Part of a Physical Data Model

See also: Connections and a PDM
Next: Objects in a PDM
12.4.1.2 Objects in a PDM
The following items are available in a PDM:
Object
Domain
Table
Column
Primary Key
View

Tool Description
- A subset of possible data values of a specific datatype.
A tabular structure used to store data.
- A placeholder for a value (piece of data) in a table.
- A column or combination of columns whose values uniquely identify a row of
data in a table.
A server side resultset that can be used as a table, a "virtual table", if you
like.
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A constraint that tells the database system to ensure a row of data exists in
a "master" table for a specific row in a "detail" table, eg: each "order line"
should belong to a specific "order".

See also: Objects in any Diagram.

Domain
Domains make it easier to identify the types of information in your model, assigning domains to columns
help you standardize data characteristics for columns in different tables. This is the same as Domains in
a CDM.
Just like a "column" of an Table, each Domain has a datatype. In addition to that, each domain can have
a check constraint to create subsets of the available values for a datatype and can have a specified
maximum length or precision and a scale. This makes the possible values in a "domain" a sub-set of the
available values for a given datatype. Domains can be used as the "datatype" of a column instead of a
raw datatype.
Domains are not visible in the diagram itself, but are visible in the Diagram Explorer.
See also:
Datatypes in a PDM

Table
A table is the structure that's used to physically store your data into "rows" of "records" of data. A single
combined piece of information on each row. Each row should be uniquely identifiable by using the values
in the primary key columns.
In the ideal case, your stored data should not contain NULLs (as this is missing information) but should
only contain valid data instead.
Tables and Views can be used as the basis for Views and SQL SELECT statements to return data.
See also: Creating a Table

View
A view is like a virtual table. A SQL statement defines the view and it's resultset columns, it does not
store the data, but offers a resultset that can be used in other views and SQL statements just like a
table.
By using views, you can keep your applications SQL statement much more simple, hide data from
tables or hide columns from tables before making them available to application developers.
See also: Creating a View

Referential Link or Foreign Key Constraint
A "referential link", "foreign key constraint" or "referential constraint" are all the same thing. For a
database systems that support them, it will create a foreign key constraint object in order to have the
database system check that your referring table won't be referring to non-existing referred-to data.
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For example, let's imagine the following:
CREATE TABLE PERSON
(
PERSONID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
FIRST_NAME VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
LAST_NAME VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
SEX CHAR(1) CHECK (SEX IN ('M', 'F') )
);
CREATE TABLE IS_CHILD_OF
(
CHILD_PERSON_ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
PARENT_PERSON_ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (CHILD_PERSON_ID, PARENT_PERSON_ID)
);
A master-detail relationship between a person and his or her children, no constraints

You can create two constraints ensuring that table IS_CHILD_OF contains data that exists in table
PERSON.
ALTER TABLE IS_CHILD_OF ADD CONSTRAINT FK_IS_CHILD_OF_PERSON_PARENT
FOREIGN KEY (PARENT_PERSON_ID) REFERENCES PERSON
(PERSONID);
ALTER TABLE IS_CHILD_OF ADD CONSTRAINT FK_IS_CHILD_OF_PERSON_CHILD
FOREIGN KEY (CHILD_PERSON_ID) REFERENCES PERSON
(PERSONID);
Two referential constraints

In a diagram, this could look like this:

The graphical version of the above foreign key constraints

See also: Creating a Foreign Key Constraint

Next: Datatypes in a PDM
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12.4.1.3 Datatypes in a PDM
Value placeholders, like Columns and Domains, have a "datatypes" assigned. This tells you something
about the type of value this placeholder will accept and automatically restricts the possible values.
For example, is the datatype is set to "integer" a value of "ABC" cannot be accepted. On the other hand,
if a datatype of "character" is used, both "ABC" and "123" (as a string of characters) are valid values.
In a PDM, the list of available datatypes differs per database system.
If you're using a datatype in a CDM that's not really available in the database system used for the PDM,
eg a "money" datatype, Database Workbench will convert this to the nearest available datatype.

12.4.2 Creating a PDM
12.4.2.1 Defining Domains
Domains make it easier to identify the types of information in your model, assigning domains to columns
help you standardize data characteristics for table columns across multiple tables.
Domains are custom datatype definitions that can hold a sub-set of the available values for a datatype.
By using domains as the "datatype" of your table columns, you can make the data model more clear
and use the same definition in multiple columns across multiple tables.
See also: Objects is a PDM, Domain
This topic holds the following items:
Creating a new domain
Editing a domain
Deleting a domain
Using a domain

Creating a new domain
By using the context menu on the Domains node or an existing domain in the Diagram Explorer you can
select the New Domain option.

Creating a new Domain

This will show the Domain Properties dialog for a new domain (dialog might be different due to database
system differences):
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The Domain Properties dialog

Modifying any of the items in the dialog is the same for a new domain as for existing domains.
Each Domain has a name and datatype, the other properties depend on the datatype and the selected
database system.
Use the OK button to create the new domain or the Cancel button to go back without creating the new
domain.

Editing a domain
By double clicking a domain in the Diagram Explorer or using the context menu and selecting
Properties from the popup menu, you can start the Domain Properties dialog for existing domains. The
dialog that's being shown is the same as for New Domain, but of course, with the details of the selected
domain.
After editing a domain and accepting your changes by using the OK button, any tables that are using
this domain will be updated as well.

Deleting a domain
You can delete a domain by using the context menu and selecting Delete Domain from the popup menu.
The Diagram Editor will check to see if the domain is in use by any Tables and act accordingly. If the
domain isn't being used anywhere, the domain will be delete, if it's in use, you can choose from the
following options:
1. Cancel the delete
2. Set columns that use this domain to a datatype of "unknown"
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3. Use the datatype related properties of the domain for the attributes
The dialog is similar to the one in a CDM.

Using a domain
Domains will automatically show up in the Table Properties dialog in the Datatype drop down box at the
bottom, similar to how this happens in a CDM.

12.4.2.2 Defining Tables
Tables store your data, values about real-world objects or happenings. Each row of data represents a set
of data values valid for the object or occurrence.
See also: Objects is a PDM, Table
This topic holds the following items:
Creating a table
Modifying a table
Deleting a table
Tables in sub-diagrams
The visual representation of a table is a rectangle with a header and optional columns.

A table "Orders"

In the above example, there's a table ORDERS, the primary key is ORDERID and there's at least 1
foreign key constraint from this table to another table for column CUSTID.

Creating a table
Creating a new table is done by using the Table button (
) on the Toolbox Toolbar, this will change
the cursor and allows you to click on an empty space in the Editor Canvas. A new empty Table will be
created, added to the list in the Diagram Explorer and added to the Canvas.
A Table needs at least 1 column in order to be useful. It is recommended to include a primary key for the
Table as well.
Each Table has a name, this should be a valid name in the SQL statement used to create the table and
a user written description under Notes for clarity and it's meaning in the model.
Double click the Table in the Diagram Explorer or Canvas to show the Table Properties dialog.
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Table Properties dialog

The Columns tab shows you the table columns and their properties, you can add, delete, modify or copy
columns here.
On the DDL tab, you can view the SQL statement needed to create the table, or to modify an existing
table after you've modified the column properties in the dialog.
See also: Tables in sub-diagrams

Modifying a table
By double clicking a table in the Diagram Explorer or using the context menu and selecting Properties
from the popup menu, you can start the Table Properties dialog for existing tables. You can also use the
context menu in the Editor Canvas and select Columns from the menu to open up the dialog at a
different page.
Use the OK button to accept your changes or ESC on your keyboard or the Cancel button to discard
your changes. When editing, you can switch to the DDL tab at the top of the dialog and then to
Modifications at the bottom of the tab to view the DDL for your changes.
See also: Defigning Foreign Key Constraints

Deleting a table
You can delete a table by using the context menu and selecting Delete Table from the popup menu or
by pressing DEL on your keyboard when a table is selected in the Editor Canvas. If you're deleting from
the Canvas in the main diagram, a special confirmation dialog will be shown. If you delete the table from
the Diagram Explorer, this dialog will not be shown and any foreign key constraints (links to other tables)
for and to this table will be deleted.

Tables in a sub-diagram
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You can create new tables in sub-diagrams too, they will be added to the Tables list in the Diagram
Explorer and to the diagram. To re-use existing tables, drag them from the Diagram Explorer onto the
Canvas.
If there are existing foreign key constraints for tables in the current diagram, you can use the context
menu on the table and select Visualize Foreign Keys to re-establish the visual representation of the
referential constraints between different tables.
12.4.2.3 Defining Views
Views are virtual tables, they don't store data, but do "contain" data: they are the server-side result of a
SQL query. However, this data is generate on-the-fly whenever used. Views can be used in SELECT
statements like any other table.
See also: Objects is a PDM, View
This topic holds the following items:
Creating a view
Modifying a view
Deleting a view
Views in sub-diagrams
The visual representation of a view is a rounded rectangle with a header and columns.

A view "Persons_With_Top_Salary"

In the above example, there's a view PERSONS_WITH_TOP_SALARY that selects from table
PERSONS and adds a SQL WHERE clause.

Creating a view
Creating a new view is done by using the View button (
) on the Toolbox Toolbar, this will change the
cursor and allows you to click on an empty space in the Editor Canvas. A new empty View will be
created, added to the list in the Diagram Explorer and added to the Canvas.
Each View has a name, this should be a valid name in the SQL statement used to create the view and a
user written description under Notes for clarity and it's meaning in the model.
A View needs to have a SQL query in order to be useful and it needs to have column names defined for
the resultset of the SQL query.
Double click the View in the Diagram Explorer or Canvas to show the View Properties dialog.
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View Properties dialog

The Details tab shows you the view SQL query and result columns.
On the DDL tab, you can view the SQL statement needed to create the view, or to modify an existing
view after you've modified the column properties in the dialog.
See also: Views in sub-diagrams

Modifying a view
By double clicking a view in the Diagram Explorer or using the context menu and selecting Properties
from the popup menu, you can start the View Properties dialog for existing views. You can also use the
context menu in the Editor Canvas and select Details from the menu to open up the dialog at a different
page.
Use the OK button to accept your changes or ESC on your keyboard or the Cancel button to discard
your changes. When editing, you can switch to the DDL tab at the top of the dialog and then to
Modifications at the bottom of the tab to view the DDL for your changes.

Deleting a view
You can delete a view by using the context menu and selecting Delete View from the popup menu or by
pressing DEL on your keyboard when a view is selected in the Editor Canvas. If you're deleting from the
Canvas in the main diagram, a special confirmation dialog will be shown. If you delete the view from the
Diagram Explorer, this dialog will not be shown and the view will be permanently deleted.

Views in a sub-diagram
You can create new views in sub-diagrams too, they will be added to the Views list in the Diagram
Explorer and to the diagram. To re-use existing views, drag them from the Diagram Explorer onto the
Canvas.
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12.4.2.4 Defining Foreign Key Constraints
You can visually create a "referential constraint" or "foreign key constraint" by using the Foreign Key
Constraint tool (
), selecting the "master" or "parent" table first and then painting a line towards the
"detail" or "child" table, as described in creating a link. You will now see a line pointing from the master
to the detail table.
A referential link will only work if the target table (the master or parent) contains a Primary Key
Constraint, as a row in the child table needs to "point" to 1 specific (and unique) row in the parent table.

An example referential constraint

You can double click the new line to edit the properties of the constraint, what is available here as
options depends on the database system of the PDM.

Referential Constraint Properties Dialog

You select the primary key constraint from the drop down list at the right and select fields from the child
table in the left hand side area of the dialog to match the constraint fields.
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12.4.3 Database Connections and a PDM
12.4.3.1 Introduction
A Physical Data Model can be created from scratch, or it can be based on an existing database.
When you use an existing database to create a model, we call this "reverse engineering", at a later
stage, you can update the model from the database to reflect any changes in the database meta data.
When you create a PDM from scratch, you can extract the meta data statements to create real a
database, as per your design or create a database from the Diagram Editor directly.

12.4.3.2 Creating a database or extracting DDL
There's two ways of creating a database from a Physical Data Model. The first is to create a database
directly from the Diagram Editor, the second is to execute a script yourself.

Create Database from Diagram Editor
You can start the Create Database wizard via the Tools Menu in the Diagram Editor.

As a first step, you'll be show the server selection dialog, after that the normal Create Database will be
followed.
When the database is created at the server, the Diagram Editor will execute the script to create all
tables and other database objects for you.

Extracting DDL
If you want to execute the script yourself, you can use the Extract DDL For All Objects option in the
menu. This will extract the meta data statements for the database objects into a connection-less Script
Editor.
Next, you can create a new database or connect to an existing database and execute the script.
This can be useful if you want to create multiple databases or if you want to save the script first.
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12.4.3.3 Reverse Engineering
When selecting Reverse Engineer from the Tools button from the toolbar, Database Workbench will
show you a "Select Session" dialog if there's multiple connection sessions or take the only session
available at that moment.

The Tools button

Next, a dialog will pop up asking you if you want to reverse engineer a selection or all objects.

All objects or just a selection?

All objects will become available in the lists in the Diagram Explorer, but it depends on the option used if
all objects will be added to the Canvas. If you select Selection in the above dialog, another window will be
shown, allowing you to select a sub-set of the available tables and views.

Object selection dialog

Use the filter edit box to filter the list of objects, the object names have to contain what's in the filter, if
not, they will be left out.
When reverse engineering, the (selected) tables will be added to the Editor Canvas automatically and
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foreign key constraints will be made visual by a line.
After this process, the Diagram Editor will attempt to automatically arrange the items in the Canvas, for
an example, click the below thumbnail to expand.

This is an ideal method to document your database: you get a clear overview of the relationships in your
database and you can freely move, group and otherwise organize database objects.
12.4.3.4 Update from Database
When you "update a model from a database", you are making sure the model reflects the same state,
that is, which tables exist in the database with what columns and so on, as the database.
With one of more database sessions, start the Diagram Editor.
Next, load the diagram you want to update from the database.

The Tools button

From the Tools tool bar button, select Update from Database.
If you have multiple session open, the Select Session dialog will open.

The Select Session dialog

The dialog allows you to select a single session to attach to.
The lists of Tables, Views and Domains in the Diagram Explorer will be updated with the objects from the
database so that they can be used in the diagram.
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Part of the Diagram Explorer

You can drag and use items from the Diagram Explorer onto the Canvas and use them.
See also: Reverse Engineering
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Database Workbench comes with a multitude of tools to increase productivity and standardization when
working with different databases or multiple developers. Most of the tools can be reached via Tools |
<toolname> or via buttons on the Tools toolbar.
Below is a short description for each tool.
Text (File) Compare
Describe Companion

A Text and Text File Compare tool to compare text files or
pieces of text.
A tool to have a quick view a table or view column list columns can be drag/dropped into any code editor.

Session Recorder

A way to record any metadata changes to a script - easy-touse way to create a list of change-scripts after the first
version of a database.

Test Data Generator

A very powerful tool to generate random or unusable random
data to fill your database in order to test real-world
performance.

BLOB Editor

The BLOB editor is used to edit the value of BLOB-like
columns, it also accepts images, OLE objects and has a
HEX-editor.
Multi-level clipboard monitors the Windows clipboard so you
can paste items you have copied before the last "copy"
action you performed.

Data Pump

To transfer data, or set up the command-line version of the
datapump, use this tool. It accepts any ODBC, ADO
(OLEDB) or native connection.

Grant Manager

The Grant Manager is used for changing and modifying
grants of database objects. With the use of Grant Templates,
this can also be quickly done for any new users.

Data Import

Import data from several different formats to populate your
database.

Data Export

Data can be exported to several different formats, for example
for reporting, transferring via sneaker mail or stored in
development scripts.

ADO/ODBC Explorer

Connect to any ADO or ODBC Datasource and browse
metadata, run queries and so on. This looks just like a
regular database session, except it's read-only for metadata.

Duplicate Object

A quick way to duplicate an object in the database - simply
right-click in the Database Navigator and select this option.
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SUID Procedures

Select, Update, Insert and Delete Stored Procedures can be
created very easily by using this tool.

Schema Migrator

Converts (migrates) database objects to another database.
Accepts any ODBC, ADO or native connection as the
"source schema", accepts native connections as the
"destination schema".

Schema Compare

Compares a database to another database or database
objects to another set of database objects. Can collect a
script with modification statements.

Visual Query Builder

Drag-and-drop interface to create SQL statements.

Special Copy/Paste

Copy/Paste tool to go to and from SQL statements to source
code files.
A code editor tool that helps you to write SQL statements
more quickly.
An extra tool to execute SQL Scripts from a SQL script file,
especially for large files which can clog up the Script editor.

SQL/Parameter Insight
Script Runner

To-Do Items
External Tools

Stored Code Debugger

13.2

Keep track of work you haven't done yet! Create a list of to-do
items, for your database on per object.
Dialog to create links to external programs so you can
access them from the Database Workbench Tools menu
item.
Allows you to debug Triggers, Stored Procedures, Stored
Functions and Stored Modules (Packages).

Text File Compare
The File Compare Tool allows you to compare two text files side by side and highlight the differences.
First, you need to load two files, you can do this by using the Open File buttons.
Next, you click the Perform File Compare button on the toolbar to compare the files.
Icon

Color Description
A line has been added
A line has been modified
A line has been removed

The status bar of the window shows the filenames shortened in the same manner as the File and Folder
Boxes.
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Describe Companion
The Describe Companion is an easy to use tool to have a quick look at your tables and views - it lists the
table or view columns, including datatype descriptions, NULL-ability, defaults and Primary Key columns.
You can drag any columns from the list and drop them in any code editor. If you drag multiple columns,
Database Workbench will insert "," between the columns and add "new-lines" into the editors - this
setting can be changed from the Preferences.
You can press CTRL+SHIFT+D in any code editor to display the table under the cursor in the editor. This
is a very fast way to display all columns in a table without having to reach for the mouse.

The Describe Companion

13.4

Session Recorder
( Pro Edition )
Whenever you're changing metadata and you want to have the changes reflected at a deployed database
- you can use the Session Recorder to keep track of the changes.
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Session Recording can be turned on via Tools | Record Session Statements or via the connected
Database Navigator (see screen shot below). Depending on your settings, these will be recorded to a file
automatically.

The Database Navigator with Session Recorder menu

When using the main menu option, it will either turn the recorder on or off, depending on its current state.
When turning it off, you will be presented with an option to view the recorded statements.
When using the Database Navigator button, you can click it to turn the recorder on/off and use additional
options when pulling down the menu. Using Recording Options will open up the Preferences dialog.
Here you can choose what to record (DML and/or DDL).
Selecting Clear Recorded Statements will clear the current recorded statements - they will be gone for
good unless you have saved them to a file or are recording to file.
When you are recording for a session, the status bar of the main screen will display a flashing red sign.
But only if the current connection is active - that is, when the Database Navigator or editor/other tool,
connected via this session, has the screen focus.

13.5

Test Data Generator
( Pro Edition )
Once near finishing your database structure, you also need to fill it with data in order to test your
applications. Unlike most tools, Database Workbench comes equipped with a fully features Test Data
Generator (TDG) tool which generates meaningful data and can use custom data as well. Do read the
"notes" at the bottom of this page.
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Test Data Generator - screen layout

The Test Data Generator has 3 distinctive parts 1. Table/Column Selection Area
2. Table Settings Area
3. Column Settings Area
These parts are used to edit/create filler instructions. This has to be done before trying to fill your
database with data.
You can start the filling process by clicking the green Run button - the default action is to create a
second connection to your database and use that connection to create the data. This way, you can
continue working in Database Workbench. If you ran out of allowed user connections, or don't mind
stalling Database Workbench (you can always start second instance of the application), you can click
the small arrow besides the button and choose the Start Filling - Non Threaded menu-item.
The Load Settings From File and Save Settings From File can be used to load and store your filler
instructions. These files can also be used with the command-line version of the TDG, for example to run
a filler-process during the night to generate huge amount of rows while you're not waiting.

Table/Column Selection Area
In part 1, you will see your database schema - it will show the table columns, NULLability and primary
key columns. Here you can also tell the TDG to fill a table by checking the box left of the table name.
You can move a table up/down in the filling sequence by clicking the blue arrow buttons at the top of the
screen.
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Test Data Generator - some columns are being filled

As you can see in the above example, table ADRES is being filled with 10000 rows and columns
ADRES2 and POSTCODE are not being filled yet.
By selecting a column, the appropriate settings for that particular data type become enabled in the
Column Settings Area. After you've entered the filler settings, a green check mark will appear - as you
can see in the above example.

Table Settings Area
The Table Settings Area holds the following settings:
Rows to generate
The amount of rows to generate for this table. If errors occur during filling,
less rows will be created (default: 10000).
Rows per transaction
All rows can be generated in a single transaction, or after each number of
rows, a transaction will be committed. This can improve the speed of the
filling, as the database engine doesn't need to keep track of hundreds of
thousands of rows in a single transaction (default: 1000).
Empty table for generating Check this if you want to delete all rows before generating new ones - this
will fail if there are referential constraints and it will abort the complete
process if this happens. (default: False).
Disable indices
Check this to disable any user-defined indices, primary key and other
constraint-related indices will not be disabled. Disabling indices can speed
up the filling (default: True).
Disable triggers
Check this to disable any user-defined triggers on the table in order to avoid
things to happen behind the screen (default: True).
Note:
Any disabled indices and/or triggers will be re-enabled after completion of the filling process.

Column Settings Area
The area where you change the column-filling settings. Depending on the data type, several filling options
are available. Below is a fill-option availability matrix:
Filler type
Integer
Float
Character Date & Time DateTime BLOB GUID
Fixed Value
Random Value
Increasing Values
Sequence/Generator Value
Referential Link
Value From List
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Custom Value
Complex Custom Value
Note:
In case of a BLOB column, a "value" means a streamed file, not an OLE object etc...
The character type "custom value" means a value from a text-file.
Each NULLable column allows a percentage of NULL values, for non-NULL columns, this is of course
disabled.
The "Complex Custom Value" ("masked value") is a special way of filling and very powerful, it is reached
by selecting Random Value from the drop down. This will show the following part of the screen:

Random Value - Complex Custom Value

As you can see in the above screen, for character data, there's a lot of possibilities. Below is a
description of each of the possibilities:
Random Values
Random string of characters, with a minimum and maximum
length.
Random URLs
Creates random website URLs.
Random e-mail addresses
Creates random email addresses.
Random phone numbers
Creates random phone-numbers in the US format.
Random addresses
Creates a random street-address by picking a random street name
from a large repository of street names and appending a house
number.
Random first names
Picks a random first name from a large repository of first names.
Random last names
Picks a random last name from a large repository of last names.
Random full names
Picks both a random first and last name and puts them together
with a single white space.
Random cities
Picks a random city from a large repository of city names.
Random countries
Picks a random country from a list of available countries.
Masked values
Generates values by using the format given.
A = random upper case alphabetical character
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a = random lower case alphabetical character
C/c = random alphabetical character
N/n = random numerical digit
R/r = random character, including digits, punctuation characters
etc
H/h = random hex digit (0..9 - A..F)
[..] = between brackets, the text is taken as a constant
Note:
When loading seperate entries from a file, make sure each entry is on a new line
BLOBs will be pre-loaded, this can take up quite some memory, but increases INSERT speed
See also:
File and Folder Boxes
Date and Time Editing

13.6

BLOB Editor
The BLOB Editor - Tools | BLOB Editor - allows you to store, retrieve and edit large binary data. It can
be opened from the Tools menu item or by double clicking a BLOB column in any data-grid. It's used
together with an SQL Editor or opened data in the Table Editor: if you have an opened dataset, the BLOB
Editor will show it on the left of its window.
BLOBs are stored as untyped data - the BLOB Editor nor the database engine knows what it's storing,
so when you open the BLOB Editor, it will default to the first tab - "As Text" - if it detects a text-blob and
to "As Hex" for all other blob types.
The BLOB Editor allows you to view the BLOB-data in multiple ways. You have to select the type that
suits the data. The "As Image" tab supports 4 types of images. A Text BLOB is also called a CLOB.

The BLOB Editor
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As you can see in the picture above, there's a single BLOB Editor for all database connections and SQL
Editors/Table Editors. In the tree view on the left, it will display the column source and connection. In the
right pane, there's different views on the column data.

From the toolbar, there's some buttons to Load and Save BLOB data. These will use a direct BLOB
stream, unless you're at the As OLE tab. This will create an OLE object from file and insert that into the
BLOB column.
Then there are navigational buttons and a Post Edit and Cancel Edit buttons. You need to use the Post
Edit button in order to save the changes to the underlying data set.
Note:
Committing the changes isn't done from the BLOB Editor, but from the editor that has the opened data
set - for example, the SQL Editor.
The "As Image" tab supports several different image formats and attempts to detect the format
automatically. If it fails, you can set it by hand.

13.7

Multi Level Clipboard
( Pro Edition )
The Multi Level Clipboard tool monitors the Windows clipboard and shows a history of 20 items by
default, this number can be modified in the Tools Preferences.
You can find the Multi Level Clipboard tools via Tools | Multi-level Clipboard.

The Multi-Level Clipboard tool in action

The tool starts capturing clipboard items at the startup of Database Workbench, if you don't want to do
that, turn it OFF in the Preferences.
You can view the items by clicking on them and you can paste the selected item into the current
available source editor by using the Paste button on top, or the keyboard shortcut CTRL+SHIFT+V.
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You can also copy the selected item to the clipboard to make it the current item.

13.8

Data Pump
( Pro Edition )
The Data Pump is a tool used to transfer data from one database to another and can be reached via
Tools | Data Pump. The Data Pump tool that comes with Database Workbench supports several types
of connectivity:
Supported database engine native (either directly through the client libraries or ODBC/ADO)
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO)
By using ODBC or ADO connectivity, you can transfer data to and from any other database engine.

In this topic
1. User Interface Overview
2. Loading and Saving a "pump project"
3. Table & Column Mappings
4. Target Constant Expressions
5. Limit Source Data (WHERE clause)
6. Custom Source SQL Dataset
7. ODBC & ADO Notes
8. Options
9. While Running & Progress
10.Advanced Tips
See also:
Building an ADO Connection String
Data Pump Options in the Preferences

User Interface Overview
Below is a screenshot and explanation of different on-screen items:
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Data Pump window

As you can see in the above example, we have connected to a Microsoft SQL Server source database
(1) and are connected to NexusDB database called "Northwind_in_v3" (2). Both schemas are fetched (3
& 4) and one table mapping has been made (4).

Loading & Saving a "pump project"
You can load and save your mappings and connection information to a "pump project"-file (extension
".pmp").
When you have saved a project, you can re-load it and the Data Pump will connect to both the source
and destination database and displaying the table and column mappings. Any mappings before loading
the file will be removed.
If you want to use a particular set of mappings for a different set of databases, you can connect to the
source and/or destination databases first and then load the file, the Data Pump will then ask you if you
want to keep the current (source or destination) connection.
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Keep Current Connection confirmation dialog

Table & Column Mappings
Such a mapping is easily created by dragging the source table to the destination table and dropping it
there. After such a drop, an attempt will be made to match column name - this matching process can be
adjusted on the Options tab - it does a case insensitive match and filters any non-standard characters
such as ' # $ _ etc...
Any columns that don't get matched will stay empty until you drag 'n drop a source column to the
destination column.
The transfer order can be controlled via the UP/DOWN arrow buttons on the Data Pump toolbar. This
can be very useful if your target database has foreign key constraint defined, additionally, you can let
Database Workbench determine the order automatically by examining foreign key dependencies, use
the Determine Table Order button for that.

Determine Table Order button

You can also use the Auto-map button to automatically match table & column names for all available
tables.

Constant Expressions
Besides source database values, you can also choose to use a constant or expression of some kind
that results in a valid value and uses valid SQL for that particular database engine. Do a context-mouse
click on a column to enter such an expression.

Expression Example

In the above example, you can see that while transferring data, the destination column
ACCOUNTS.ACT_ID will be filled by using a generator. Any expression that results in a valid SQL value
is possible here.
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Where Clauses
For the source table, you can also add a custom SQL WHERE clause to filter data for the destination
database. Do a right-mouse click to enter such a WHERE clause.

A WHERE Clause

The above WHERE clause results in ENDBALL records being transferred with a value for SUMS above
10000.

Create new Source SQL
You can also use a custom SQL statement as the source of data to transfer. Click the Create New
Source SQL button in the toolbar and a simplified SQL Editor will be displayed.

Simplified SQL Editor

In this SQL Editor, you can create and test your SQL statement. If you're satisfied with the results, close
the editor to accept the changes. The SQL has to be "named" and you can enter a name for it.
If you want to delete it, simply use the context menu in the treeview and select Delete from the popup
menu. Using a double click or Edit SQL from the menu will open up the editor again.
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You can expand the SQL item just as you expand the tables and look at its columns.

ODBC Notes
Using an ODBC datasource requires a registered ODBC data source name. These can be created from
the Windows Control Panel applet for ODBC datasources. This applet can also be reached via the 'Edit
ODBC Datasources' button next to the ODBC Datasource drop down combo.

The Edit ODBC Datasources button

ADO Notes
An ADO connection requires a quite complex connection-string. By clicking the 'Edit Connection
string, a dialog will popup that lets you select from different ADO drivers and select your settings that
will be passed to the ADO connection, see building an ADO connection string.
If you have tables & columns that use non-standard characters like spaces, select the SQL syntax
that you want to use from the drop down box.

Options
The Data Pump has options available to influence how the data transfer process, the name matching
when mapping and some other options, these are defaulted as per application Preferences.

Options section on the Data Pump

The options under Name Match are used when performing automatic matching only, that is, the
automatic column matching when you drag a table from the source to the destination or when you
choose to auto-match all tables.
The following options are available:
Records per single
This tells you how many records should be transferred before a database
transaction
COMMIT is executed. Failed INSERT attempts do not count towards this
limit. If you enter "0", all rows of the source will be transferred to the
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destination in a single transaction.
Transfer all data in a single
transaction

This will wrap the transfer process of all source-to-destination items into a
single transaction.

Do not COMMIT if an error
occured

Don't commit the transfer of records when at least 1 record cannot be
inserted.

Empty tables before datatransfer

Empties the target tables before starting the transfer. This will empty all the
tables that are participating in the data transfer process.

Disable indices/triggers/
constraints

If the target database engine allows it, these objects can be disabled before
starting the data transfer, they will be re-enabled afterwards.

Running Notes & Progress
By default, the Data Pump will open an additional connection to your databases and optimize the running
process for concurrency - that is, you will be able to continue working with Database Workbench. If you
don't mind a stalled Database Workbench instance, click the arrow next to the Start Data Transfer
Process and select Optimize for Speed from the menu.
During the data transfer process, tab page Process & Messages is activated.

Process & Message during and after the data transfer process

The left hand side of that tab holds a list with the mapped data transfers (source to destination), the right
hand side holds process messages and error results on a per transfer basis. Selecting [none] at the top
left will list a summary of available messages, selecting a Transfer-item lists errors and messages for
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that particular transfer.
The Transfer-items can be in bold meaning that item is currently being processed and red indicating
there were errors during processing.

Advanced Tips
1) If you need to convert data while transferring from one table to another, you can use a "custom SQL
source" in a specific way.
Instead of using a simple (or complex) SQL statement to return results, you can also use a Stored
Procedure that generates or converts data. Or you can use functions in your SQL to, for example, trim
the contents of columns before doing the transfer.
The possibilities are endless.
2) Although you can use an ORDER BY clause on each table or view, this will still transfer all rows
unless you specify a WHERE clause. But you cannot, for example, transfer the "first 100 rows". Again,
you can easily use the "custom SQL source" to do this. Use a SELECT with a clause that trims the
number of rows.

13.9

Data Compare
( Pro Edition )
The Data Compare is a tool used to compare data from one database or table to another and can be
reached via Tools | Data Compare.

In this topic
1.
2.
3.
4.

User Interface Overview
Loading and Saving a compare project"
Table & Column Mappings
While Running & Progress

User Interface Overview
Below is a screenshot and explanation of different on-screen items:
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Data Compare window

In the above example, a compare project "test.cmp" has been loaded. It connected to both a source (1)
and destination (2) database. It lists mappings (3), with a key column either defined by the primary key
of the table (table ADJSTMNT) or a hand-picked compare key (table CASETEST2).
Click the green arrowed Start Compare Process button to start comparing the data.

Loading & Saving a "compare project"
You can load and save your mappings and connection information to a "compare project"-file (extension
".cmp").
When you have saved a project, you can re-load it and the Data Compare will connect to both the source
and destination database and displaying the table and column mappings. Any mappings before loading
the file will be removed.
If you want to use a particular set of mappings for a different set of databases, you can connect to the
source and/or destination databases first and then load the file, the Data Compare will then ask you if
you want to keep the current (source or destination) connection.
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Keep Current Connection confirmation dialog

Table & Column Mappings
Such a mapping is easily created by dragging the source table to the destination table and dropping it
there. After such a drop, an attempt will be made to match column name - this matching process can be
adjusted on the Options tab - it does a case insensitive match and filters any non-standard characters
such as ' # $ _ etc...
Any columns that don't get matched will stay empty until you drag 'n drop a source column to the
destination column.
The compare order and order of updating data can be controlled via the UP/DOWN arrow buttons on
the Data Compare toolbar. This can be very useful if your target database has foreign key constraint
defined, additionally, you can let Database Workbench determine the order automatically by examining
foreign key dependencies, use the Determine Table Order button for that.

Determine Table Order button

You can also use the Auto-map button to automatically match table & column names for all available
tables.

Progress & Results
By default, the Data Compare will open an additional connection to your databases and optimize the
running process for concurrency - that is, you will be able to continue working with Database
Workbench.
During the data compare process, tab page Process & Results is activated.
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Process & Results during and after the data compare process

The top part of the window holds the list of compare mappings, the current status under Action and the
results.
The bottom part of the window is the per compare mapping result list. You can view which records are
available in the source only, destination only or which records are different, to the actual value of each
field in the table.
You can choose to update the target database directly, or collect a script, check and run manually.
Items included should be checked, both on the compare level and individual rows. Select All and
Deselect All buttons will help you.

13.10 Grant Manager
Supported for ( Pro Edition )
InterBase
Firebird
Microsoft SQL Server
MySQL
Oracle
Sybase Anywhere
Many database servers support SQL grants for security purposes. Controlling these and viewing current
rights can be a daunting task without a decent GUI tool.
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Database Workbench supports SQL grants and offers you the Grant Manager, Tools | Grant Manager.

The Grant Manager - user/role access to database objects

The Grant Manager consist of three tabs maximum, all giving you a different view on your grants. It also
supports grants for objects on other objects (as can be seen in the last tab) if the database system
supports it.
The Filter drop down lets you select Tables, Views, Procedures or Functions in order to cut down the
amount of objects in the view and/or drop down boxes.
Grants will not be executed unless you click the Execute Grant/Revok e Statements button. Any
changes can be canceled by using the Cancel Changes/Reset button.
Depending on the database engine you're using, different columns are visible and different states
("granted", "denied" etc) are supported.
For tables and views and if the DBMS supports it, you can expand to see the individual columns and
grant privileges to the columns as well. If a table or view has column privileges, a small black triangle is
shown (see the above screen shot).
Note:
The grids support clicking the mouse button as well - making it easy for you to grant/revoke/reset your
changes for rows, columns or the complete grid (see the small red circles on the screen shot).

Grant Templates
Database Workbench introduces the concept of "Grant Templates". You can save the SQL grants of a
certain user or role and load them again. You can then use the Grant Templates button drop down menu
to apply the grants to other users and/or roles.
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This makes copying grants from one user/role to another very easy.

The Apply Current Template To... dialog

Select one or more grantees to apply the template - don't forget to use the save button to actually
execute the grants.

13.11 Data Import
( Pro Edition )
The Data Import Wizard - Tools | Import Data - is an easy to use tool to import file data. To import data
that can be accessed via ADO or ODBC, better use the Data Pump tool which has a lot more
possibilities.
Current the following formats are supported for data import:
Extension Description
dwx
Database Workbench Export - multitable export format
csv
Comma Seperated Values File
The first thing you need to do is select a source format and file.
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The Data Import Wizard - file and format selection

The options you get when clicking the Next button are dependent on the format selected.

Database Workbench Export (DWX)
The DWX format will show you the tables in the file and let's you select which tables to import.

Comma Seperated Values (CSV)
The CSV format shows a dialog like below:

The Data Import Wizard - csv import options

Options:
Into Table
Column Delimiter
Text Delimiter
First row is header

The table to import this data in.
The value divider in the data file.
The text delimiter.
A visual setting for the data preview grid, signals the import to skip the first
row.

The preview grid displays the data according to the settings used.
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The grid is also used to select what columns to import and to link them to columns from the table
selected in the Into table part. After you have selected your columns, click the Finish button to start the
import.
See also: File and Folder Boxes

13.12 Data Export
Database Workbench offers two wizard for easy exporting of data to different file formats, different
editions support different export formats.
The Export Data Wizard - Tools | Export Table or View - offers you export from a single table or view the Multi Export Data Wizard - Tools | Export Multiple Tables or Views - offers exporting a selection
of tables and/or views. Alternatively, the context menu on a table, view, list of tables or views in the
Database Navigator lists these options as well.
Currently, the following formats are available:
Extension
sql
dwx
dbf
txt
xls
csv
wk?
dif
xml

Description
SQL INSERT INTO statements
Database Workbench Export - multi table export format
dBase File
Padded Text File
Microsoft Excel® File
Comma Separated Values File
Lotus 1-2-3 File
Data Interchange Format
XML File

Both wizards are pretty much the same, except that the Export Data Wizard allows you to select the
fields to export (see screenshot).

Export Data Wizard - after selecting a table and target, select the columns to export
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Export Data Wizard
When using the single export wizard, you can select the fields from your table/view after selecting one.
Several export formats are supported - also SQL INSERT statements so you can easily populate a table
in another database or save the records for later. When using this format, you need to enter the table
name that the INSERT statement is supposed to insert in. BLOB columns will not be saved.

Multiple Export Data Wizard
When using this wizard, you cannot select the fields for a table/view, all fields will be exported. Saving
files will be done to a folder and named after the table/view with the extension of the chosen export
format.
If you have selected an export format that supports multiple tables in a single file, the Filename edit box
wil be available - however, most formats will require an output folder as each table will be exported to a
separate file.

Customizing the Export
You can select the amount of rows to export, more options may be available depending on the export
format.
Both wizard have a page where you can select the number of rows to export. If you have a very large
amount of records, you perhaps want to export a few records only - anyway, select one of the predefined
options or enter a custom amount.
To export the result of a custom SQL statement, use the Export Result set button in the SQL Editor - the
statement will be re-executed and is optimized for high speed forward only access.
See also: File and Folder Boxes

13.13 ADO/ODBC Explorer
( Pro Edition )
The ADO/ODBC Explorer can be used to connect to any ADO or ODBC datasource and start a
Database Navigator. This, however, is a read-only version of the navigator so all Edit options etc are
disabled and their will be no Navigator Workspace.
You start the ADO/ODBC Explorer by using Tools | ADO/ODBC Explorer, this will show the following
dialog:
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Starting the ADO/ODBC Explorer

You can select a previously used ADO datasource from the drop down box, or select the ODBC radio
button to select an existing ODBC datasource. If you want to create a new ADO connection string, click
the Edit Connectstring button next to the ADO edit box. Creating a new ADO connection string will add it
to the available previously used strings as in the drop down list.
Because ODBC username/password combinations can be different from the available datasource as
stored on your machine, you can enter a new username/password combination in this dialog.
After that, click Finish to start your ADO or ODBC session.
See also: Building an ADO Connection String

An ADO connection to a MS Access database

What is available in the Database Navigator tree after connecting to an ADO or ODBC datasource
depends on the datasource capabilities. ADO and ODBC drivers define a certain set of objects that are
available and Database Workbench uses these to get the objects into the tree view of the session.
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Everything related to Editing objects, or Schema Printing will be disabled for this session.
Once connected, you can run queries like any other in the SQL Editor for this session, the Script tab will
be invisible though.

A simple select from an MS Access table

13.14 Duplicate Object
( Pro Edition )
The Duplicate Object tool can be used to quickly create an identical copy of any existing object - simply
use the context menu in the Database Navigator and select Duplicate - enter a new name and of you
go!
You will be asked to edit the object, which might be very useful if you're, for example, duplicating a
trigger that contains the table name - source code of the original object will not be changed.
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The Duplicate Object dialog

If the object is a table, the Options will become enabled. If you want to Edit object before saving, you
cannot automatically include the data.
If the database system has no separate namespace for Indices, Constraints or Triggers, you will be
required to re-name the included child objects before saving the table.

13.15 SUID Procedures
Supported for ( Pro Edition )
InterBase
Firebird
Microsoft SQL Server
MySQL (v5 and up)
NexusDB
SUID procedures - Select, Update, Insert and Delete procedures - can be very easily created by using
the context menu from the Database Navigator and selecting Create SUID Procedures.
Many people use these procedures in order to avoid direct access to the database tables.

The Table context menu
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A screen with the information about the procedures will be shown.

The Create SUID Procedures screen

As you can see in the above screen shot, you can select what columns to include.
The procedure names are created from the Name Templates and can be editted in the Name Template
Editor.
You have to use the Create Procedures button to actually create the procedures - they will be
automatically added to the cached Stored Procedure list in the Database Navigator.

UPDATE and DELETE Procedure
The UPDATE and DELETE procedures will always accept the primary key columns of the table as input
parameters - of course, when doing the update, other columns need to be included as well.

INSERT Procedure
If you have a Primary Key on the table that consist of a numerical datatype, Database Workbench will
enable the selection of a sequence to generate a new ID number in the INSERT procedure. This number
will be returned through an output parameter. The sequence will only be used if the input parameter is
NULL or zero.

INSERT/UPDATE Procedure
With the combined INSERT/UPDATE procedure, you can generate a single procedure that allows you to
either insert a new row, or update an existing row if a primary key violation is generated. Note that this
INSERT procedure will not let you automatically generate a new ID number from a sequence and requires
valid values for the primary key columns.
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13.16 Schema Migrator
( Pro Edition )
The Schema Migrator tool is a powerful tool to migrate existing database objects to other databases,
without manually running a script.
The best thing about this tool is that it support any ODBC or ADO datasource and native connectivity
datasources, so you can easily convert an existing schema, or parts of the schema, to another
database. The tool will warn you or generate errors when mapping datatypes, defaults etc... The Schema
Migrator will map unknown datatypes to known datatypes (eg: Money in MS SQL is mapped to
NUMERIC in InterBase), map column DEFAULT values and attempt to create the database objects.
For available migration options, see here - for the dialog instead of the wizard, see here, for information
on the Migration Report, see here.
Note:
Things like "collation" will be lost during a cross-database-engine migration as these differ widely
across database engines.
When migrating to the same type of database engine, all object properties will be used.

Schema Migration Wizard
The Schema Migrator tool can be reached via Tools | Schema Migrator, the Tools toolbar button or a
context click on the Database Navigator - either the root Schema node or any object or object list like
Tables or Indices. If you select Migrate from a single object or object list, you will get a different window
- a dialog - instead of the wizard.

The Database Navigator with the context popup for the Schema node

The Schema node context option and the menu option both start the Schema Migration Wizard. A stepby-step interface to get you through the migration process.
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The Schema Migration Wizard - Welcome page

Depending on whether you started the wizard from an existing connection, or from the toolbar, you need
to select a source datasource. If you started from an existing connection, this one is used as the source
datasource.
As a source datasource, you can use any ODBC, ADO or supported native connectivity datasource.
After using the Next button, you can select a target datasource, for which you can use any supported
native connectivity datasource.
See also: Building an ADO Connection String
Using Next again brings you to the Available Objects page.

The Schema Migration Wizard - Available Objects page

On the Available Objects page, you can select the objects to migrate. Objects that aren't supported on
the target datasource, eg: Views, aren't shown - as these cannot be migrated. If you use the same
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database engine for both the source and the target, all supported objects should be visible.
Note:
The Constraints node, if available, doesn't list Primary Key constraints - these are migrated "in-line"
when migrating tables.
When using different datasource types for source and destination, but both sources support Views (or
similar source-code objects), the migration process might fail for that object if database engine specific
language (SQL or used stored functions) features are used.
Instead of using the Indices, Triggers or Constraints nodes to select so-called "sub-objects", you can
choose to auto-migrate these objects op the Options page (see below).

Options Page
There are several options available when migrating - below is an explanation of each option. Some
options might not be appropriate for each migration, but all options are always visible (eg: sequence
options when the target datasources doesn't support sequences).
Option
Names to uppercase

Description
Will convert all object names to Uppercase equivalents - useful when
converting from a datasource that supports mixed case names without
delimited identifiers.

Names to lowercase

Will convert all object names to Lowercase equivalents - useful when
converting from a datasource that supports mixed case names without
delimited identifiers or migrating to engines that need lowercase table
names in order to avoid platform specific naming issues, like MySQL.

Removes spaces and illegal Will remove any "strange" or illegal characters from object names.
characters from names
Example:
My_Table_Name-test
will become
My_Table_Nametest
Use default primary key
constraint naming

Overrides the current primary key constraint name and uses the name
template for primary key constraints when migrating a primary key
constraint.

Include domains used by
tables

When migrating tables from and to a database engine that supports
domains, the migrator can automatically convert domains in use by the
tables that are being migrated. This way, you can easily migrate only the
required domains, instead of selecting all domains.
Mutually exlusive with "Map domains to raw datatypes"

Map domains to raw
datatypes

If you don't want to migrate domains or don't care about domains, you can
use this option to avoid using domains in the target datasource.
Mutually exlusive with "Include domains used by tables"

Include table indices
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Include table constraints

Automatically migrate any constraints from this table. Note that Foreign
Key constraints are created (physically) after all tables have been created.

Include table triggers

Automatically migrate any triggers on this table. Note that Triggers are
created (physically) after all tables, views, stored procedures and stored
functions have been created.

Copy current value

When migrating sequences (also called Generators), you can choose to
migrate the current values by checking this option.

After selecting Next again, the Progress page is shown.

The Schema Migration Wizard - Progress page

By using the Migrate button, the actual migration process is started. The migration process is a two-step
process:
1.
2.

Collecting the objects to migrate, auto-including domains, indices, constraints and triggers if
selected on the Options page. Converting these objects in memory.
Executing the metadata statements on the target datasource.

If you check the Don't create objects, but only convert to script checkbox, step "2" isn't executed.
With Show script after creating objects checked, a Script Editor is created with the script used to create
the objects.
After that, the results will be shown in the Schema Migration Report.

Schema Migration Dialog
The Schema Migration Dialog, reachable via context clicks on the Database Navigator - but on single
objects or object lists (like Tables), supports the same options and can create the objects in the target
database as well. The major difference is that the Target Schema part only let's you select from
registered or known databases and servers (mostly applies to InterBase and Firebird).
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Schema Migrator Dialog - quick schema migration

After using the Migrate! button, the same process of migration is used as with the wizard. The migration
process is a two-step process:
1.
2.

Collecting the objects to migrate, auto-including domains, indices, constraints and triggers if
selected in the Options. Converting these objects in memory.
Executing the metadata statements on the target datasource.

If you check the Don't create objects, but only convert to script checkbox, step "2" isn't executed.
With Show script after creating objects checked, a Script Editor is created with the script used to create
the objects.
After that, the results will be shown in the Schema Migration Report.

Schema Migration Report
After the migration process, a report is created (below is an example screenshot). It lists the selected
objects per object-node (like Tables). Automatically collected objects, like "domains in use by a table"
are listed under the first occurence in a table, indices, constraints and triggers selected via the options
are also listed under the table name.
A folder name in Red indicates at least one error in an object in the folder, while a folder in Bold
indicates at least one warning in an object in the folder. The same principle applies to single objects - if
an object name is bold red, it means there's at least one error in it:
Errors are generated for a failed metadata statement, or failure to map a certain datatype
Warnings are generated for datatype mappings/conversions, missing CHECK constraints for Domains,
missing object descriptions etc... In short: anything outside the ordinary.
The bottom part of the report screen holds details on the error/warning/message.
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Schema Migration Report - an example report

Message Filtering
You can filter for Messages, Warnings, Errors, Errors & Warnings or have no filter. This makes the
migration report easier to read. The filter doesn't filter all messages, but filters objects - if you select the
Errors filter, only objects that have at least one error message will be shown.

Report Printing
Use the Print Report button to print the current filtered report.
Note:
There's a special version of the migration tool if your Database Workbench license supports both
InterBase and Firebird to migration from InterBase to Firebird and the other way around. This version,
which is used transparently, warns about characterset differences, removes InterBase or Firebird specific
defaults etc.

13.17 Schema Compare
( Pro Edition )
The Schema Compare tool is a powerful tool to compare existing databases and database objects with
other databases in order to get an idea of the differences or attempt to create an update script.
For available compare options, see here - for the dialog instead of the wizard, see here, for information on
the Schema Compare Results, see here. Afterwards, you can collect a script to update your database.
Note:
Things like "collation" will be lost during a cross-database-engine compare as these differ widely
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across database engines.
When comparing to the same type of database engine, all object properties will be used.

Schema Compare Wizard
The Schema Compare tool can be reached via Tools | Schema Compare, the Tools toolbar button or a
context click on the Database Navigator - either the root Schema node or any object or object list like
Tables or Indices. If you select Compare from a single object or object list, you will get a different
window - a dialog - instead of the wizard.

The Database Navigator with the context popup for the Schema node

The Schema node context option and the menu option both start the Schema Compare Wizard. A stepby-step interface to get you through the compare process.

The Schema Compare Wizard - Welcome page

Depending on whether you started the wizard from an existing connection, or from the toolbar, you need
to select a source datasource. If you started from an existing connection, this conection is used as the
source datasource.
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As a source datasource you can use any supported native connectivity datasource. After using the Next
button, you can select a target datasource, for which you can use any supprted native connectivity
datasource as well. There's no ADO or ODBC connectivity in the Schema Compare tool.
Using Next again brings you to the Available Objects page.

The Schema Compare Wizard - Available Objects page

On the Available Objects page, you can select the objects to compare. Objects that aren't supported in
both datasources, aren't shown - as these cannot be compared. If you use the same database engine for
both the source and the target, all supported objects should be visible.
Note:
The Constraints node, if available, doesn't list Primary Key constraints - these are compared "in-line"
when comparing tables.
When using different datasource types for source and destination, but both sources support Views (or
similar source-code objects), the compare and update process might fail for that object if database
engine specific language (SQL or used stored functions) features are used.
Instead of using the Indices, Triggers or Constraints nodes to select so-called "sub-objects", you can
choose to auto-compare these objects op the Options page (see below).

Options Page
There are several options available when comparing - below is an explanation of each option. Some
options might not be appropriate for each compare, but all options are always visible (eg: sequence
options when the target datasources doesn't support sequences).
General
Reverse object lookup

Ignore case

For any object in a list (eg: table), also perform a reverse lookup
from the target datasource to the source datasource. That means,
cycle the target datasource table list and check to see if there's a
table missing in the source.
No case-sensitivity when checking object names or performing a
lookup.
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Ignore owner

For those database engines that support an owner when creating
an object, ignore any differences in ownership.

Ignore "default" attribute

Ignores Column defaults.

Ignore default character set/collation

Ignore database character set/collation.

Use enhanced datatype mapping

Uses a more complex datatype mapping scheme, especially
useful when comparing different DBMS types.

Treat (N)(Var)Char and (Var)Char
datatypes as equal

Treat NVarChar and VarChar as equal, treat NChar and Char as
equal datatypes.

Table
Ignore default table character set/
collation

Ignore default table character set/collation

Ignore column domains

Don't try a domain-name lookup, but compare the raw datatypes
instead.

Ignore column positions

Ignore the order of the columns in this table.

Include table indices

Auto-compare any indices for this table.

Include table constraints

Auto-compare any constraints for this table.

Include table triggers

Auto-compare any triggers for this table.

Ignore Primary Key name

Ignore the name of the constraint (eg: MySQL doesn't allow
custom names for this constraint).

Sequence/Generator
Ignore sequence value

Ignore the current sequence/generator value.

Storage
Ignore placement

Ignore "tablespace" or "filegroup" for an object.

Ignore other attributes

Ignore other storage related attributes, like "blocksize".

After using the Next button, the wizard will fetch the source objects, open a target connection and fetch
schema data to compare to your selected objects.
Afterwards, it will create a Schema Compare Results Window where you can check for messages, errors
and changes and collect a change-script.

Schema Compare Dialog
The Schema Compare Dialog, reachable via context clicks on the Database Navigator - but on single
objects or object lists (like Tables), supports the same options and can create the objects in the target
database as well. The major difference is that the Target Schema part only let's you select from
registered or known databases and servers (mostly applies to InterBase and Firebird).
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Schema Compare Dialog - quick schema compare

After using the Compare! button, the same compare process is used as with the wizard.
After that, the results will be shown in the Schema Compare Results window.

Schema Compare Results
After the Compare process, a Results window like the one below is shown. You can filter your results
with the Filter Report button. Next to each object name, there are three symbols of interest:
The object was added (does not exist in the target datasource)
The object is different
The object was removed (does not exist in the source datasource)
These same symbols are used to compare scripts.
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Schema Compare Results Window - table "Accommodation" is selected

In the lower part of the window, you can see the details for the selected object. The Messages tab will
always hold a short summary of the changes, for example:

Schema Compare Results - results summary

Additional tabs hold more detailed information.
In the top right part of the window, you can select the action take when collecting the "update script".
Depending on the current status of the object, you can select one of the following, with a simple rightclick of the mouse:

The Action Menu

Do Nothing
Create in Destination
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Drop in Destination
Modify in Destination
Merge with Destination

Remove the object from the target datasource.
Alter the target object.
Only add columns, not drop column in the target datasource.

Note:
Obviously, the "merge" option only makes sense for tables and views.
If the option "Do Nothing" is the one selected, then the overview will show a blank line

Collecting a Script
By using the green Collect Script button, you can choose to create an update script for all objects or the
current filtered list (default). This will generate a script, but will not run it.
If an attribute cannot be updated (like the "COLLATE" clause in InterBase), the script will show
something similar to:
/* Object MYDOMAIN
Attribute "collation" cannot be modified */
After collecting the script, you should be able to review it and use it to update your database.

13.18 Visual Query Builder
You can reach the Visual Query Builder by using its button in any code editor:
Visual Query Builder button

Using the button will open a dialog like the one below, if you have selected a SQL statement or there's
only one statement available (like in, for example, the View Editor, it will display this statement visually.
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The Visual Query Builder dialog

Selecting Tables and Columns
You can drag tables from the Availables Data Sources area to the Work ing Area. Check the columns or
* that you want to see in the result and drag one column name from a table to another table and column
to create a join. If foreign key constraints exist in the database, JOINs will be created automatically.
You can execute the current SQL statement and verify your results by using the green Run button on the
toolbar. The dialog will switch to the Results section with the result of your SELECT statement. Click the
button again and you'll go back to the query builder.
Using the Accept button will paste the current SQL in the code editor you used before starting the Visual
Query Builder.
Note:
You can only build a SELECT statement with the Visual Query Builder.

Joins
If you have created a join by linking columns together via drag/drop operations, you can right click on the
join to delete it or display the Link Options dialog. Double clicking a link will also display this dialog
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Link Options dialog

Grouping/Functions/Sorting
At the bottom part of the Visual Query Builder dialog, the Columns section lists any sorting, grouping or
other SQL functions like AVG on a per column basis.

Columns, Grouping, Functions and Sorting

You can select SQL functions and sorting via drop down boxes, selecting the empty entry removes the
function or sorting order.

Subqueries
You can create "sub queries" in the SELECT clause, by right-clicking the Expression cell and selecting
Insert Subquery. This will open up a new working area where you can edit your subquery.

Unions
The editor also allows you to create UNION-queries. If you right click the Q and select New Union
SubQuery. You can switch between the first and additional parts of the query by clicking the different Qs.
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Create a new Union Query

Derived Tables
For those database engines that support it, you can right click the working area and select Add
subquery to start a "derived table" that's used in the FROM clause. This will create a button at the top of
the dialog that allows you to switch between the main query and the derived table query.

Subqueries or derived tables

Other Query Options
Depending on the database engine you're using, a query can have more options. These can be accessed
via a double click in the working area or a right click and selecting the option from the popup menu.

Microsoft SQL Server Query Options

13.19 Special Copy/Paste
The Special Copy and Special Paste feature is accessible from the main menu via Edit | Special Copy
or Edit | Special Paste. You can use the default, one of the pre-defined options or the Custom menu
option. The default option and pre-defined ones can be customized in the Preferences.

Special Copy
This functionality can be used if you want to copy text from Database Workbench to your programming
environment, so that it can be pasted directly into your source code.
Here's an example:
select *
from CUSTOMERS
where CONTACT_FIRSTNAME = 'O''Hara'

Let's "special copy" this to several programming languages, with default settings:
'select *' + #10#13 +
Delphi
'from CUSTOMERS' + #10#13 +
All single quotes are replaced by two single quotes, text
'where CONTACT_FIRSTNAME = ''O''''Hara''';
"select *"
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"from CUSTOMERS"
All single quotes are replaced by two single quotes, double
"where CONTACT_FIRSTNAME = ''O''''Hara''";
quotes escaped with \", text surrounded by double quotes.
"select *" & _
ASP
"from CUSTOMERS" & _
All single quotes are replaced by two single quotes, text
"where CONTACT_FIRSTNAME = ''O""Hara''";

surrounded by double quotes and each line ended with & _ to
signal string concatenation.

If you select Edit | Copy Special | Copy Special Custom, a dialog will be shown allowing you to modify
the current way of copying things.
(click image to expand)

In this dialog, you can customize the current copy action.

Special Paste
To paste from your favorite programming language into Database Workbench, you can use the Special
Paste functionality, it's default settings can be found in the Preferences.
The idea is to strip the SQL from any programming language specific things and get a plain SQL
statement, this is done by only grabbing the text between "string markers", eg the single quote
character, and replacing programming language specific escape sequences by SQL specific escape
sequences.
For example, when copying from Delphi, the text between single quotes is taken and double single
quotes are replaced by single quotes.
Delphi

Database Workbench

'select *' + #10#13 +
select *
'from CUSTOMERS' + #10#13 +
from CUSTOMERS
'where CONTACT_FIRSTNAME = ''O''''Hara''';

where CONTACT_FIRSTNAME = 'O''Hara'

If you select Edit | Paste Special | Paste Special Custom, a dialog will be shown allowing you to
modify the current way of pasting.
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In this dialog you can customize the current paste action.

13.20 SQL/Parameter Insight
Database Workbench has two "insight" tools, one is called SQL Insight and one is called Parameter
Insight, both can help you with writing SQL statements.

SQL Insight
The SQL Insight tool allows you to quickly write SQL statements by selecting items from the pop-up list,
see main topic SQL Insight.

Example on an SQL JOIN

When writing SQL joins and when you have referential constraints in your database, SQL Insight will
allow you to select the reference, the SQL Insight tool will automatically write the JOIN condition for you.
Additionally, SQL Insight can help you to select columns from tables in SELECT, WHERE, ORDER BY
and other clauses.
The SQL Insight tool can be customized in the Preferences, see main topic SQL Insight.

Parameter Insight
The Parameter Insight tool aids in writing calls to SQL-functions or user written Stored Procedures and
Functions. It displays a pop-up hint with parameter names and data types.
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Parameter Insight examples

In the case of multiple parameters, entering the parameter separator (usually a "," character), the current
parameter you need to enter is displayed in a bold font style in the pop-up hint.
The Parameter Insight tool can be customized in the Preferences.

13.21 Script Runner
Besides the Script Editor, there's also the Script Runner tool.
You can use the Script Runner to execute a (very) large script without loading it into the Script Editor.
When a script is very large, the Script Editor, with its syntax highlighting and line display, can get very
slow.
To avoid this, use the Script Runner, which loads the script from file while executing and only displays a
single statement at the time (large statements, like the multi-INSERT statements in MySQL are
truncated for display purposes).

Script Runner, running a script on a MySQL database

As you can see in the above screen shot, you select a script file, an optional result file, in which all
executed statements and errors end up, and the option to explicitly issue a database COMMIT after all
statements have executed. This can be helpful if the script forgets a last COMMIT statement.
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13.22 To-Do Items
Besides the To-Do List in the Database Navigator, each object editor has a To-Do tab with a list as well.
These lists are object specific and all to-do lists are saved locally in the Workspace project.
There is an overview window of all To-Do Items available via Tools | To-Do List.
There's two ways of adding new items, either use the context menu or click the "Click here to add a TODO item" text in the list.
Both will open up the New To-Do Item dialog, when you click OK, it will create a new item for you. You
can assign items to a name and add a priority to the item. Click the header to sort the items in the list.

To-Do List for the all objects

If you tick the check box in front of the item, it's marked as "done". It won't be deleted automatically
though.
Double click an item to edit it, use the DEL key, tool bar button or context menu Delete Item to delete
an item from the list.

13.23 External Tools
The Configure External Tools dialog is available via File | Preferences | Configure External Tools.
This dialog shows a list of configured external tools, with the options to add, delete or edit the current
configuration. An "external tool configuration" exists of the following properties:
Caption
Application
Working dir
Parameters
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What should be listed in the menu.
An application path and filename.
The working-folder for the given application.
Command line parameters to be passed to the application.
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External Tools Configuration Dialog

Obviously, using the OK button saves the configuration and using the Cancel button cancels the
changes or new addition.
See also: File and Folder Boxes

13.24 Debugger
13.24.1 Debugger Overview
( Pro Edition )
Database Workbench comes with a Stored Code Debugger that can handle Triggers, Stored Procedures,
Stored Functions and Packages, depending on the DBMS used.
This topic describes the common usage for all these objects, when you start the Debugger, you can get
a dialog, depending on the object properties. For more information, see:
Stored Procedure & Function Debugger
Stored Module/Package Debugger
Trigger Debugger

Overview
Usually, the Debugger can be started by using context menus in the Database Navigator or Debug
buttons in the object editors. Also see the object specific topics on how to reach the debugger.
When in the debugger main window, you will see something like in the screenshot below.
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Stored Code Debugger

Depending on which database system you are using, not all Debug Windows might be available.
The following sections are available in this topic:
Using Breakpoints
Parameters and Variables
Using Watches
Evaluate/Modify Dialog
Viewing (sub)routines
Running & Stepping Through Code

Using Breakpoints
Each executable code-item will have a small blue dot in the gutter area. On these areas, you can set
breakpoints - a place where the debugger will halt execution and return to the debugger. If you disable
(right click the gutter area with a breakpoint or the breakpoint in the debug window), it will turn light
green.
Breakpoints can be conditional: they will only "break" if a certain condition evaluates to "true", like "n =>
4". You can put any condition in the Condition box if you right-click the breakpoint and select Properties
- take in account that this expression should evaluate to TRUE or FALSE.
The Passes column lists how many times the code has passed by the breakpoint. If you modify the
breakpoint properties and change the "passes" value, the breakpoint will break after the entered number
of passes.
To set breakpoints in a sub-routine, you need to "open" the routine first, see viewing (sub)routines.
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Parameters & Variables
In this window, you will see the current value of any parameters and variables used in the routine. These
values will be updated after each statement.

The Parameters and Variables debug window

You can change the values of a parameter/variable by double clicking it. This will show the Evaluate/
Modify Dialog - you can use this to view (the result of) expressions and/or change parameter and variable
values.
If the debugger doesn't pick up a certain variable, you can select the variable name in the code window,
use the context menu and select Add Variable.

Watches
'Watches" are expressions, variables or parameters that you are "watching" constantly. The Parameters
and Variables have their own window, but with the Watches window, you can enter any valid expression
and it will be evaluated (like in the Evaluate/Modify Dialog after every executed statement. Because of
this, adding a large amount of watches will slow down the debugging process, but on a LAN, this should
hardly be noticeable.

Evaluate/Modify Dialog
This dialog - use ctrl+F7 to show it - is a powerful dialog to view any valid expression or to modify
existing parameters and variables. In order to modify a parameter or variable, enter the name of the
parameter in the Expression edit box and use Evaluate - the dialog will show its current value. Next,
enter a new value in the New Value box (use ' quotes around string values) and use the Modify button to
modify the parameter. The Parameters and Variables window and Watches window will reflect the
change as well.
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The Evaluate/Modify dialog

If you have any text selected before opening the Evaluate/Modify dialog, this text will be selected as the
Expression value.
You can also use the Add Watch button to create a "watch" of the current expression.

Viewing sub-routines
You can open sub-routines at new tabs by using the Open Routine for Debugging toolbar button, this will
open up the Select Objects dialog.

Select Objects dialog

In this dialog you can select one or more objects that you would like to open up in the Debugger. You
can also use the filter at the top of the dialog to shorten the list of available objects.

Running code and stepping through code
You can step a single statement by using the Step Over button. This will execute the statement and put
the "current line" marker on the next statement. A blue highlighting bar will display the current line, as
soon as you step to the next line, the current line will be executed and the next line becomes the current
line.
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At the top of the code window, you will see the current active routine. If you use Trace Into and you didn't
open that routine yet, the debugger will attempt to open a new code window and continue stepping
through the code in there. If the new routine is the same routine as an already opened routine, it will
automatically switch tabs and switch back when the sub-routine has finished. Each routine will only be
opened once in the debugger.
After each executed line, the values of the parameters and variables in the Parameters & Variables
debug window will be updated. If you have watches enabled, these will be updated as well.
Other possibilities are simply using the Run button, which will execute the code until an error has
occurred, the routine ends or an active breakpoint is reached. Also the Run To Cursor button will execute
the code, until the line with the cursor is reached or passed (depending on the executable state of the
line).
The Reset button clears all settings and values (like breakpoint passes) and aborts execution of the
routine.

Testing routine results
By using the SQL button on the toolbar, you can start an SQL Editor that uses the same transaction as
the debugger. With this SQL Editor, you can test your routine result (eg: INSERTs or DELETEs) before
COMMITting or ROLLING back the transaction.

13.24.2 Stored Procedure & Function Debugger
Supported for
InterBase, also see InterBase Debugger
Firebird, also see Firebird Debugger
MySQL, also see MySQL Debugger
Oracle, also see Oracle Debugger
Sybase Anywhere, also see Sybase Anywhere Debugger
Note: Read the database system specific topics for more detailed information on how the debugging
process works.

Starting the Stored Procedure & Function Debugger
You can reach the debugger by using the Debug button in the editor toolbars, or by using the context
menu in the Database Navigator.
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Reaching the Stored Code Debugger

If the Stored Procedure or Stored Function has input parameters, the Edit Stored Procedure/Function
Parameters dialog will be displayed.

Enter values for the parameters

The NULL columns signals a parameter to be NULL, while the Default columns tells the parameter to be
the default, if it has a default assigned.
Click OK to continue to the debugger main window after editing the parameter values.
If there are no input parameters, the dialog will be skipped and we go straight to the debugger main
window.
For more information on the debugging process, see Debugger Overview.

13.24.3 Package Debugger
Supported for
Oracle, see Oracle Debugger
Note: Read the database system specific topics for more detailed information on how the debugging
process works.
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Starting the Package Debugger
The Package Editor does not have a Debug button, you have to start it from the context menu in the
Database Navigator.
You either select a routine in the package directly, use the menu and select Debug or use the menu on
the package, select Debug Routine in Package and select one of the available routines.

Starting the Debugger for a Routine in a Package

If the routine has any input parameters, a dialog is shown so you can edit the parameter values.

Edit values for the parameters

The NULL columns signals a parameter to be NULL, while the Default columns tells the parameter to be
the default, if it has a default assigned.
Click OK to continue to the debugger main window after editing the parameter values.
If there are no input parameters, the dialog will be skipped and we go straight to the debugger main
window.
For more information on the debugging process, see Debugger Overview.
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13.24.4 Trigger Debugger
Supported for
InterBase, also see InterBase Debugger
Firebird, also see Firebird Debugger
MySQL, also see MySQL Debugger
Note: Read the database system specific topics for more detailed information on how the debugging
process works.

Starting the Trigger Debugger
You can reach the debugger by using the Debug button in the editor toolbar, or by using the context
menu in the Database Navigator.

Starting the Debugger for a Trigger

After this, a Debug Trigger Details dialog will be shown, similar to the one below.
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The Debug Trigger Details dialog

If your trigger is a trigger that can fire on multiple actions, the Fire Operation will be a drop down box in
which you can select the current operation, one of the following: Insert, Update, Delete. Depending on
the action, the bottom half of the screen will have Old Values and/or New Values displayed. These
represent the values before and/or after the operation. For an INSERT operation, the Old Values part will
not be visible, for example.
The NULL columns signals a column value to be NULL, if you enter a value, the NULL flag becomes
unchecked.
By using the table button at the right site of the dialog, you can select values from the table to fill the Old
Values or New Values, this makes it easier to get values to start with.
After clicking OK, the normal debugger main window will be displayed and you can start debugging.
There's one difference though, the Parameters and Variables debug window will contain entries for each
OLD and NEW value available in the trigger.
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New and Old values are available

You can evaluate/modify these OLD and NEW values just like you would with any other variable.
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14.1

Database Engine Specific Topics
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Because Database Workbench supports multiple database engines, not all topics in the documentation
may apply to the database engine you're using. And the topics covered may not cover everything that
does apply to your database engine. Therefore, this documentation also has database engine specific
topics, that might not be available if you haven't installed it.
InterBase
InterBase - Introduction
Firebird
Firebird - Introduction
Microsoft SQL Server
MS SQL Server - Introduction & Limitations
MySQL
MySQL - Introduction & Limitations
Oracle
Oracle - Introduction & Limitations
NexusDB
NexusDB - Introduction & Limitations
Sybase SQL Anywhere
Sybase SQL Anywhere - Introduction & Limitations

14.2

InterBase

14.2.1 Introduction
In this part of the Database Workbench help you will find all InterBase specific items. This includes
screenshots, specialized editors and settings and the meaning of general settings for InterBase related
tasks.
Quick links:
Registering an InterBase Server
Create a Database
Using the Enterprise Manager with InterBase
Using the Database Navigator with InterBase

14.2.2 Enterprise Manager
14.2.2.1 Registering an InterBase Server
In order to register an InterBase server, you need to fill out the dialog below, reached via the Enterprise
Manager and the Register Server button.
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Register an InterBase Server

Database Workbench needs the following information:
Alias

An user-defined alias name for the server - this is only used inside
Database Workbench.

Folder

An Enterprise Manager folder for grouping your server registrations.

Host

Hostname or IP address of the machine where the InterBase server
process is running.

Protocol

The network protocol to use when connecting to the server and databases
on the server.

Client library

Database Workbench will use the first "gds32.dll" that it can find (in the
Windows path). If you have multiple versions of InterBase, you may be
required to select the correct client library here.

Username

The default username for databases.

Password

The password for the username given.

SYSDBA Password

The SYSDBA password, needed for server-related tasks like adding new
users.

If you click OK, Database Workbench will test the connection - if this succeeds, the server will be
registered and added to the Servers node in the Enterprise Manager.
To list databases on an InterBase server, you need to Register them. When you register a new server,
Database Workbench will ask you if you want to register a database immediately - if you answer Yes,
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you will be shown the Register Database Wizard.
14.2.2.2 Registering a Database
InterBase doesn't keep track of databases on the server machine, therefore you need to register
databases that you want to use with Database Workbench.
You can do this by right clicking on the server or Databases node and selecting Register Database or
by double clicking the Databases node.

Context sensitive popup menu in the Enterprise Manager

This will show the Register Database wizard:

Register Database Wizard, welcome page

Click next to see the needed database and authentication information:
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Register Database Wizard, database page

Alias
Database

Username
Password
Role
SQL Dialect
Use Unicode
client
Characterset

A user defined alias to display in the Enterprise Manager.
The full path and file on the server of the database file.
If your version of InterBase supports server side aliases, such an alias can be entered
here.
The username to use when connecting to this database, this defaults to the username
you used when registering the server.
The password for the given username.
The SQL Role that you want to use when connecting to this database.
The sql dialect (see InterBase documentation) to use when connecting to this database.
This defaults to the SQL Dialect entered in the Preferences of Database Workbench.
By default, Database Workbench uses Unicode all-over, this means it will use
UNICODE_FSS or UTF8 (if available) as the character set when connecting. To avoid
this, uncheck this box and select your characterset below.
The characterset you want to use when connecting to this database. This is an
InterBase connection setting and it has nothing to do with displaying anything inside
Database Workbench. You can use the A button next to the drop down box to fetch the
default characterset from the database, as used when creating the database.

The next page of the wizard lists the Database Workbench database registration options.
14.2.2.3 Create a Database
After the Welcome page of the wizard, the following page is shown:
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The Create New Database Wizard - page 2 - login and primary datafile info

It displays the following things:
Server
Protocol
Username

Password
Alias
Primary database file
Page size
Primary file length

The server on which this database will be created.
The protocol used to connect to this server and database.
The username used to create the database. This user will become the
database owner and the username used to connect to this database,
by default, from Database Workbench.
The password for the given user.
Display alias for the tree-view in the Enterprise Manager.
The primary datafile filename - this has to be a path LOCAL on the
server.
The size, in bytes, of individual data-pages in the datafiles.
The maximum size of the primary datafile, in pages. The actual
maximum size in Kb and Mb is calculated on the fly and displayed
behind the edit box.

Note:
Modern versions of InterBase (6.5 and up) support 64 bit I/O and can have a virtually unlimited datafile
size - check the Unlimited length check box in order to not specify a maximum file size. Make sure that
your operating system supports this as well. Checking this box also skips the Additional Datafiles page
from the wizard.
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The Create New Database Wizard - page 3 - additional datafiles

The Addional database files page, skipped if you had the Unlimited length checkbox checked, lists
secondary datafiles. The Start at page values are automatically calculated via the Length in pages
values.
Note:
Secondary datafiles can be added to a database after creation as well via specialized DDL statements see the InterBase documentation for more - or via a backup/restore cycle.

The Create Database Wizard - page 4 - additional settings

The "last" page in the wizard displays the database characterset to use and it's SQL dialect. For new
projects, it's recommended you use dialect 3. Optionally, you can automatically connect to the database
by leaving the Connect to database after creation box checked. The database will be automatically
registered under the server in the Enterprise Manager.
You can use the Finish button to create the database, or use the Next button to go to registration-option
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14.2.2.4 Using the Enterprise Manager with InterBase
From the Enterprise Manager, you have access to all functionality related to InterBase.
In the Servers treeview, expand the registered server. This will show the following treenodes:

An expanded InterBase server

Databases
This node lists all registered databases available for this InterBase server.
By using the context menu on a register database, you will get several additional options:

The Context Menu for a Database

For information on the functionality in this menu, see:
Backup Database
Database Properties
Database Statistics
Database Validation & Repair
Database Sweep
Shutdown Database
Restart Database

Backup
This node lists all backup projects that you can run and modify to create a backup of an existing
database.

Restore
This node lists all restore projects that you can run and modify to restore a previously backed up
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database.

Users
Double clicking this node will open the User Manager.

License Manager
Double clicking this node will open the License Manager.

Server Log
Double clicking this node will retreive and show the server log file.

14.2.2.5 User Management
The InterBase user manager is an easy to use tool. Simply double click the User Manager node in the
Enterprise Manager and the User Manager will open - alternatively, use the context menu
Administration & Maintenance | User Manager.
You should have registered the server with a valid SYSDBA password in order to create users. If you're
using a Classic architecture InterBase, be sure to have entered the security database path ("isc4.gdb"
for InterBase < 7 and "admin.ib" for InterBase >= 7) in order to view the users. When using Database
Workbench with the Classic architecture, you cannot create or delete users.

The InterBase User Manager

Selecting a user and using the Edit User button will open the User Properties dialog.
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The User Properties Dialog

If you create a new user, this dialog will appear as well - but empty of course.
If you're modifying a user, and you don't want to modify the password - be sure to NOT change the
current value in the Password and Confirm edit boxes.
Exitting this dialog by using the OK button will save the user information.
14.2.2.6 License Management
Double clicking the License Manager node in the Enterprise Manager will open the License Manager or
via the context menu Administration & Maintenance | License Manager.
When using Database Workbench with the Classic architecture, you cannot create or delete licenses.

The InterBase License Manager

Entering new license entry details can be done by using the New License Certificate button, removing an
entry by selecting it and using the Delete License Certificate button.
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14.2.2.7 Server Log
Viewing the server log can be done by double clicking the Server Log node in the Enterprise Manager or
via the context menu Administration & Maintenance | Server Log.
Opening the server log might take a little time if it's very long, so please be patient.

The InterBase Sever Log

From the result window, you can save the log to file, print the log or copy the log to the clipboard.

14.2.2.8 Database Administration & Maintenance
14.2.2.8.1 Backup Database

If you regularly plan on creating a backup for a certain database, use the Back up and Restore nodes in
the Enterprise Manager. These will use backup and restore projects, saved to a file, so you can re-use
them at a later time.
For a quick backup, simply use the Back up Database node in the Database Navigator or from the
context menu for a database in the Enterprise Manager via Administration & Maintenance | Backup
Database. Both options will show the dialog below:
Note:
This functionality only works with InterBase SuperServer, version 6 or higher.
Database Workbench does not perform the backup, it instructs InterBase to create a backup and
waits for the result.
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The Backup Database Dialog

Click OK to start the backup, this might take a while and Database Workbench will be unavailable while
waiting for InterBase to finish the backup.
The Filename in the Back up Files part of the dialog is a file path local to the server - not on your
workstation PC.
For more information regarding backup and/or restore, see the InterBase documentation.
14.2.2.8.2 Restore Database

It's easy to restore a database from a backup, if you create a "restore project". Double clicking the
Restore node in the Enterprise Manager will open a window in which you can do that.
Note:
This functionality only works with InterBase SuperServer, version 6 or higher.
Database Workbench does not perform the restore, it instructs InterBase to restore the database and
waits for the result.
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The Restore a Database Window

The usual New, Save etc buttons are available on the toolbar (1). There's also a Run button which will
start the restore and a copy gbak switches to clipboard button for use with the command line tool
"gbak".
When creating or modifying a "restore project", you can select a "backup project" from the drop down list
in (2). When you do this, Database Workbench will copy the info for Database (3) and Back up Files (4)
from this backup project. You can modify this info by hand if you like. So, selecting a backup project can
be seen as a template for a new restore project.
If you don't select a backup project, enter the information for Database (3) and Back up Files (4) yourself.
Don't forget to enter a username/password combination. This user will be used as the (new) database
owner.
For more information regarding backup and/or restore, see the InterBase documentation.
14.2.2.8.3 Database Properties

Using the context menu - Administration & Maintenance | Database Properties or the tree node in
the Database Navigator will open the Database Properties dialog.
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The Database Properties dialog

The dialogs holds two tabs, General and Description. The latter one holds a user-written description of
the database.
The first tab shows information about the database, including some properties that you can change.
If you use the OK button, these properties will be changed. Check the InterBase documentation for the
exact meaning of the properties.
14.2.2.8.4 Database Statistics

InterBase collects statistics about indices and tables - these statistics can help you to organize and
tune your database by, for example, removing and adding indices.
To view these statistics, use Administration & Maintenance | Database Statistics from the context
menu, or use the Database Statistics node in the Database Navigator.
Note:
Retrieving the statistics might take some time, especially on larger databases
This functionality only works with InterBase SuperServer, version 6 or higher
Database Workbench will show you the statistics in both textual form and an "analyzed" grid-form. The
grid form pages are much easier to read and groups index statistics per table or lists all indices. It also
allows sorting of the values, ascending/descending, by clicking on the headers of the grid columns.
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Analyzed Statistics

You can save and load the statistics by using the Open From File and Save To File buttons. Loaded
statistics (a plain text file) will be analyzed and available in grid-form after loading.

14.2.2.8.5 Database Validation & Repair

Sometimes is useful to analyze your database integrity - InterBase can do this for you via the commandline tool "gfix". Database Workbench offers a visual interface to the same functionality.
You can reach Database Validation & Repair via the context menu Administration & Maintenance |
Database Validation & Repair.
Note:
Database Workbench does not perform this validation, nor does it repair anything. This is "just" a
visual interface to build-in InterBase functionality.
Only the first and only connection to the database can perform a validation & repair cycle.
This only works for InterBase SuperServer version 6 or higher.

Database Validation & Repair Wizard
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Database Validation and Repair is a two-step process:
1. Validation
2. Repair
The wizard will guide you through this process.

1. Database Validation
The second page of the wizard holds the authentication information and database location. This
information is take from the server registration properties and the database registration properties.
Next is the "Validation Options" page - this page holds the options as described in the InterBase
documentation. Using the Validate! button will start the validation process.
After validation has completed, Database Workbench will show you the result of the validation process if any errors come up, it will also enable the next wizard pages, the ones for Database Repair.

Errors were found during the validation process

2. Database Repair
After errors were found and you have clicked the Next button, the repair options will be shown.

Database Validation & Repair Wizard - repair options

By using the Repair button, Database Workbench will start the repair process and a report will be
available when it's finished.
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Note:
This functionality is only available for InterBase 6 SuperServer or higher.
14.2.2.8.6 Database Sw eep

Sweeping is the process of running a garbage collector on an InterBase database - for a detailed
description, check the InterBase documentation.
The sweep functionality can be reached via the context menu in the Enterprise Manager Administration & Maintenance | Database Sweep - or the tree node in the Database Navigator.
Sweeping can take some time and degrade performance for other users - so use this option with care.
Note:
This functionality only works with InterBase SuperServer, version 6 or higher.
14.2.2.8.7 Database Shutdow n & Restart

Maintaining a database can involve shutting a database down. This makes the database unavailable for
users, except the database owner or SYSDBA.
To make the database available to everyone, you need to restart it.
To access this functionality, use Administration & Maintenance | Database Shutdown from the
context menu, or use the Shutdown Database node in the Database Navigator.
Note:
This functionality only works with InterBase SuperServer, version 6 or higher.

Shutting down a database

Database Shutdown dialog

Check the InterBase documentation for a detailed description on these options.
In short, these are the available shut down types:
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deny new transactions

force shutdown after timeout
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No more applications can connect - existing applications and transactions
keep running. If there are any applications connected after the timeout,
the shutdown fails.
No new transactions can be started - existing transactions can be
completed. This will also deny new connections for the database. If there
are still active transactions after the timeout, the shutdown fails.
There are no restrictions on database transactions or connections. As
soon as all connections are gone, the database will be shutdown. If there
are still active connections and transactions after the timeout, the
transactions will be rolled back and connections will be disconnected.

After the timeout has expired, Database Workbench will show you the result of the shutdown attempt.
Do take in account that this is "blocking" - Database Workbench will not be available until the timeout
has expired.

Restarting a database
Restarting a database is pretty easy - just select the tree node or the menu item and use it.

14.2.3 Database Navigator
14.2.3.1 Using the Database Navigator with InterBase
The Database Navigator, in addition to it's standard functionality, offers more when connected to an
InterBase database.
Context menu
The context menu for the Schema node offers:
Recompute Index Selectivity
Reset All Generators
Recompile All stored Procedures
These items are also accessible from other context menus, like the menu for the Indices node.

Management & Maintenance node
The Management & Maintenance node offers more functionality.

Additional functionality in the Database Navigator

For information on Administration & Maintenance topics, see:
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Database Properties
Database Statistics
Backup Database
Database Sweep
Database Shutdown & Restart
Database Registration Wizard or Decrypt Database
For information on Activity topics, see:
Connection Monitor
Statement Monitor
Performance Monitor
Memory Monitor
Note:
The Activity node is only available for InterBase 7 and up.
14.2.3.2 Recomputed Index Selectivity
Recomputing index selectivity can improve performance if, for example, InterBase needs to choose
between two indices for a certain query. When computing the index selectivity, InterBase re-evaluates
the index values and updates its statistics.
You can reach this via the context menu on Schema and Indices.
Computing the selectivity of an index might take some time, especially on large databases. Database
Workbench will show you the progress and current index it is requesting to recompute.
Using the menu option on any Indices list will recompute the selectivity for all indices in that list.
Using the menu option at the Schema node will also recompute the selectivity on any system-defined
indices like indices for Primary Key Constraint or Foreign Key Constraints.
14.2.3.3 Reset All Generators
Use with care! This will reset all generators to a value of zero.
This can be useful for testing purposes, for example.
You can reach this via the context menu on Schema and Generators.

14.2.3.4 Recompiling All Stored Procedures
Recompiling all of your stored procedures can be useful to ensure that you haven't deleted any columns.
Usually, InterBase dependency tracking should take care of this, but it sometimes happens to fail.
Stored Procedures don't use a fixed query plan or something similar, so adding indices or constraints
shouldn't influence execution.
The Re-compile All Stored Procedures option can be reached via the Schema node or the Stored
Procedures node.
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14.2.3.5 Monitoring Activity
14.2.3.5.1 Introduction

InterBase version 7 introduced several database monitoring features, including:
Connection Monitoring
Statement Monitoring
Performance Monitoring
Memory Monitoring
Any InterBase 7 database (On Disk Structure 11) offers a set of temporary system tables with
information about connections, statements, transaction and much more. Database Workbench wraps
these system tables and creates a couple of very useful screens for you to monitor your database
activity without the need to create complex SQL statements yourself.
Automatic Refresh
All these monitoring screens use an automatic refresh (interval configurable) by using multiple threads.
The InterBase 7 client library is thread-safe, previous versions aren't. So only use these features if you
have the v7 client installed.
14.2.3.5.2 Connection Monitoring

The Connected Users window shows the amount of users connection, the username they're using and
the workstation (if available).

Connection Monitoring for users

You can refresh on demand by using the Refresh button (with the green arrows).
You can also shutdown connections by selecting a connection (other than COLLECTOR) and using the
Shutdown Connection button.

14.2.3.5.3 Statement Monitoring

Via the Statement Monitor you can see what users, from which workstation, are issuing what
statements. It shows the number of rows affected by the statement, statement "quantum" and the status
of the statement.
The Statement Monitor has three different tabs, all showing the same information - but in a different
arrangement. From a plain list of all statements to grouped per workstation or username, in order to
make things more clear.
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Statement Monitor - statements grouped per workstation

You can cancel running or inactive statements via the Cancel Statement button. This will send
instructions to InterBase to cancel the statement.
14.2.3.5.4 Performance Monitoring

The Performance Monitor gives you a quick overview of the general InterBase performance and memory
allocation related to this particular database. Items are grouped into the tree, the following groups are
visible:
Statements
Threads
Memory
Transactions
Database Sweep
The values consist of two entries, the current one and the top value since the start.
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Performance Monitor - fully expanded view

Statements
Shows 3 items, "Active", "Inactive" and "Compiled". See the InterBase documentation for more
information on this.
Threads
The only information InterBase currently returns is how many active threads there are for the database.
Memory
Memory is allocated from "pools", this item will show how many pools currently are available and how
much memory is allocated to different sorts of tasks. For another and more detailed view at memory,
see Memory Monitoring.
Transactions
This items lists the current numbers of transactions, total deadlocks and the current transaction
counters.
Database Sweep
If a database sweep is being performed, the Sweep Active item will have a value of "Y" and the other
items will have the values currently related to the sweep.

14.2.3.5.5 Memory Monitoring

The Memory Monitor will display 7 areas with information about memory pools.
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The Memory Monitor screen

The following memory pools are available:
REQ Compiled User Statements
Normal user queries and DML statement which have been compiled into executable requests.
TRA Transaction Manager
Transaction pools allocate data structures having to do with a transaction such as savepoints
and transaction bitmaps for concurrency control.
CCH Cache Manager
Memory pool from which cache manager data structures are allocated. The major memory
allocation is for the page buffers.
DYN Compiled DDL
Internal request pools specifically having to do with data definition (DDL) operations.
IRQ Internal Compiled Metadata Statements
Registry of persistent internal requests. InterBase executes internal requests against system
tables to maintain and load a database's metadata.
PRM Metadata Structures
Permanent pool from which internal metadata structures are allocated.
TRG Compiled Triggers
Trigger pool from which a trigger request is allocated.

14.2.4 Editors
14.2.4.1 Table Editor Options
The Options tab of the Table Editor shows the items as can be seen below.
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InterBase Table Options

Editing the primary key name is only useful for tables that don't have one yet.
The External file checkbox and edit box will be checked and enabled when the table is defined as an
external table. Enter the filename in the edit box as it is seen on the server.
Depending on your version of InterBase, the temporary table box is enabled or not (InterBase 7.5 and
up). The drop down box lists the on commit actions that are available.

14.2.5 Tools
14.2.5.1 Stored Code Debugger
Database Workbench comes with a powerful Stored Code Debugger tool. You can reach this tool by
using the context menu in the Database Navigator on any Stored Procedure or Trigger and selecting
Debug Procedure or Debug Trigger. Alternatively, use the Debug buttons in the object editors.
Read the generic topic on the debugger first.
Note:
InterBase does not have any debugging-hooks inside the engine. Therefore, in order to debug a stored
procedure, Database Workbench emulates what is happening on the server. This makes it possible to
"debug" a procedure that hasn't even been compiled into the database. The debugger has undergone
serious testing and research - however errors still are possible. If you think you have found an error, don't
hesitate to report it.

Parameters & Variables
In this window, you will see the current value of any parameters and variables used in the procedure.
These values will be updated after each statement. The debugger will pick up "variables" from the variable
declaration section.

Testing procedure results
By using the SQL button on the toolbar, you can start an SQL Editor that uses the same transaction as
the debugger. With this SQL Editor, you can test your procedure result (eg: INSERTs or DELETEs)
before COMMITting or ROLLING back the transaction.
14.2.5.2 Database Encryption
The Database Encryption Wizard can be found after connecting to a database on a server that supports
encryption (InterBase 2009 and up) and selecting it from the Management & Maintenance node in the
Database Navigator.
In this topic:
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1. Encryption Wizard
2. Decrypt Database
If the database is encryption, the node will say Decrypt Database, if it's not yet encrypted, it says
Database Encryption Wizard.

Encryption Wizard
The Encryption Wizard is a tool that will take you through the database encryption process on a per step
basis. It will check to see if things are already done (like enabling Embedded User Authentication) or are
possible at all.
(click image to expand)

Database Encryption Wizard - welcome page

The welcome page lists the steps to be done:
enabled Embedded User Authentication
create the SYSDSO user with a password
set the System Encryption Password
create a database encryption key and grant the database owner privileges to the key
encrypt the database
Enable Embedded User Authentication
This step is automatically skipped if EUA is already turned ON and can only be done by the database
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owner, if you're not connected as the database owner, the wizard will should a message similar to the
one below, the wizard cannot continue.

EUA cannot be enabled, the wizard cannot continue.

Create the SYSDSO User
Encryption keys can be created by the SYSDSO user only, so the wizard asks for a password to create
that user.
Set the System Encryption Password
The SEP is used to protect the encryption keys, the wizard asks for a password.
Create a database encryption key and grant privileges to the key
To encrypt the full database, you need at least 1 encryption key and select that key to encrypt the
database. If you already have encryption keys, leave the Encryption Key details empty and select one
from the drop down box.
(click image to expand)
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Encryption Key

Encrypt the database
At the last step, the wizard will execute all tasks and encrypt the database. Any steps skipped will be
displayed as "disabled", see the screenshot below.
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Ready to start executing the tasks to encrypt the database

Using the Finish key will execute the required tasks and encrypt your database.

Decrypt Database
If a database is encrypted, executing Decrypt Database will decrypt your database. It will not disable
Embedded User Authentication, drop encryption keys etc.
Simply double click the node in the Database Navigator, confirm the action and the database will be
decrypted.

14.2.6 Preferences
14.2.6.1 InterBase Preferences
Below is explanation of the InterBase specific preferences available in Database Workbench:
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Option
Default Dialect

Default Isolation
Use a connection per SQL/Script Editor

Show table name prefix for Indices
Use uppercase identifiers by default
Automatically fetch query plan
Prohibit using SYSDBA in dialogs

Alternative terminator

Description
The default database dialect to use when creating or
registering InterBase databases. See the InterBase
documentation for more information on database dialects.
Dialect "3" is the standard dialect to use for future features
and enhancements.
The default transaction isolation used in the SQL/Script
Editor.
When starting an SQL/Script Editor, Database Workbench
will clone the connection, resulting in a multi-threaded SQL
Editor. If this is "OFF", the SQL Editor will use the same
connection as all editors in Database Workbench, meaning
that you have to wait for statement to be finished before being
able to execute another statement.
Note:
"local" protocol connections cannot be cloned and using
these will result in a single-threaded version of Database
Workbench.
because multiple connections can be opened, you cannot
create FKs via the SQL/Script Editor if this option is turned
ON on.
The main Indices node in the Database Navigator can show
the table name before each index.
The default setting for using uppercase identifiers, this can be
modified on a per registered database basis.
Always fetch the "query plan" for a query in the SQL/Script
Editor.
When this option is checked, you cannot use the server wide
administrator account to create or register databases, but you
can only use specific users instead.
An alternative terminator string for separating statements
when this is required (eg for a CREATE PROCEDURE
statement).
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Firebird

14.3.1 Firebird - install notice
Firebird specific topics can be reached, if installed, via the Table of Contents or via links in the main help
topics.
If you did not install the Firebird related files, these links will fail.

14.3.2 Introduction
In this part of the Database Workbench help you will find all Firebird specific items. This includes
screenshots, specialized editors and settings and the meaning of general settings for Firebird related
tasks.
Quick links:
Registering an Firebird Server
Create a Database
Using the Enterprise Manager with Firebird
Using the Database Navigator with Firebird

14.3.3 Enterprise Manager
14.3.3.1 Registering a Firebird Server
In order to register an Firebird server, you need to fill out the dialog below, reached via the Enterprise
Manager and the Register Server button.
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Register an Firebird Server

Database Workbench needs the following information:
Alias

An user-defined alias name for the server - this is only used inside Database
Workbench.

Folder

An Enterprise Manager folder for grouping your server registrations.

Host

Hostname or IP address of the machine where the Firebird server process is running if you run your Firebird server at a different port, use the following syntax:
servername/port or servername/remoteservicename (if you configured a service
name, you have to use that instead of the port).
Example: MYSERVER/3055 or MYSERVER/FB15

Protocol

The network protocol to use when connecting to the server and databases on the
server.

Client library

Database Workbench will use the first "fbclient.dll" that it can find (in the Windows
path), if it cannot find it, it will try to use "gds32.dll". If you have multiple versions of
Firebird, you may be required to select the correct client library here.

Username

The default username used for connecting to database, this can be overridden when
you register a database.

Password

The password for the username given.

SYSDBA
Password

The SYSDBA password, needed for server-related tasks like adding new users.

If you click OK, Database Workbench will test the connection - if this succeeds, the server will be
registered and added to the Servers node in the Enterprise Manager.
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To list databases on an Firebird server, you need to Register them. When you register a new server,
Database Workbench will ask you if you want to register a database immediately - if you answer Yes,
you will be shown the Register Database Wizard.
Authentication method
Firebird 2.1 and up optionally supports "Windows Authentication", it can accept connections based on
your Windows username and password. If you select this authentication method, all username and
password information in this dialog will be ignored.
Note:
When registering a "Firebird Embedded" server, Database Workbench will respond with an error saying it
cannot connect to the server, asking you to "Register Anyway?" - select "Yes". Next, register databases
as you would normally do. It is recommended to develop with a full server and deploy with "Firebird
Embedded".
14.3.3.2 Registering a Database
Firebird doesn't keep track of databases on the server machine, therefore you need to register databases
that you want to use with Database Workbench.
You can do this by right clicking on the server or Databases node and selecting Register Database or
by double clicking the Databases node.

Context sensitive popup menu in the Enterprise Manager

This will show the Register Database wizard:
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Register Database Wizard, welcome page

Click next to see the needed database and authentication information:

Register Database Wizard, database page

Alias
Database

A user defined alias to display in the Enterprise Manager.
The full path and file on the server of the database file.
If your version of Firebird supports server side aliases, such an alias can be entered here.
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Username

The username to use when connecting to this database, this defaults to the username you
used when registering the server.
Password
The password for the given username.
Role
The SQL Role that you want to use when connecting to this database.
SQL Dialect The sql dialect (see Firebird documentation) to use when connecting to this database.
This defaults to the SQL Dialect entered in the Preferences of Database Workbench.
Use Unicode By default, Database Workbench uses Unicode all-over, this means it will use
Client
UNICODE_FSS or UTF8 (if available) as the character set when connecting. To avoid this,
uncheck this box and select your characterset below.
Characterset The characterset you want to use when connecting to this database. This is an Firebird
connection setting and it has nothing to do with displaying anything inside Database
Workbench. You can use the A button next to the drop down box to fetch the default
characterset from the database, as used when creating the database.
The next page of the wizard lists the Database Workbench database registration options.
14.3.3.3 Create a Database
After the Welcome page of the wizard, the following page is shown:

The Create New Database Wizard - page 2 - login and primary datafile info

It displays the following things:
Server
Protocol
Username

Password
Alias
Primary database file
Page size
Primary file length
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The server on which this database will be created.
The protocol used to connect to this server and database.
The username used to create the database. This user will become the
database owner and the username used to connect to this database,
by default, from Database Workbench.
The password for the given user.
Display alias for the tree-view in the Enterprise Manager.
The primary datafile filename - this has to be a path LOCAL on the
server.
The size, in bytes, of individual data-pages in the datafiles.
The maximum size of the primary datafile, in pages. The actual
maximum size in Kb and Mb is calculated on the fly and displayed
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behind the edit box.
Note:
Firebird versions (and operating system versions) that support 64 bit I/O and can have a virtually
unlimited datafile size - check the Unlimited length checkbox in order to not specify a maximum filesize.
Checking this box also skips the Additional Datafiles page from the wizard.

The Create New Database Wizard - page 3 - additional datafiles

The Additional database files page, skipped if you had the Unlimited length check box checked, lists
secondary datafiles. The Start at page values are automatically calculated via the Length in pages
values.
Note:
Secondary datafiles can be added to a database after creation as well via specialized DDL statements see the Firebird documentation for more - or via a backup/restore cycle.

The Create Database Wizard - page 4 - additional settings
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The "last" page in the wizard displays the database characterset to use and it's SQL dialect. For new
projects, it's recommended you use dialect 3. Optionally, you can automatically connect to the database
by leaving the Connect to database after creation box checked. The database will be automatically
registered under the server in the Enterprise Manager.
You can use the Finish button to create the database, or use the Next button to go to registration-option
pages.
14.3.3.4 Using the Enterprise Manager with Firebird
From the Enterprise Manager, you have access to all functionality related to Firebird.
In the Servers treeview, expand the registered server. This will show the following treenodes:

An expanded Firebird server

Databases
This node lists all registered databases available for this Firebird server.
By using the context menu on a register database, you will get several additional options:

The Context Menu for a Database

For information on the functionality in this menu, see:
Backup Database
Database Properties
Database Statistics
Database Validation & Repair
Database Sweep
Shutdown Database
Restart Database
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Backup
This node lists all backup projects that you can run and modify to create a backup of an existing
database.

Restore
This node lists all restore projects that you can run and modify to restore a previously backed up
database.

Users
Double clicking this node will open the User Manager.

Server Log
Double clicking this node will retreive and show the server log file.

14.3.3.5 User Management
The Firebird user manager is an easy to use tool. Simply double click the User Manager node in the
Enterprise Manager and the User Manager will open - alternatively, use the context menu
Administration & Maintenance | User Manager.
You should have registered the server with a valid SYSDBA password in order to create users. If you're
using a Classic architecture Firebird, be sure to have entered the security database path ("isc4.gdb" for
Firebird < 1.5) in order to view the users. When using Database Workbench with the Classic
architecture, you cannot create or delete users.

The Firebird User Manager

Selecting a user and using the Edit User button will open the User Properties dialog.
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The User Properties Dialog

If you create a new user, this dialog will appear as well - but empty of course.
If you're modifying a user, and you don't want to modify the password - be sure to NOT change the
current value in the Password and Confirm edit boxes.
Exiting this dialog by using the OK button will save the user information.
14.3.3.6 Server Log
Viewing the server log can be done by double clicking the Server Log node in the Enterprise Manager or
via the context menu Administration & Maintenance | Server Log.
Opening the server log might take a little time if it's very long, so please be patient.
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The Firebird Sever Log

From the result window, you can save the log to file, print the log or copy the log to the clipboard.

14.3.3.7 Database Administration & Maintenance
14.3.3.7.1 Backup Database

If you regularly plan on creating a backup for a certain database, use the Back up and Restore nodes in
the Enterprise Manager. These will use backup and restore projects, saved to a file, so you can re-use
them at a later time.
For a quick backup, simply use the Back up Database node in the Database Navigator or from the
context menu for a database in the Enterprise Manager via Administration & Maintenance | Backup
Database. Both options will show the dialog below:
Note:
This functionality only works with Firebird SuperServer or a Classic server version that supports the
Services API.
Database Workbench does not perform the backup, it instructs Firebird to create a backup and waits
for the result.
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The Backup Database Dialog

Click OK to start the backup, this might take a while and Database Workbench will be unavailable while
waiting for Firebird to finish the backup.
The Filename in the Back up Files part of the dialog is a file path local to the server - not on your
workstation PC.
For more information regarding backup and/or restore, see the Firebird documentation.
14.3.3.7.2 Restore Database

It's easy to restore a database from a backup, if you create a "restore project". Double clicking the
Restore node in the Enterprise Manager will open a window in which you can do that.
Note:
This functionality only works with Firebird SuperServer or a Classic server version that supports the
Services API.
Database Workbench does not perform the restore, it instructs Firebird to restore the database and
waits for the result.
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The Restore a Database Window

The usual New, Save etc buttons are available on the toolbar (1). There's also a Run button which will
start the restore and a copy gbak switches to clipboard button for use with the command line tool
"gbak".
When creating or modifying a "restore project", you can select a "backup project" from the drop down list
in (2). When you do this, Database Workbench will copy the info for Database (3) and Back up Files (4)
from this backup project. You can modify this info by hand if you like. So, selecting a backup project can
be seen as a template for a new restore project.
If you don't select a backup project, enter the information for Database (3) and Back up Files (4) yourself.
Don't forget to enter a username/password combination. This user will be used as the (new) database
owner.
For more information regarding backup and/or restore, see the Firebird documentation.

14.3.3.7.3 Database Properties

Using the context menu - Administration & Maintenance | Database Properties or the tree node in
the Database Navigator will open the Database Properties dialog.
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The Database Properties dialog

The dialogs holds two tabs, General and Description. The latter one holds a user-written description of
the database.
The first tab shows information about the database, including some properties that you can change.
If you use the OK button, these properties will be changed. Check the Firebird documentation for the
exact meaning of the properties.
14.3.3.7.4 Database Statistics

Firebird collects statistics about indices and tables - these statistics can help you to organize and tune
your database by, for example, removing and adding indices.
To view these statistics, use Administration & Maintenance | Database Statistics from the context
menu, or use the Database Statistics node in the Database Navigator.
Note:
Retrieving the statistics might take some time, especially on larger databases
This functionality only works with Firebird SuperServer
Database Workbench will show you the statistics in both textual form and an "analyzed" grid-form. The
grid form pages are much easier to read and groups index statistics per table or lists all indices. It also
allows sorting of the values, ascending/descending, by clicking on the headers of the grid columns.
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Analyzed Statistics

You can save and load the statistics by using the Open From File and Save To File buttons. Loaded
statistics (a plain text file) will be analyzed and available in grid-form after loading.

14.3.3.7.5 Database Validation & Repair

Sometimes is useful to analyze your database integrity - Firebird can do this for you via the commandline tool "gfix". Database Workbench offers a visual interface to the same functionality.
You can reach Database Validation & Repair via the context menu Administration & Maintenance |
Database Validation & Repair.
Note:
Database Workbench does not perform this validation, nor does it repair anything. This is "just" a
visual interface to build-in Firebird functionality.
Only the first and only connection to the database can perform a validation & repair cycle.
This only works for Firebird SuperServer.

Database Validation & Repair Wizard
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Database Validation and Repair is a two-step process:
1. Validation
2. Repair
The wizard will guide you through this process.

1. Database Validation
The second page of the wizard holds the authentication information and database location. This
information is take from the server registration properties and the database registration properties.
Next is the "Validation Options" page - this page holds the options as described in the Firebird
documentation. Using the Validate! button will start the validation process.
After validation has completed, Database Workbench will show you the result of the validation process if any errors come up, it will also enable the next wizard pages, the ones for Database Repair.

Errors were found during the validation process

2. Database Repair
After errors were found and you have clicked the Next button, the repair options will be shown.

Database Validation & Repair Wizard - repair options

By using the Repair button, Database Workbench will start the repair process and a report will be
available when it's finished.
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14.3.3.7.6 Database Sw eep

Sweeping is the process of running a garbage collector on an Firebird database - for a detailed
description, check the Firebird documentation.
The sweep functionality can be reached via the context menu in the Enterprise Manager Administration & Maintenance | Database Sweep - or the tree node in the Database Navigator.
Sweeping can take some time and degrade performance for other users - so use this option with care.
Note:
This functionality only works with Firebird SuperServer.
14.3.3.7.7 Database Shutdow n & Restart

Maintaining a database can involve shutting a database down. This makes the database unavailable for
users, except the database owner or SYSDBA.
To make the database available to everyone, you need to restart it.
To access this functionality, use Administration & Maintenance | Database Shutdown from the
context menu, or use the Shutdown Database node in the Database Navigator.
Note:
This functionality only works with Firebird SuperServer.

Shutting down a database

Database Shutdown dialog

Check the Firebird documentation for a detailed description on these options.
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In short, these are the available shut down types:
deny new connections

deny new transactions

force shutdown after timeout

No more applications can connect - existing applications and transactions
keep running. If there are any applications connected after the timeout,
the shutdown fails.
No new transactions can be started - existing transactions can be
completed. This will also deny new connections for the database. If there
are still active transactions after the timeout, the shutdown fails.
There are no restrictions on database transactions or connections. As
soon as all connections are gone, the database will be shutdown. If there
are still active connections and transactions after the timeout, the
transactions will be rolled back and connections will be disconnected.

After the timeout has expired, Database Workbench will show you the result of the shutdown attempt.
Do take in account that this is "blocking" - Database Workbench will not be available until the timeout
has expired.

Restarting a database
Restarting a database is pretty easy - just select the tree node or the menu item and use it.

14.3.4 Database Navigator
14.3.4.1 Using the Database Navigator with Firebird
The Database Navigator, in addition to it's standard functionality, offers more when connected to an
Firebird database.

Context menu
The context menu for the Schema node offers:
Recompute Index Selectivity
Reset All Generators
Recompile All stored Procedures
These items are also accessible from other context menus, like the menu for the Indices node.

Management & Maintenance node
The Management & Maintenance node offers more functionality.

Additional functionality in the Database Navigator

For information on Administration & Maintenance topics, see:
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Database Properties
Database Statistics
Backup Database
Database Sweep
Database Shutdown & Restart
14.3.4.2 Recomputed Index Selectivity
Recomputing index selectivity can improve performance if, for example, Firebird needs to choose
between two indices for a certain query. When computing the index selectivity, Firebird re-evaluates the
index values and updates its statistics.
You can reach this via the context menu on Schema and Indices.
Computing the selectivity of an index might take some time, especially on large databases. Database
Workbench will show you the progress and current index it is requesting to recompute.
Using the menu option on any Indices list will recompute the selectivity for all indices in that list.
Using the menu option at the Schema node will also recompute the selectivity on any system-defined
indices like indices for Primary Key Constraint or Foreign Key Constraints.
14.3.4.3 Reset All Generators
Use with care! This will reset all generators to a value of zero.
This can be useful for testing purposes, for example.
You can reach this via the context menu on Schema and Generators.

14.3.4.4 Recompiling All Stored Procedures
Recompiling all of your stored procedures can be useful to ensure that you haven't deleted any columns.
Usually, InterBase dependency tracking should take care of this, but it sometimes happens to fail.
Stored Procedures don't use a fixed query plan or something similar, so adding indices or constraints
shouldn't influence execution.
The Re-compile All Stored Procedures option can be reached via the Schema node or the Stored
Procedures node.

14.3.5 Editors
14.3.5.1 Table Editor Options
The Options tab of the Table Editor shows two items as can be seen below.
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Firebird Table Options

Editing the primary key name is only useful for tables that don't have one yet.
The External file checkbox and edit box will be checked and enabled when the table is defined as an
external table. Enter the filename in the edit box as it is seen on the server.

14.3.6 Tools
14.3.6.1 Stored Code Debugger
Database Workbench comes with a powerful Stored Code Debugger tool. You can reach this tool by
using the context menu in the Database Navigator on any Stored Procedure or Trigger and selecting
Debug Procedure or Debug Trigger. Alternatively, use the Debug buttons in the object editors.
Read the generic topic on the debugger first.
Note:
Firebird does not have any debugging-hooks inside the engine. Therefore, in order to debug a stored
procedure, Database Workbench emulates what is happening on the server. This makes it possible to
"debug" a procedure that hasn't even been compiled into the database. The debugger has undergone
serious testing and research - however errors still are possible. If you think you have found an error, don't
hesitate to report it.

Parameters & Variables
In this window, you will see the current value of any parameters and variables used in the procedure.
These values will be updated after each statement. The debugger will pick up "variables" from the variable
declaration section.

Testing procedure results
By using the SQL button on the toolbar, you can start an SQL Editor that uses the same transaction as
the debugger. With this SQL Editor, you can test your procedure result (eg: INSERTs or DELETEs)
before COMMITting or ROLLING back the transaction.

14.3.7 Preferences
14.3.7.1 Firebird Preferences
Below is explanation of the Firebird specific preferences available in Database Workbench:
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Option
Default Dialect

Default Isolation
Use a connection per SQL/Script Editor

Show table name prefix for Indices
Use uppercase identifiers by default
Automatically fetch query plan
Use RECREATE TABLE in scripts

Prohibit using SYSDBA in dialogs

Alternative terminator

Description
The default database dialect to use when creating or
registering Firebird databases. See the Firebird
documentation for more information on database dialects.
Dialect "3" is the standard dialect to use for future features
and enhancements.
The default transaction isolation used in the SQL/Script
Editor.
When starting an SQL/Script Editor, Database Workbench
will clone the connection, resulting in a multi-threaded SQL
Editor. If this is "OFF", the SQL Editor will use the same
connection as all editors in Database Workbench, meaning
that you have to wait for statement to be finished before being
able to execute another statement.
Note:
"local" protocol connections cannot be cloned and using
these will result in a single-threaded version of Database
Workbench.
because multiple connections can be opened, you cannot
create FKs via the SQL/Script Editor if this option is turned
ON on Firebird 2.0 and earlier.
The main Indices node in the Database Navigator can show
the table name before each index.
The default setting for using uppercase identifiers, this can be
modified on a per registered database basis.
Always fetch the "query plan" for a query in the SQL/Script
Editor.
When extracting table DDL, use RECREATE instead of
CREATE or ALTER. This can cause tables to be dropped, so
be careful.
When this option is checked, you cannot use the server wide
administrator account to create or register databases, but you
can only use specific users instead.
An alternative terminator string for separating statements
when this is required (eg for a CREATE PROCEDURE
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statement).

14.4

MS SQL Server

14.4.1 Introduction
In this part of the Database Workbench help you will find all Microsoft SQL Server specific items. This
includes screenshots, specialized editors and settings and the meaning of general settings for MS SQL
Server related tasks.
Quick links:
Registering an MS SQL Server
Create a Database
Using the Enterprise Manager with MS SQL Server
Using the Database Navigator with MS SQL Server
Limitations
Microsoft did not publish their "server side code debugger" interface - therefore, debugging Stored
Procedures and Stored Function via a step by step process is not supported in Database Workbench.

14.4.2 Enterprise Manager
14.4.2.1 Registering a MS SQL Server
In order to register an MS SQL Server, you need to fill out the dialog below, reached via the Enterprise
Manager and the Register Server button.
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Register an MS SQL Server

Database Workbench needs the following information:
Alias

An user-defined alias name for the server - this is only used inside
Database Workbench.

Folder

An Enterprise Manager folder for grouping your server registrations.

Host

Hostname or IP address of the machine where the MS SQL Server
process is running.

Instance

With multiple SQL Server instances running on the same machine,
specify an instance name here.

Protocol

Database Workbench supports the TCP/IP and Named Pipes protocol to
connect to SQL Server, by default SQL Express supports Named Pipes
only.

TCP/IP Port

If you're not running SQL Server Browser at the server, you can enter a (custom) port num

Pipe Name

If you're not running SQL Server Browser at the server, you can enter a
(custom) pipe name here, leave it to [autodetect] otherwise.

Authentication type

Either Windows (NT) build in authentication, or the special MS SQL Server
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authentication.
Username

The username to use for MS SQL Server authentication. This username
will be used for any server specific tasks - it's recommended you use the
"sa" user here.

Password

The password to use for MS SQL Server authentication.

If you click OK, Database Workbench will test the connection - if this succeeds, the server will be
registered and added to the Servers node in the Enterprise Manager. At first, Database Workbench will
try to use SQL Server Native Client to connect, if you don't have this installed, it will use MDAC.
Database Workbench then connects to your MS SQL Server and will list the available Databases. For
using a database with Database Workbench, there are several options available.
Note:
If you're trying to connect to SQL Server Express, make sure you either enable TCP/IP in the SQL
Server Configuration Manager as it is disabled by default, or use the Named Pipes protocol, set it to
the proper pipe name. In the case of Named Pipes, also make sure the service is running under valid
credentials in order to set up a named pipe connection. For information about connection errors
involving Named Pipes, see blogs.msdn.com or blogs.msdn.com.
For more information on the SQL Server Browser service, see msdn.microsoft.com
14.4.2.2 Database Options
For a complete list of available options, see database registration options.
For MS SQL Server, there are additional options available:
Ignore DT_% procedures

When loading and displaying the available stored procedures, the
DT_<something> procedures will be skipped.

14.4.2.3 Create a Database
After the Welcome page of the wizard, the following page is shown:
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The Create New Database Wizard - page 2 - login and primary datafile info

It displays the following things:
Server
Database Name
Username
Password
Database file location
Transaction log file location
Collation

The server on which this database will be created.
The name to use for the new database.
The username used to create the database. This user will become the
database owner.
The password for the given user.
The primary location of the datafiles, use the button to browse for a
folder on the server.
The primary location of the logfiles, use the button to browse for a folder
on the server.
The default collation to use for character columns. Using "[default]"
means using the server-wide default collation.

The Create New Database Wizard - page 3 - datafile properties

The Database files page let's you create additional datafiles and set the size and growth properties for
each datafile. The filename of the primary datafile will be automatically set to <databasename>_Data.mdf
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The Create Database Wizard - page 4 - logfile properties

The last page in the wizard shows the transaction log file properties - you can set the size and growth
properties for each logfile. The filename of the primary logfile will be automatically set to
<databasename>_Log.ldf
Use the Finish button to create your database.
14.4.2.4 Using the Enterprise Manager with MS SQL Server
From the Enterprise Manager, you have access to all functionality related to MS SQL Server.
In the Servers treeview, expand the registered server. This will show the following treenodes:
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An expanded MS SQL Server

Databases
This node lists all available on this server.
By using the context menu on a database, you will get several additional options:

The Context Menu for a Database

For information on the functionality in this menu, see:
Database Properties
Detach Database
Take Offline/Bring Online

Management
This node lists several shortcuts and actions to management-related tasks for MS SQL Server.
Currently, the following are available:
Server Logs

Security
There are links available to the Login Manager, Server Roles and Linked Servers Manager.

Activity
Activity - Processes
Activity - Locks/Process ID
Activity - Locks/Object
14.4.2.5 Login Management
The Login Manager is an easy to use tool. Simply double click the Login Manager node in the Enterprise
Manager and the Login Manager will open.
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The Login Manager

Selecting a login and using the Edit Login button will open the Login Properties dialog.

The Login Properties Dialog

If you create a new login, this dialog will appear as well - but empty of course.
Once you have created a login, you can't change every option available - for the meaning of the different
options, please check the MS SQL Server documenation.
The Server Roles tab let's you add/delete the login from a fixed server role.
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Login Properties - Server Roles

By checking or unchecking the server role name at the left part of the screen, you'll add or remove a login
to or from that role. At the right, there's a list of actions that the role member can perform. The bottom
part of the screen holds a quick description for the role, these descriptions come from MS SQL Server
itself and cannot be changed.
Exitting this dialog by using the OK button will save the login information.
14.4.2.6 Server Logs
Viewing the server logs can be done by double clicking the Server Logs node in the Enterprise Manager.

The Server Logs

At the left, there's a section with the available logs - the right parts holds the log entries. The bottom part
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of the screen is the detailed information on the log entry, including a memo with the full log-text.
Any log entry that contains the word "error" is listed as bold red in the list of entries.

14.4.2.7 Activity
14.4.2.7.1 Processes

The Server Processes lists the processes relevant to SQL Server. These can be internal processes, or
external ones, at client stations.

The Server Processes screen

For example, in the above screen, all processes except process "51" are server side internal processes,
and process "51" is Database Workbench, connected to make a screenshot of this screen. The
Application column lists the application that's connected to SQL Server - this can be very useful when
troubleshooting a particular application or workstation.
Some of the available processes in the list can be killed using the Kill Process button or the menu option
from the context menu.
The Server Processes screen automatically refreshes the list every n seconds, where n can be adjusted
using the spin edit box on the top right of the screen - this refreshing can be paused by checking the
Paused checkbox and can be forced by using the Refresh button on the top left of the screen.
14.4.2.7.2 Locks per Process

The Lock s per Process screen shows you locked database objects, grouped per server process ID.
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The Locks per Process screen on server Iduna

The window consists of two parts - the processes list and the object list. The processes list shows a list
of all available processes that have locks. If you select one of the processes, the right part of the window
will list the objects that are locked by the selected process.
In the example screenshot above, you can see that user "sa" on database "Northwind" is clearly doing
something with table "Categories".
You can kill a process - and therefore release the lock(s) - by using the context menu in the Processes
part or the button on the toolbar.
There are several locking modes:
Shared (S)
Used for operations that do not change or update data (read-only operations), such
as a SELECT statement.
Update (U)

Used on resources that can be updated. Prevents a common form of deadlock that
occurs when multiple sessions are reading, locking, and potentially updating
resources later.

Exclusive (X)

Used for data-modification operations, such as INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE.
Ensures that multiple updates cannot be made to the same resource at the same
time.

Intent

Used to establish a lock hierarchy. The types of intent locks are: intent shared (IS),
intent exclusive (IX), and shared with intent exclusive (SIX).

Schema

Used when an operation dependent on the schema of a table is executing. The
types of schema locks are: schema modification (Sch-M) and schema stability
(Sch-S).
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Used when bulk-copying data into a table and the TABLOCK hint is specified.

And several lock types:
RID
Row identifier used to lock a single row within a table.
KEY

Row lock within an index. Used to protect key ranges in serializable transactions.

PAG

Data or index page.

EXT

Contiguous group of eight data pages or index pages.

TAB

Entire table, including all data and indexes.

DB

Database.

For more information on locking, see the Microsoft SQL Server documentation.
14.4.2.7.3 Locks per Object

The Lock s per Object screen shows the same information as the Locks per Process window, but
arranged differently.

The Locks per Object screen on server Iduna

The window consists of two parts - the object list and the lock list. The object list shows a list of all
locked objects on a given server. If you select one of the objects, the right part of the window will list the
process IDs that have a lock on the object, and what type of lock and locking mode is used.
In the example screenshot above, you can see that user "sa" on database "Northwind" is clearly doing
something with table "Categories" as that table has several locks placed upon it.
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You can kill a process - and therefore release the lock(s) - by using the context menu in the Processes/
locks part or the button on the toolbar.
There are several locking modes:
Shared (S)
Used for operations that do not change or update data (read-only operations), such
as a SELECT statement.
Update (U)

Used on resources that can be updated. Prevents a common form of deadlock that
occurs when multiple sessions are reading, locking, and potentially updating
resources later.

Exclusive (X)

Used for data-modification operations, such as INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE.
Ensures that multiple updates cannot be made to the same resource at the same
time.

Intent

Used to establish a lock hierarchy. The types of intent locks are: intent shared (IS),
intent exclusive (IX), and shared with intent exclusive (SIX).

Schema

Used when an operation dependent on the schema of a table is executing. The
types of schema locks are: schema modification (Sch-M) and schema stability
(Sch-S).

Bulk Update (BU)

Used when bulk-copying data into a table and the TABLOCK hint is specified.

And several lock types:
RID
Row identifier used to lock a single row within a table.
KEY

Row lock within an index. Used to protect key ranges in serializable transactions.

PAG

Data or index page.

EXT

Contiguous group of eight data pages or index pages.

TAB

Entire table, including all data and indexes.

DB

Database.

For more information on locking, see the Microsoft SQL Server documentation.
14.4.2.8 Database Administration & Maintenance
14.4.2.8.1 Database Properties

Using the context menu - Administration & Maintenance | Database Properties will open the
Database Properties dialog.
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The Database Properties dialog

The dialogs holds two tabs, General and Options. The General tab shows information about the
database, like the database owner, current size and selected default collation. The Options tab let's you
view and change some settings for the selected database.

The Options tab in the Database Properties dialog

For a large part, these settings can be found in the MS SQL Server Enterprise Manager as well - check
the MS SQL Server documentation for the exact meaning of the properties.
If you use the OK button, these properties will be changed.
Note:
When using SQL Server 7, the "Collation" and "Recovery model" boxes are disabled.
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14.4.2.8.2 Attach Database/Detach Database

By using the context menu on a selected MS SQL Server you can select Attach Database from the
context menu - this opens the following dialog:

The Attach Database Dialog

You can select a datafile on the remove server by using the Browse for Datafile button. Database
Workbench will display the filenames of the accompanying data and log files and the default database
name. Make sure you specify the right database owner the use the OK button to attach the database.
By using the Detach Database from the context menu, you can easily detach a database, making it
unavailable for use with that SQL Server instance. You will be given the choice to update database
statistics prior to detaching the database - the databases "master", "model", "tempdb" and "msdb"
cannot be detached.
Note:
When using SQL Server 7, there will not be a list of all files (log, additional files) and only single-file
databases can be attached.
14.4.2.8.3 Take Offline/Bring Online

Maintaining a database can involve taking a database offline. This can be easily done from the context
menu on a selected database - select Administration & Maintence | Take Offline from the popup
menu.
After the operation has succeeded, the database will be listed like this:
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"Exact_Sample" is offline

When a database if in the "offline" state, the menu option Bring Online will be enabled. Using this option
brings the database back online for public use.

14.4.3 Database Navigator
14.4.3.1 Using the Database Navigator with MS SQL Server
The Database Navigator, in addition to it's standard functionality, offers more when connected to an MS
SQL Server database.

Management & Maintenance node
The Management & Maintenance node offers more functionality.

Additional functionality in the Database Navigator

For information on Management & Maintenance topics, see:
Table Fragmentation
Space Usage
14.4.3.2 Table Fragmentation
The Table Fragmentation screen can be used via the Database Navigator and the Management &
Maintence node. Double clicking the node will show a screen similiar to this one:
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Table Fragmentation Screen

As you can see in the above screenshot, there's the possibility to mark tables with a average page
density less than the specified value - use the checkboxes at the top of the screen to turn this behaviour
on and off.
The "lighting" button attempts to re-create the clustered index for the table, if such an index is not
available, a dialog will inform you about this.
For more information about fragmented tables and the values in the Table Fragmentation screen, please
check the MS SQL Server documentation.
14.4.3.3 Space Usage
The Space Usage screen consists of two parts - the Database and Tables part.
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Database Space Usage window

The Database part clearly shows the files used, and the current fill <-> unused ratio. The same goes for
the transaction log space - in the above example screenshot, you can see the total database size is 722
Mb, the transaction log taking the larger part of that space, namely 597 Mb. The Data part takes 122 Mb,
with about 12 Mb for index data.
The gradient bars show the amount of used space.
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Space Usage for Tables

The Tables part shows an overview of all tables in the database, including row count, reserved space,
occupying data space etc etc. The columns can be sorted by clicking the column headers.
The Average Row Size is calculated as data (KB) / rows... eg - table Aanvoerder:
(24 * 1024) / 465 = 52.8 bytes/row.

14.4.4 Editors
14.4.4.1 Table Editor Options
The Options tab of the Table Editor shows the items as can be seen below.

Microsoft SQL Server Table Options

Editing the primary key name is only useful for tables that don't have one yet.
Use the Owner box to select the owner of the table, this will be dbo by default.
The filegroup box displays the available filegroups you can use to store the table data.
Note:
The Owner box will not be visible for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and up and each table will then belong to
a schema instead.
14.4.4.2 Synonym Editor
With the Microsoft SQL Server Synonym Editor, you can create synonyms on the current server or a
linked server.
In the Server drop down box, select the empty spot if you want to define a synonym for an object on the
current server. All other boxes will be drop down boxes and you can select your object.
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Selecting an object at the current server

If you keep the current database, you can simply select an object from the drop down lists. If you select
another database, you have to enter the object name by hand.

Selecting an object at a remote Linked Server

If you choose to create a synonym for an object at a linked server, you have to enter all details by hand.

14.4.5 Preferences
14.4.5.1 MS SQL Server Preferences
Below is explanation of the MS SQL Server specific preferences available in Database Workbench:

Option
Use uppercase identifiers by default
Show object owner
Use brackets instead of quotes

Default Isolation

14.5

Description
Check this option if you want uppercase identifiers to be
enabled, by default, for each new database.
Checking this options shows the object owner for objects
when connected to MS SQL Server 7 & 2000.
By default, Database Workbench will use the ANSI SQL
standard object name specifier, the "double quote". If the
connected database does not support this or if this option is
checked, the "square brackets" will be used instead.
The default transaction isolation used in the SQL/Script
Editor.

MySQL

14.5.1 Introduction
In this part of the Database Workbench help you will find all MySQL specific items. This includes
screenshots, specialized editors and settings and the meaning of general settings for MySQL related
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tasks.
Quick links:
Registering a MySQL Server
Create a Database
Using the Enterprise Manager with MySQL
Using the Database Navigator with MySQL
Limitations
MySQL is a bit different from the other available database engines in Database Workbench, the following
limitations apply:

Transactions
MySQL doesn't support transactions, except for certain table types (InnoDB, Berkeley DB, Falcon).
Changes will be autocommitted unless you start a transaction yourself.
Because of this, you need to explicitly start a transaction in the SQL Editor or Table Editor (Data tab) if
you want to preserve current data or run an UPDATE or DELETE statement if you want to make sure you
can rollback. The transaction itself only has effect on those table types that supports transactions.

Constraints
Currently, only the InnoDB table type supports Foreign Key constraints. All other table types only
support Primary Key or Unique Constraints, Check Constraints are not supported.

14.5.2 Enterprise Manager
14.5.2.1 Registering a MySQL Server
In order to register a MySQL server, you need to fill out the dialog below, reached via the Enterprise
Manager and the Register Server button.
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Register a MySQL Server

Database Workbench needs the following information:
Alias

An user-defined alias name for the server - this is only used inside
Database Workbench.

Folder

An Enterprise Manager folder for grouping your server registrations.

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the machine where the MySQL server process
is running.

Port

The port at which the server process is listening for connections.

Username

The default username for databases.

Password

The password for the username given.

Use compression protocol

Enables the use of network compression.

If you click OK, Database Workbench will test the connection - if this succeeds, the server will be
registered and added to the Servers node in the Enterprise Manager.
There are additional options for network tunneling available on the extra tabs, or SSL options for a secure
connection.
14.5.2.2 Database Options
For a complete list of available options, see database registration options.
For MySQL, there are additional options available:
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Default table type

The default table type to use when creating a new table. If you
haven't editted the database options before, the application wide
options will be used, see MySQL Preferences.

14.5.2.3 Create a Database
After the Welcome page of the wizard, the following page is shown:

The Create New Database Wizard - page 2

It displays the following things:
Server
Username

Password
Database name

The server on which this database will be created.
The username used to create the database. This user will become the
database owner and the username used to connect to this database,
by default, from Database Workbench.
The password for the given user.
The name of the database, this should be conform to the OS file
specifications.

You can use the Finish button to create the database.
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14.5.2.4 Using the Enterprise Manager with MySQL
From the Enterprise Manager, you have access to all functionality related to MySQL.
In the Servers treeview, expand the registered server. This will show the following treenodes:

An expanded MySQL server

Databases
This node lists all the available databases on the server. Double clicking a database will connect and
open a Database Navigator window.

Context click on a database

The context menu for a database also gives you more possibilities:
Connect
Create New Database
Database Options
Backup Database
Drop Database

Backup
This node lists the different backup projects available for this server.

Server Administration
Under this node, you can find several items to administer and monitor your MySQL server.
For more information, see:
Processes
Properties & Status

User Manager
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Doubleclicking this node starts the User Manager, used to add, modify and delete server users.
14.5.2.5 User Manager
The MySQL User Manager is an easy to use tool. Simply double click the User Manager node in the
Enterprise Manager and the User Manager will open - alternatively, use the context menu
Administration & Maintenance | User Manager.
You should have registered the server with a valid root password in order to create users.

The MySQL User Manager

Selecting a user and using the Edit User button will open the User Properties dialog.

The User Properties Dialog
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If you create a new user, this dialog will appear as well - but empty of course. If you're modifying a user,
and you don't want to modify the password - be sure to NOT change the current value in the Password
and Confirm edit boxes.
The bottom part of the dialog has two tabs, one for the server global privileges and once for the privileges
on a per database basis.

Database Specific Privileges of a user

By using the buttons on the right, you can set specific properties for a database for the user, you can
then select or deselect the privileges you want for this user under the grid.
Exiting this dialog by using the OK button will save the user information, using Cancel will, naturally,
cancel all changes.
For information about the different options, please see the MySQL documentation.
14.5.2.6 Server Administration
14.5.2.6.1 Processes

The Server Processes lists the processes relevant to you MySQL server. These can be internal
processes, or external ones, at client stations.

The Server Processes screen

For example, in the above screen, there are 3 processes, one of them (638) is connected to a database
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named Northwind. The Info column holds the current SQL statement.
You can kill a process by using the Kill Process button, or using the context menu on the list of
processes.
The Server Processes screen automatically refreshes the list every n seconds, where n can be adjusted
using the spin edit box on the top right of the screen - this refreshing can be paused by checking the
Paused checkbox and can be forced by using the Refresh button on the top left of the screen.
14.5.2.6.2 Properties & Status

The Server Properties window shows current server properties and status of variables etc. It also allows
you to perform FLUSH operations without the need to connect to your MySQL server yourself.
The window shows three parts:
Info
Status
Variables
In addition to the information displays, it allows you to FLUSH. Refreshing the information can be done
via the Refresh button on the toolbar of the window.

Server Properties - Info

Server Properties: Info

The Info tab shows information some information about your MySQL server process. Check the MySQL
documentation for the exact meaning of this information.

Server Properties - Status
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Server Properties: Status

The Status tab shows information as returned by MySQL from the SHOW STATUS command. You can
sort the values by clicking on the header of the columns, at the bottom there are 2 tabs showing either
the grouped values (click a node in the treeview on the left) or all properties.

Server Properties - Variables

Server Properties: Variables
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The Status tab shows information as returned by MySQL from the SHOW VARIABLES command. You
can sort the values by clicking on the header of the columns, at the bottom there are 2 tabs showing
either the grouped values (click a node in the treeview on the left) or all properties.

Performing a FLUSH
If you want to perform a FLUSH command, you can do that very easily by using the drop down button
from the toolbar. Selecting one of the menu options from the drop down menu results in performing the
corresponding FLUSH flushoption command.
14.5.2.7 Database Administration & Maintenance
14.5.2.7.1 Backup Database

If you regularly plan on creating a backup for a certain database, use the Back up and Restore nodes in
the Enterprise Manager. These will use backup and restore projects, saved to a file, so you can re-use
them at a later time.
For a quick backup, simply use the Back up Database node in the Database Navigator or from the
context menu for a database in the Enterprise Manager via Administration & Maintenance | Backup
Database. Both options will show the dialog below:
Note:
Database Workbench does not perform the backup, it instructs MySQL to create a backup and waits
for the result. This means the "backup folder" needs to be as seen locally to the server.

The Backup Database Dialog
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Click OK to start the backup, this might take a while and Database Workbench will be unavailable while
waiting for MySQL to finish the backup.
An explanation of the options:
Server

Server alias.

Database

A drop down with all available databases on the given server.

Backup folder

A valid folder local to the server, not your workstation PC. The
"browse for folder" dialog works only on your local workstation PC.

Backup all tables

A check box that let's you backup all tables without selecting
them.

Available tables/Tables to backup

Lists the available tables (tables with storage engine MyISAM) and
tables selected for backup.

14.5.3 Database Navigator
14.5.3.1 Using the Database Navigator with MySQL
The Database Navigator, in addition to it's standard functionality, offers MySQL related functionality under
the Management & Maintenance node.
You'll notice that schema objects in MySQL don't display dependencies, as MySQL doesn't support
that.

Management & Maintenance node
The Management & Maintenance node offers more functionality.

Additional functionality in the Database Navigator

For information on Management & Maintenance topics, see:
Analyze and Optimize Tables
Check & Repair Tables
14.5.3.2 Analyze & Optimize Tables
Selecting this option from the Database Navigator will open a window and automatically perform an
"ANALYZE TABLE" command on all MyISAM and BDB tables (the command isn't supported for other
table types).
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Analyze and Optimize Tables window

There are two buttons at the top of the screen - the left one will perform the ANALYZE command for all
tables, this already is automatically done for all tables when the screen gets openened.
The right button will perform an OPTIMIZE TABLE command for the selected tables.
See the MySQL documentation for more information on these commands.
14.5.3.3 Check & Repair Tables
Selecting this option from the Database Navigator will open a window that allows you to perform a
"CHECK TABLE" command on all MyISAM and InnoDB tables (the command isn't supported for other
table types).
There are several options to set before checking, this can be done via the drop down menu on the Check
Tables button in the window.
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Check and Repair Tables

Check the MySQL documentation for the options on CHECK TABLE.
The second button allows you to perform a "REPAIR TABLE" command on the selected tables - again,
several options are allowed and these can be set via the drop down menu on the Repair Table button.
Note:
REPAIR is only performed for MyISAM tables.

14.5.4 Editors
14.5.4.1 Table Editor Options
As you can see below, the Options tab is important in MySQL.
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MySQL Table Options

The Storage engine box will hold the names for the available storage engines, it will default to whatever
you set for it in the Preferences or what you set in the Database Options.
If your storage engine will be Merge, then the Merge Options area becomes enabled and you can set the
options for merge tables.
The Default Characterset and Default Collation is visible for MySQL 4.1 and up.
14.5.4.2 Event Editor
When creating a new Event in the editor, you can name your event for easier reference.
The Event type box has two choices: Recurring or Run Once. The sections below the Preserve checkbox
will be enabled or disabled depending on the choice in this box.

MySQL Event Editor
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For a Run Once event, you need to specify a date and time at which it should run and enter SQL to be
executed.
A Recurring event can be more complex with regard to when it runs. You can specify the optional start
and optional end date time values and an interval. Database Workbench comes with a set of predefined
intervals that might be of use to you.
See also: Date and Time Editing

14.5.5 Printing
14.5.5.1 Schema Printing and MySQL
When you're printing tables and columns with MySQL, there's a column Attributes in the report.

The Attributes column for table columns

Column attributes are listed here - each column can have zero or more column attributes.
The following attributes are available:
+
Autoincrement
U
Unsigned
Z
Zerofill
B
Binary

14.5.6 Preferences
14.5.6.1 MySQL Preferences
Below is explanation of the MySQL specific preferences available in Database Workbench:

Option
Query timeout
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Default storage engine

Default isolation

14.6

When creating a new database, or when editing the database
options for the first time, the given storage engine will be used
as a default for all tables. This can be overridden in the
database options in the Enterprise Manager and when
creating the table.
The default transaction isolation used in the SQL/Script
Editor.

Oracle Database

14.6.1 Introduction
In this part of the Database Workbench help you will find all Oracle Database specific items. This
includes screenshots, specialized editors and settings and the meaning of general settings for Oracle
related tasks.
Quick links:
Registering an Oracle Server
Using the Enterprise Manager with Oracle
Using the Database Navigator with Oracle

Limitations
When using Oracle in Database Workbench, the following limitations apply:

Transactions
Oracle doesn't support metadata transactions. If a DML transaction is active, Oracle will commit it before
attempting to execute the given DDL.

14.6.2 Enterprise Manager
14.6.2.1 Registering an Oracle Server
In order to register an Oracle server, you need to fill out the dialog below, reached via the Enterprise
Manager and the Register Server button.
After registering, you will be asked if you want to run the Server Side Objects Wizard.
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Register an Oracle Server

Database Workbench can connect to Oracle via three methods:
Direct (TCP/IP connection, no need for the Oracle client software)
TNS Names (registered TNS sources at your work station)
TNS Connection Specifier, use the Oracle Instant Client and specify the connection details.
On some workstations, the "direct" connection might be faster and there's no need to register an Oracle
server with the TNS configuration. For the rest, both options are almost the same.
Database Workbench needs the following information for a connection:
Alias

An user-defined alias name for the server - this is only used inside
Database Workbench.

Folder

An Enterprise Manager folder for grouping your server registrations.

TNS Name

A TNS name as register on your local workstation.

Hostname

TCP/IP hostname for a direct connection.

Port

TCP/IP port on which your Oracle server is listening for connections.

Servicename

Instance ID for your Oracle instance.

Username

The default username for databases.

Password

The password for the username given.

Schema Filter
If you click OK, Database Workbench will test the connection - if this succeeds, you get the option to
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filter the schemas you want to see once you have established a session with your Oracle server. The
checked schemas will be visible in the Database Navigator, if you're the owner of a schema, this schema
will be "expanded" by default. The schema filter you are creating here is the default filter if you don't
create a new filter for each "connection profile".
Database Workbench shows two types of schema names:
1. Schemas with objects (called Schemas in the dialog)
2. Schemas without objects (called Users in the dialog)
Note:
The username/password combination that you're using when registering a server will also be used to
gather information about tablespaces, users etc... If you do not have access to the relevant areas in the
Oracle dictionary, you will not be able to use this functionality.
14.6.2.2 Using the Enterprise Manager with Oracle
From the Enterprise Manager, you have access to all functionality related to Oracle.
In the Servers treeview, expand the registered server. This will show the following treenodes:

An expanded Oracle servers

Connection Profiles
Clicking the Connect As node will open the Connection Profile dialog.

Connection Profile Dialog
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In this dialog, you can enter the username and password you're using to create an Oracle session. From
the drop-down box for username, you can select a previous profile if you like. Once connected, the
Enterprise Manager will add your newly created profile to the Connect As tree-node. You can double
click a connection profile to create an Oracle session.

Three different connection profiles

Double clicking a database will connect and open a Database Navigator window.
After connecting, Database Workbench will ask you if you want to modify the schema-filter. You can
also reach this functionality by right-clicking a connection profile and selecting Options.
This will display the following dialog:

Connection Profile Options

As you can see, you can filter the visible schemas and enter other options.

Security
Via this node, you can reach the User Manager and Role Manager.

The Security node

Double click the node of choice and create, edit or drop the users or roles.
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Storage
The Storage node gives you one or two options to edit Tablespaces or Rollback Segments.
If Database Workbench detects that your Oracle server doesn't use Rollback Segments, then this node
will not be visible.

Activity
Under this node, you can find two items to monitor your Oracle server.
For more information, see:
Processes
Blocking Locks
14.6.2.3 Security
14.6.2.3.1 User Manager

You can reach the User Manager via the Enterprise Manager. Double clicking the Users node will open a
window similar to the one below.

The Oracle User Manager

A list of all users will be displayed. Different columns are shown to get an easy overview of several of the
properties for each user.
The image at the far left of the window shows the current status of the user:
Lock: account is currently locked
Grayed: account is currently expired
Solid: account is currently active
The toolbar holds 3 buttons to create, edit or drop a user.
When editing or creating a new user, use the OK button to save your changes and the Cancel button to,
well, cancel your changes.
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Note:
The user you used to register your Oracle server needs to have access to views DBA_USERS and
DBA_TS_QUOTES for this feature to work.

Creating a New User
Using the New User button will give you this dialog:

Create New User dialog, page 1

On the first page, you can enter the user name and authentication information. Optionally, you can
expire or lock the account.
For further information regarding authentication methods, see the Oracle documentation.
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Create New User dialog, page 2

The Tablespace page allows you to enter the default tablespace this user will use and quotas for the
tablespaces. By default, there will be a quota of 0 megabytes. Either adjust the values or check the
Unlimited check box for no limit.

Create New User dialog, page 3

The third page of the dialog, Roles, allows you to add this user to certain roles as defined for this
database. The dialog lists the roles and the possible options:
Granted: user has this role
Admin: user can grant this role to other users
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Default: user will have this role active when connecting
The toolbar holds buttons to grant all roles, grant all Admin or make all roles the Default. The last button
revokes all given privileges.
For more information about Roles, see the Oracle documentation.

Create New User dialog, page 4

The last page holds a large list of system defined privileges that can be granted to the user. Again, there
are columns with possible options:
Granted: user has this privilege
Admin: user can grant this privilege to other users
The buttons in the toolbar are shortcuts to grant everything to the user or revoke all given privileges.
For more information about the available privileges, see the Oracle documentation.

Editing a User
Editing a user will show the same dialog as creating a new user and all properties can be modified
except the user name. Modify the user to your liking and use the OK button to save your changes to the
database.

Dropping a User
You can drop a user account by using the Drop User button. If the user has objects defined in its
schema, the following dialog will be shown:

The user has objects - do you want to force the drop?
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When selecting Yes, the user including all its defined database objects will be dropped. Use carefully!
14.6.2.3.2 Role Manager

The Role Manager can be reached via the Enterprise Manager. Double clicking the Roles node will open
up a window similar to this one:

The Oracle Role Manager

A list of all roles will be displayed, if the role requires a password, this should be displayed.
The tool bar holds 3 buttons to create, edit or drop a role.
When editing or creating a new role, use the OK button to save your changes and the Cancel button to,
well, cancel your changes.
Note:
The user you used to register your Oracle server needs to have access to view DBA_ROLES for this
feature to work.

Creating a New Role
Using the New Role button will give you this dialog:
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Create New Role dialog, page 1

On the first page, you can enter the role name and authentication information.
For further information regarding authentication methods, see the Oracle documentation.

Create New Role dialog, page 2

On the second page, Roles, you can assign the new role to existing roles by checking the check box in
the Granted column. By checking the Admin-column check box, you can give the role the rights to grant
the given role to other roles. The buttons in the toolbar are shortcuts for granting all roles or revoking all
privileges from the role.
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Create New Role dialog, page 3

The last page holds a large list of system defined privileges that can be granted to the role. Again, there
are columns with possible options:
Granted: role has this privilege
Admin: role can grant this privilege to other role
The buttons in the toolbar are shortcuts to grant everything to the role or revoke all given privileges.
For more information about the available privileges, see the Oracle documentation.

Editing a Role
Editing a role will show the same dialog as creating a new role and all properties can be modified except
the role name. Modify the role to your liking and use the OK button to save your changes to the
database.

Dropping a Role
By using the Drop Role button you can delete a role from the database. Any privileges inherited from this
role by other roles or users will be removed.
14.6.2.4 Storage
14.6.2.4.1 Tablespaces

You can reach the Tablespace Manager via the Enterprise Manager and the Storage. Double clicking
the Tablespaces node will open a window similar to the one below.
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The Oracle Tablespace Manager

The list displays the currently available tablespaces, their status and current size. From here, you can
create new, edit or drop tablespaces.
When editing or creating a new tablespace, use the OK button to save your changes and the Cancel
button to cancel your changes.
Note:
The user you used to register the server needs to have access to views DBA_TABLESPACES,
DBA_FREE_SPACE, DBA_DATA_FILES and DBA_TEMP_FILES for this feature to work.

Create New Tablespace
Using the New Tablespace button will open up a dialog similar to the one below:

Tablespace Dialog, page 1
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On the first page, you can enter the tablespace name and size properties. Mind you, the available
options depend on whether some other options are set. eg: Pct Increase is only available when
Dictionary extent management is selected.

Tablespace Dialog, page 2

On the next page of the dialog, you can create new datafiles or remove datafiles (while the tablespace is
still "new"). Each datafile can have sizing properties. If the tablespace is an existing tablespace, the
current size will be displayed next to the filename.
When editing filenames, make sure that the filename specification is local to the server.
For more information regarding the available tablespace options, see the Oracle documentation.

Edit Tablespace
Many options cannot be modified and are either disabled or read-only. Usually, datafiles cannot be
removed unless they're still "new".

Drop Tablespace
Use the Delete Tablespace button to remove a tablespace from your Oracle Database. Database
Workbench does not yet support dropping a tablespace including its contents, so attempting to do that
will raise the following error:
ORA-01549: tablespace not empty, use INCLUDING CONTENTS option
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14.6.2.4.2 Rollback Segments

You can reach the Rollback Segment Manager via the Enterprise Manager and the Storage node. Double
clicking the Rollback Segments node will open a window similar to the one below.
Note:
If your Oracle server does not use Rollback Segments, the Rollback Segments node will not be visible.

The Oracle Rollback Segment Manager

The list displays the currently available rollback segments, their status and current size. From here, you
can create new, edit or drop rollback segments. In addition to that, you can take rollback segments
OFFLINE and bring them ONLINE.
When editing or creating a new rollback segment, use the OK button to save your changes and the
Cancel button to cancel your changes.
Note:
The user you used to register the server needs to have access to views DBA_ROLLBACK_SEGS,
DBA_SEGMENTS and V$ROLLSTAT for this feature to work.

Creating a New Rollback Segment
Use the New Rollback Segment to start the dialog as shown below:
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The Rollback Segment dialog

Here you can specify the Rollback Segment attributes.
By using the "[default]" for the extent attributes, you're using the database defaults.

Editing a Rollback Segment
Double clicking a rollback segment will show the Edit Rollback Segment dialog, similar to the one
above.
Some options might be read only, like the name and tablespace.
Using the Online checkbox you can take the rolback segment offline or bring it online, see below.

Dropping a Rollback Segment
You can only drop a rollback segment with a status of OFFLINE. When using the Drop Rollback
Segment button, you will be asked to confirm and if you choose Yes, the rollback segment will be
dropped.

Take a Rollback Segment Offline
If you take a rollback segment offline, it will no longer be used by Oracle to hold data needed to rollback
DML statements. Once taken offline, you can drop the rollback segment.
You can take a rollback segment offline by selecting an active rollback segment and using the Tak e
Offline button.

Take Offline button

After the confirmation, Database Workbench will attempt to take the rollback segment offline. In case of
errors, you will get a message and the rollback segment will stay online. If the status changes, the
image for the rollback segment will change to a "grayed" image.
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Bring a Rollback Segment Online
You can bring a rollback segment back online so that it's available for use by using the Bring Online
button.

Bring Online button

After bringing a rollback segment online, the image of the rollback segment will change to an active one.
14.6.2.5 Server Administration
14.6.2.5.1 Processes

You can reach the Server Processes window via the Enterprise Manager and the Activity node. Double
clicking the Processes node will open a window similar to the one below.

The Oracle Server Processes window, processes grouped per workstation

From this window, you can view active sessions on your Oracle server and kill the sessions if you have
the privileges to do so.
As you can see in the above screenshot, there are 4 different views on all processes. Three of the tabs
offer grouped lists of sessions, making it easier to see what's going on.
You can kill a process by using the Kill Process button or right click a session and select Kill Process
from the popup menu.
The window will automatically refresh itself each number of seconds as is shown in the spin-edit, unless
the Paused check box is checked.
You can sort the sessions by clicking on the header bar columns.
Note:
The user you used to register the server needs to have access to views V$SESSION and V$PROCESS
for this feature to work.
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14.6.2.5.2 Blocking Locks

You can reach the Block ing Lock s window via the Enterprise Manager and the Activity node. Double
clicking the Block ing Lock s node will open a window similar to the one below.

Blocking Locks - Locks Per Process

The windows holds information about who is blocking who and with what kind of lock on which object.
The Lock ing User is the user holding the lock. The locking session can be killed (so that other sessions
can continue) by using the Kill Lock ing Session button. Be careful though, any uncommitted changes for
this session will be lost.
The window will automatically refresh itself each number of seconds as is shown in the spin-edit, unless
the Paused check box is checked.
Note:
The user you used to register the server needs to have access to views V$SESSION, V$ACCESS and
V$LOCK for this feature to work.

14.6.3 Database Navigator
14.6.3.1 Using the Database Navigator with Oracle
Once an Oracle session has been established, the Database Navigator will be used to navigate around
schema objects.
For Oracle, the Database Navigator can hold one or more Schemas, all of which can be browsed,
searched and modified.
Below is an example screenshot of an Oracle session and a Database Navigator with several schemas:
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As you can see in this screenshot, this Database Navigator holds
several schemas, including HR, OE, SCOTT, SYS and SYSTEM.
When opening the SQL Editor/Script Editor, the default session
schema is the same as the logged in user. Any Object Editor that will
be opened will have the same schema selected by default as well.
Note: cross-schema foreign key constraints will only show up if you
also have the parent schema available in the list (see connection
profile options).

Multiple Oracle schemas

14.6.4 Editors
14.6.4.1 Table Editor Options
Depending on the table type, the Oracle Table Editor has different items on the Options tab.
You can edit the primary key constraint name for new tables.
The cache checkbox tells Oracle to store data blocks of this table in the buffer cache.
Database Workbench supports the following Oracle table types:
Standard
Temporary
Index Organized
What is visible as the available options depends on the selected table type.

Standard
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A standard Oracle table

The standard table has a lot of storage options. Wherever it says [default] it means it will use the Oracle
default value and not include the options in the metadata statement Database Workbench generates for
this table.
If you do not select an option, eg for Tablespace, it will not be included in the metadata statement
Database Workbench generates for this table.
See also:
Oracle Tables
Oracle Physical Storage Options
Back to Top

Temporary

An Oracle temporary table options

A temporary table is a table with transaction specific rows available. If the transaction ends, the rows will
be either deleted or preserved, but no other transaction will be able to see them.
See also: Oracle Temporary Tables
Back to Top
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Index-Organized
Data in an Index-Organized table is stored in a B-tree like index structure according to the primary key
values. Data in such a table is sorted, unlike a normal table, where the data has no specific order.
See also:
Oracle Index Organized Tables
Oracle Physical Storage Options
Back to Top
14.6.4.2 Materialized View Options
While the first tab on the Materialized View Editor allows you to enter or create the SQL statement that
creates the result for the view, the Options tab is equally important.

Oracle Materialized View Editor

The Options tab holds many options.
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Oracle Materialized View Options

Many options depend on other options. For example, the Refresh Mode dictates whether the boxes in
the Refresh Options section are enabled or not. If you enable the Next item, you can enter an expression
that evaluates to a date and time value. You can use the button to the right of the control to select one of
the pre-defined intervals.
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Interval Expressions

As the result set is physically stored, you also have to specify Oracle Storage Options.
See also:
Oracle Materialized Views
Oracle Physical Storage Options
14.6.4.3 Job Editor
With the Oracle Job Editor, you can create, modify and drop jobs for the Oracle Scheduler.
As you cannot give names to Oracle Jobs, the editor will not allow you to enter a name when you create
a new job.

Oracle Job Editor with a new Job

The Brok en checkbox shows the user if the job is considered broken by Oracle, this is only available for
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existing jobs.
The Run At tells you when the job should be ran the first time, while Interval allows you to create an
expression that returns a valid value for it. When using the drop down button, there's a list of handy
shortcuts to create an interval for you.

Create an interval for the job

When you save the job, Database Workbench will send the job to the Oracle server and return the new
job number as it's name. This job number can then be used when modifying or dropping the job.
See also: Date and Time Editing

14.6.5 Tools
14.6.5.1 Server Side Objects Wizard
The Server Side Objects Wizard of Database Workbench allows you to create the required objects for
additional functionality in Database Workbench to be used with your Oracle server.
Currently, the only feature that requires a server side object, is the Plan Analysis in the SQL Editor.
If you don't choose to run the Wizard after you've registered the server, you can also reach it via the
context menu on a registered Oracle server.

Oracle Server Context Menu

You can use the wizard to do 3 things:
Create the server side objects
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Remove the server side objects
Create a script to create the server side objects
The resulting objects will be installed in their own schema, named "DBW" (short for Database
Workbench).

Starting page of the Server Side Object Wizard

Installing, upgrading or removing objects
Installing, upgrading or removing requires that you enter authentication details for a user with the
following privileges:
create any user
drop user
create any table
select, insert, update, delete any table
grant any privilege
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Authentication Page of the Server Side Object Wizard

After entering the correct authentication details and selecting either Install or upgrade or the Remove
option, proceed to the last page.
The last page will show the progress for the selection action.

Creating a Script for the Server Side Objects
Select the second option in the Wizard and go to the next page.
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Create Script Page of the Server Side Object Wizard

On the Create Scripts page, you have 3 choices on where the generated script should end up. Using the
Finish button will create the script and use the target you selected. You can use this script to create the
server side objects that Database Workbench uses on multiple servers.
14.6.5.2 PL/SQL Debugger
Database Workbench comes with a Stored Routine Debugger tool. You can reach this tool by using the
context menu in the Database Navigator on any Stored Procedure, Stored Function or Package and
selecting Debug Procedure, Debug Function or Debug Routine in Package. In the case of a
package, the context menu will show the routines in the package in a submenu and you should click a
specific routine.
Read the generic topic on the debugger first.
With Oracle, the server side debugging module needs to have "debug information" available, each routine
you want to debug and step through line by line needs to be compiled with debug information. Database
Workbench let's you compile a routine with debug information by using the context menu and select
Compile With Debug Information.
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Compile With Debug Information

Database Workbench will automatically compile the routine that you will be debugging as the most
"outer" routine with debug information as soon as you start the debugger, routines you want to Trace
Into, you need to compile with debugging information yourself. Obviously, when compiling a package with
debug info, the complete package will contain the debugging information.
When debugging a package, Database Workbench will display the package-body in the code window. If
you use Trace Into to a subroutine in the package, there will not be a new tab opened, but the "current
line" will jump to another routine in the same window.

Debugging a package

Below is an example screenshot of a trace into action. The MyFunction routine calls the Multiply routine.
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Traced into Multiply from the routine MyFunction

Note:
The Oracle debugger in Database Workbench does not support the following debug windows:
Watches, Last Statement and Messages.
The Oracle debugger doesn't pick up variable names for a routine, you can manually define them by
selecting a variable name in the code window, using the context menu and selecting Add Variable.
This will create an entry in the Parameters & Variables debug window.

14.6.6 Preferences
14.6.6.1 Oracle Preferences
Below is explanation of the Oracle specific preferences available in Database Workbench:

Option
Default Isolation

14.7

Description
The default transaction isolation used in the SQL/Script
Editor.

NexusDB

14.7.1 Introduction
In this part of the Database Workbench help you will find all NexusDB specific items. This includes
screenshots, specialized editors and settings and the meaning of general settings for NexusDB related
tasks.
Quick links:
Registering a NexusDB Server
Using the Enterprise Manager with NexusDB
Using the Database Navigator with NexusDB
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Limitations
When using NexusDB in Database Workbench, the following limitations apply:

Server version support
NexusDB v3.0 and up are supported.

Transactions
NexusDB doesn't support metadata transactions. If a DML transaction is active, NexusDB will commit it
before attempting to execute the given DDL.

Scripts
Both the SQL Editor and Script Editor can be used to execute scripts. Do note, however, that Database
Workbench will not start a transaction if DML commands come after DDL commands, as the whole
script is sent to the server as a whole. If your script starts with a DML command, Database Workbench
will start a transaction.

14.7.2 Enterprise Manager
14.7.2.1 Registering a NexusDB Server
In order to register a NexusDB server, you need to fill out the dialog below, reached via the Enterprise
Manager and the Register Server button.

Register a NexusDB Server

Database Workbench can connect to NexusDB via three protocols:
TCP/IP
Named Pipes
Shared Memory
Optionally, Database Workbench can use a secure network transport if you provide the secure key.
If you have your NexusDB server running at another port than the default, modify the Port value in the
dialog. You can use the Get Servers flashlight button to discover running servers on your network if they
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have "respond to broadcast" turned ON, if not, enter the instance name and server hostname yourself.

Detect Servers button

Database Workbench needs the following information for a connection:
Alias
An user-defined alias name for the server - this is only used inside Database
Workbench.
Server
NexusDB server name: instance name followed by '@' and a hostname or IP
address (eg: NexusDBv3@testserver )
Port
Port that your NexusDB server is using to "listen" for incoming requests.
Username
The default username for databases.
Password
The password for the username given.
After a connection is established, you can filter the databases you want visible in the Enterprise
Manager.
Note:
If your databases need a different username/password or need more than one username/password
combination, then check the Options dialog.
14.7.2.2 Using the Enterprise Manager with NexusDB
From the Enterprise Manager, you have access to the databases on your NexusDB server.
In the Servers treeview, expand the registered server. This will show the Databases treenode:

An expanded NexusDB server

Database Workbench will list the databases available so you can connect to them.
Double clicking a database will connect and open a Database Navigator window. Alternatively, right click
on a database and select Connect As to connect including a username/password dialog.

Options
Right clicking a database and selecting options will display the following dialog:
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Database Options dialog

The General and Log Files tabs are handled in Database Options.
In the above dialog, you can specify a username/password to be used for this database only. You can
also specify multiple "table passwords" if your tables are encrypted. These passwords will be set for the
session after you've connected to your database.

14.7.3 Database Navigator
14.7.3.1 Using the Database Navigator with NexusDB
Once a NexusDB connection has been established, the Database Navigator will be used to navigate
around schema objects.
For NexusDB, the Database Navigator hold one Schema, that can be browsed, searched and modified.
Below is an example screenshot of a NexusDB session and a Database Navigator with a schema:
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You can browse and view database objects. As you can see,
the Database Navigator does not display the "dependencies"
nodes, as NexusDB doesn't keep track of them.

If you use the context menu on the Schema node, you can
clear or add session passwords to the current list of
passwords.

A NexusDB Schema
The context menu for a NexusDB schema

14.7.4 Editors
14.7.4.1 Table Editor Options
The options when creating a new table are available at the Options tab in the Table Editor. The default
options will be used if you don't modify them.
Below is an example screenshot of this tab for NexusDB.
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Table Options for NexusDB

As you can see, the Primary Key box lists the primary key, generated from a Name Template.
Next, is the default collation to be used for all character based columns for this table. The "[default]"
entry means the current operating system collation will be used. When specifying another collation than
the default, the collation compare flags become enabled (eg: Ignore non space). You can override the
default collation and codepage settings at the Columns tab for each character based column by
selecting another collation and codepage there and using the button at the Options column. This will
display a small dialog in which you can change the compare flag options.
Each collation has an implicit codepage which can be overriden by using the Default Codepage drop
down box.
The items in the Storage group allow you to specify the way the NexusDB engine stores your rows on
disk and the initial size of the table as well as the growth if the current allocated space becomes too
small.
When using encryption for a table, specify the password (twice) in the Encryption group. If you use
encryption, make sure to use session passwords when connecting because if you don't, you cannot
access the data in this table.

14.7.5 Preferences
14.7.5.1 NexusDB Preferences
Below is explanation of the NexusDB specific preferences available in Database Workbench:
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Option
Query timeout

Description
The default query timeout for the SQL/Script Editor. This can
be modified in the editor.

Use "live" queries in SQL Editor

The default setting for "live" in the the SQL/Script Editor. This
can be modified in the editor.
The default storage engine to use when creating new tables,
you can modify this in the Table Editor Options when creating
a new table.
The default transaction isolation used in the SQL/Script
Editor.

Default storage engine

Default Isolation
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14.8.1 Introduction
In this part of the Database Workbench help you will find all Sybase Anywhere specific items. This
includes screenshots, specialized editors and settings and the meaning of general settings for Sybase
Anywhere related tasks.
Quick links:
Registering a Sybase Anywhere Server
Create a Database
Using the Enterprise Manager with Sybase Anywhere
Using the Database Navigator with Sybase Anywhere

14.8.2 Enterprise Manager
14.8.2.1 Registering a Sybase Anywhere Server
In order to register a Sybase Anywhere server, you need to fill out the dialog below, reached via the
Enterprise Manager and the Register Server button.
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Register a Sybase Anywhere Server

Database Workbench needs the following information:
Alias

An user-defined alias name for the server - this is only used inside
Database Workbench.

Folder

An Enterprise Manager folder for grouping your server registrations.

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the machine where the Sybase Anywhere
server process is running.

Engine

The engine instance name.

Client library

The client library to use to connect to SQL Anywhere, if no library is
entered, Database Workbench tries to load a library from the Windows
path.

Username

The default username for databases.

Password

The password for the username given.

If you click OK, Database Workbench will test the connection - if this succeeds, the server will be
registered and added to the Servers node in the Enterprise Manager.
Under Visible Databases you can filter the list of database you see in the Enterprise Manager, this list
will fill itself after the connection succeeds.
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14.8.2.2 Database Options
For a complete list of available options, see database registration options.
For Sybase Anywhere, there are additional options available:

Additional Database Options

The username/password combination by default is the same as the server registration, but you can
override it here or check the Prompt for password box so that Database Workbench will prompt you to
enter a password every time you connect to the database.
14.8.2.3 Create a Database
After the Welcome page of the wizard, the following page is shown:

The Create New Database Wizard - page 2

It displays the following things:
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Server
Main database file
Transaction log file
Mirror log file
Page size
Pre-allocate space

The server on which this database will be created.
The main database file that automatically includes a database space
"SYSTEM".
The file that holds transaction information, check the box to enable the
edit box.
An additional log file, check the box to enable the edit box.
The size in bytes of each database page.
This allows you to create an empty database files of the specified size
instead of letting the file grow while it's filling with data.

You can use the Finish button to create the database or click Next for more options.

The Create New Database Wizard - page 3

Check the Sybase Anywhere documentation for more information on these options.

The Create New Database Wizard - page 4

Enter the DBA-user name and password or leave the defaults.
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The Create New Database Wizard - page 5

A database needs to be started at a server before it can be used. Database Workbench can do this for
you and you can enter a running database name. Additionally, you can connect to the database after
creating it.

14.8.2.4 Using the Enterprise Manager with Sybase Anywhere
From the Enterprise Manager, you have access to all functionality related to Sybase Anywhere.
In the Servers treeview, expand the registered server. This will show the following tree nodes:

An expanded Sybase Anywhere server

Databases
This node lists all the available databases on the server. Double clicking a database will connect and
open a Database Navigator window.
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Context click on a database

The context menu for a database also gives you more possibilities:
Connect
Create New Database
Database Options
Backup Database
Drop Database

Backup
This node lists the different backup projects available for this server.

Server Administration
Under this node, you can find several items to administer and monitor your Sybase Anywhere server.
For more information, see:
Connection Monitor
14.8.2.5 Server Administration
14.8.2.5.1 Connection Monitor

The Connections Window lists the connections currently existing on your Sybase Anywhere server.

The Connections screen

For example, in the above screen, there is 1 connection to the Demo database.
You can disconnect a connection by using the Drop Connection button, or using the context menu on
the list of processes.
The Connections screen automatically refreshes the list every n seconds, where n can be adjusted using
the spin edit box on the top right of the screen - this refreshing can be paused by checking the Paused
checkbox and can be forced by using the Refresh button on the top left of the screen.
14.8.2.6 Database Administration & Maintenance
14.8.2.6.1 Backup Database

If you regularly plan on creating a backup for a certain database, use the Back up and Restore nodes in
the Enterprise Manager. These will use backup and restore projects, saved to a file, so you can re-use
them at a later time.
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Double-click the Back up node to show a window with the details below.
Note:
Database Workbench does not perform the backup, it instructs Sybase Anywhere to create a backup
and waits for the result.

Backup Database Options

Click OK to start the backup, this might take a while and Database Workbench will be unavailable while
waiting for Sybase Anywhere to finish the backup.
An explanation of the options:
Server

Server alias.

Database

A drop down with all available databases on the given server.

To folder/To file

Select whether to create an image or archive backup.

Backup what

Select to backup the main database file, the transaction log or
both.

Transaction log

Select the action to take for the log when backing up.

Options

Additional options for creating the backup.

See also: Restore Database
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14.8.2.6.2 Restore Database

If you regularly plan on restoring a database, use the Back up and Restore nodes in the Enterprise
Manager. These will use backup and restore projects, saved to a file, so you can re-use them at a later
time.
Double-click the Restore node to show a window with the details below.
Note:
Database Workbench does not perform the restore, it instructs Sybase Anywhere to restore a
database and waits for the result.

Restore Database Options

By selecting an item from Back up project, you can copy the data as available in the Backup Projects
options, it will list the archive-type backup projects. Alternatively, select an archive yourself and enter a
database file name as well.
You can start the database after restoring it and make it available for connecting afterwards.

14.8.3 Database Navigator
14.8.3.1 Using the Database Navigator with Sybase Anywhere
Once a Sybase Anywhere connection has been established, the Database Navigator will be used to
navigate around schema and database objects.
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To the left is an example screenshot of a Sybase Anywhere session and a
Database Navigator with a schema.
There are currently no additional options available in the Database
Navigator.

Database Navigator for Sybase
Anywhere

14.8.4 Editors
14.8.4.1 Table Editor Options
The Options tab lists the available options when creating a new table.

Sybase Anywhere Table Options

Sybase Anywhere offers 3 table types: Normal, Global Temporary and Proxy.
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Table Type
Normal

Description
A normal table resides in the database in the specified tablespace.

Global Temporary

A global temporary table has persistent metadata, but volatile data.

Proxy

A proxy table is a table on another database server, linked via a Remote Server
registration. It can map to an existing table or create a new table at the remote
server.

The Free space entry allows you to specify the percentage of free space on each page the table
occupies. This empty space is used when the row size increases on updating it.
14.8.4.2 Event Editor
When creating a new Event in the editor, you can name your event for easier reference.
The Trigger box has three choices: Manually, By Schedule, By System Event.

Sybase Anywhere Event Editor

The different trigger types have different options.
Trigger
Manually

Description
No other options, you have to execute this event by yourself.

By System Event

A specific system event triggers the event, additional conditions can be entered.

By Schedule

When a specific date and time occurs, the event will be triggered. It can be
repeated on specific intervals or days.
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The Event Schedule dialog comes with a set of preset intervals that can be used from the drop down
menu.

Edit Event Schedule dialog

See also: Date and Time Editing

14.8.5 Tools
14.8.5.1 Stored Code Debugger
Database Workbench comes with a powerful Stored Code Debugger tool. You can reach this tool by
using the context menu in the Database Navigator on any Stored Procedure or Stored Function and
selecting Debug Procedure or Debug Function. Alternatively, use the Debug buttons in the object
editors.
Read the generic topic on the debugger first.
Note:
Sybase Anywhere uses a Java-based Stored Routine debugger interface and needs certain files at the
client side to work properly, see the Sybase Anywhere Specific Preferences.

Parameters & Variables
In this window, you will see the current value of any parameters and variables used in the procedure.
These values will be updated after each statement. The debugger will not pick up "variables" from the
variable declaration section when you start a routine, but will automatically add local variables as soon
as you go to the first line of the routine.

Testing procedure results
By using the SQL button on the toolbar, you can start an SQL Editor that uses the same transaction as
the debugger. With this SQL Editor, you can test your procedure result (eg: INSERTs or DELETEs)
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before COMMITting or ROLLING back the transaction.

14.8.6 Preferences
14.8.6.1 Sybase Anywhere Preferences
Below is explanation of the Sybase Anywhere specific preferences available in Database Workbench:

Option
Show object owner

Description
Turn this ON to show the object owner name in object names
in Database Workbench, this can be useful if you objects with
the same name but different owners.

Default Isolation

The default transaction isolation used in the SQL/Script
Editor.

Debugger Settings
In order to use the Stored Code Debugger, you need to properly fill in these settings.
Java Runtime
Environment
Java Virtual Machine
Java Classpath
Sybase Java Files

The folder of a working Java installation, eg: C:\Program Files\Java\jre1.5.0_11\
The Windows DLL that embeds the Java Virtual Machine, eg: C:\Program Files
\Java\jre1.5.0_11\bin\client\jvm.dll
The folder where the Java JAR files are stored, eg: C:\Program Files\Java
\jre1.5.0_11\lib\
The folder where the Sybase Client JAR files are stored, these files should
include:
debugger.jar
jconn2.jar
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PostgreSQL

14.9.1 Introduction
In this part of the Database Workbench help you will find all PostgreSQL specific items. This includes
screenshots, specialized editors and settings and the meaning of general settings for PostgreSQL
related tasks.
Quick links:
Registering a PostgreSQL Server
Create a Database
Using the Enterprise Manager with PostgreSQL
Using the Database Navigator with PostgreSQL

14.9.2 Enterprise Manager
14.9.2.1 Registering a PostgreSQL Server
In order to register a PostgreSQL server, you need to fill out the dialog below, reached via the Enterprise
Manager and the Register Server button.

Register a PostgreSQL Server

Database Workbench needs the following information:
Alias

An user-defined alias name for the server - this is only used inside
Database Workbench.

Folder

An Enterprise Manager folder for grouping your server registrations.

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the machine where the PostgreSQL server
process is running.
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Port

IP port that the PostgreSQL server process is listening on for incoming
connections.

Username

The default username for databases.

Password

The password for the username given.

If you click OK, Database Workbench will test the connection - if this succeeds, the server will be
registered and added to the Servers node in the Enterprise Manager.
Under Visible Databases you can filter the list of database you see in the Enterprise Manager, this list
will fill itself after the connection succeeds.
14.9.2.2 Database Options
For a complete list of available options, see database registration options.
For PostgreSQL, there are additional options available:

Additional Database Options

The username/password combination by default is the same as the server registration, but you can
override it here or check the Prompt for password box so that Database Workbench will prompt you to
enter a password every time you connect to the database.
The visible schemas list is used to filter the available schemas once connected to the database.
Usually, you don't want to view the system generated schemas.
14.9.2.3 Create a Database
After the Welcome page of the wizard, the following page is shown:
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The Create New Database Wizard - page 2

It displays the following things:
Server
Database Name
Username
Password

The server on which this database will be created.
The name of the database.
Username of the user used to create the database.
Password for the given user.

You can use the Finish button to create the database or click Next for more options.

The Create New Database Wizard - page 3

At this page, you can set the additional options: who will be the database owner? Will the database be a
copy of another database or template database?
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This page is optional.
14.9.2.4 Using the Enterprise Manager with PostgreSQL
From the Enterprise Manager, you have access to functionality related to PostgreSQL.
In the Servers treeview, expand the registered server. This will show the following tree nodes:

An expanded PostgreSQL server

Databases
This node lists all the available databases on the server. Double clicking a database will connect and
open a Database Navigator window.

Context click on a database

The context menu for a database also gives you more possibilities:
Connect
Create New Database
Database Options
Vacuum Database
Analyze Database
Drop Database
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14.9.2.5 Database Administration & Maintenance
14.9.2.5.1 Vacuum Database

This will execute the VACUUM SQL statement for the database.
The server will reclaim storage occupied by old, but no longer relevant data or index data (eg: data that
was deleted, logically gone, but still physically existent).
The output of the command is displayed in the window.

Output of the VACUUM statement

14.9.2.5.2 Analyze Database

This will execute the ANALYZE SQL statement for the database.
The server will collect statistics about the contents of the tables in the database, the query planner can
then use these statistics to determine the most efficient execution plan for queries.
The output of the command is displayed in the window.
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Output of the ANALYZE statement

14.9.3 Database Navigator
14.9.3.1 Using the Database Navigator with PostgreSQL
Once a PostgreSQL connection has been established, the Database Navigator will be used to navigate
around schema and database objects.
To the left is an example screenshot of a PostgreSQL session and a
Database Navigator with a schema.
As you can see, multiple schemas are available, named public and second.
The database holds 4 schemas, listed under the Schemas node. The
schemas you have available can be filtered from the database options.
The last node, Management & Maintenance, can be used to quickly perform
maintenance for the connected database, Vacuum and Analyze are
available.

Database Navigator for
PostgreSQL
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14.9.4 Editors
14.9.4.1 Table Editor Options
The Options tab lists the available options when creating a new table.

PostgreSQL Table Options

PostgreSQL offers 2 table types: Standard and Foreign.
Table Type
Standard

Description
A normal table resides in the database in the specified tablespace.

Foreign

A foreign table is a table on another database server, linked via a Remote Server
registration. It maps to an existing table.

Standard Table Options
Besides a primary key name, the tablespace (you can also set a specific tablespace when you create
the database, but this can be overridden at the table level), and "fill factor", you can also use custom
auto-vacuum options for each table.
Use the Use custom auto-vacuum options checkbox to override the default options.

Foreign Table Options
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In order to create a mapping to a foreign table, you need to specify a remote server, registered for this
database, and additional options, that are remote server provider specific.
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Appendices

15.1

Appendix A - Terminology
Below is an explanation of terminology used in Database Workbench and the documentation. Italic
words signal for another term explained in this appendix.
Click the alphabet letter to go to the section:
A
K
U

B
L
V

A
ADO

B
BLOB

C
CLOB

C
M
W

D
N
X

E
O
Y

F
P
Z

G
Q

H
R

I
S

J
T

ActiveX Data Objects - a set of interfaces, defined by Microsoft, for universal
data-access.

Binary Large OBject - a bunch of binary data, sometimes also used for large
pieces of text.

Character Large OBject - basically a character/text BLOB.

Connection

A channel, usually via a network, to send instructions to a database engine in
the context of a particular database. It's also possible to establish a connection
to the server, without the context of a database.

Context Menu

The Windows operating system supports a "context menu" which can be
reached by using the secondary mouse button (for right-handed people, usually
the right mouse button). The menu will pop op (if available) with functionality
that applies to the current "context" - that is, functionality that applies to the
current window, tree-node etc... Also Popup Menu.

D
Database

1.

Database Engine

A collection of tables, views, constraints etc ("database objects"), also
Schema
2. A "database server", a process that accepts user requests to insert,
modify or delete information from a database.
An application/service that allows you to use a database. See also Server.

Database Object

See Object.

DDL

Data Definition Language - the SQL-like statements needed to create metadata
objects.

Delimited Identifier

Delimited, enclosed by double quotes - "example" - or sometimes square
brackets - [example] - are often used to use keywords or reserved words as
object names. In some database engines, using delimited identifiers also
makes the identifiers case sensitive. Also Quoted Identifier.
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E
External Function

Extended Stored
Procedure
F

G
Generator
H
Host

I
Identifier

381

An certain piece of functionality written in a host-language, instead of the
database engine language, that can be used from within a database. Usually a
shared library (DLL in Windows, SO in Linux). Also UDF.
The MS SQL Server term for an External Function.

See Sequence.
A PC machine, albeit your own local machine or a remote server machine,
reachable via your network. See also Server.

An object name for a certain database object, eg: table, view or index. See
also Delimited Identifier.

J

K
L

M
Metadata
N

O
Object

See Schema.

"Things" that can reside in your database or schema. Think of Tables, Views,
Indices etc... Also Database Object.

Object Editor

A specialized window to create, alter and drop specific Database Objects.

ODBC

Open Database Connectivity - a call-level interface for universal data access,
defined by Microsoft.
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P
Popup Menu

Q
Quoted Identifier
R

S
Schema

See Context Menu.

See Delimited Identifier

A collection of tables, views, constraints etc ("schema objects"), also
Database.

Sequence

A specialized database object to generate unique, sequential numbers. Also
Generator.

Server

1.
2.

SQL

Structured Query Language - (one of) the language(s) used to execute
instructions and queries on a database engine.

Statement

A single SQL or DDL instruction.

Server machine: a seperate PC with a database server process running
A database server process

T

U
UDF

User Defined Function - the InterBase and Firebird term for an External
Function.

V

W
X

Y
Z
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Appendix B - File Extensions
This is a list of file extensions used in Database Workbench, either by the application itself or standard
file extensions for related tools.

Extensio Description
n

Used in

.cmp

Data Compare Project

Data Compare

.ddl

Text File for SQL
statements

See the .sql extension.

.dml

Text File for SQL
statements

See the .sql extension.

.flt

Data Filter File

SQL Editor, Table Editor, View Editor, Materialized View Editor
in the Filter Builder.

.gdk

Database Backup Files

The default extension for an InterBase or Firebird database
backup.

.gtp

Grant Template

Grant Manager, holds a selection of privileges for database
objects.

.log

Text File for Server Log

InterBase or Firebird server log.

.pmp

Data Pump Project

Data Pump

.sff

Stored Function File

Stored Function Editor

.spf

Stored Procedure File

Stored Procedure Editor

.sql

Text File for SQL
statements

SQL Editor, Script Editor, Database Registration Options
(Session Recorder) and various other windows where SQL
files are used.

.sqp

SQL Pages Files

SQL Editor, Script Editor, editor contents of multiple so-called
SQL Pages.

.tdg

Test Data Generator File

Test Data Generator

.trf

Trigger File

Trigger Editor

.txt

Text Files

In various windows, to store text-log files and other text files.
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Index

BLOB
Editing in the SQL Editor
BLOB Editor
194

- %-

-C-

%FIELD%
122
%REFTAB%
122
%SHORTTAB%
122
%TAB%
122

Case
Identifiers
59
Catalogs
Code and SQL Catalog
123
Introduction
121
Catalogs & Templates
Introduction
121
Characterset
Data Display
59
Check Constraint
Constraint Editor
102
Check Tables
MySQL
322
Child Windows
17
Classic
Firebird Architecture
273
InterBase Architecture
245
Clipboard
195
Code
Block Staples
137
Catalog
123
Completion
129
Dynamic Highlighting
137
Folding
137
Printing
115
Syntax Highlighting
38
Templates
135
Code Editor
Settings
41
Code Template
Editor
45
Collection Type
Editor
101
Column
88
Add/drop/edit
88, 92, 93
Duplicate
88
Specials
88
Comment Box
Diagramming
147
Compare
Database Objects
220
Files
188

-AActive Connection
61
ADO
Building a Connection String
25
Explorer
210
ADO/ODBC
Explorer
210
Alias
Editor
106
Firebird Database
275
Analyze Tables
MySQL
321
Assembly
Editor
107
AutoClose
136
Autocommit
75, 86
Auto-Complete
129
AutoEnclose
136
Auto-map
Data Compare
202
Data Pump
196
Automatic Model Validation
152

-BBackup
64, 320
Create a Firebird Database Backup
282
Create a MySQL Database Backup
320
Create a Sybase Anywhere Database Backup
364
Create an InterBase Database Backup
254
Database
64, 254, 282, 320, 364
Projects
64
Binary
Viewing and Editting Binary Data
194

82
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Compare
Schema
220
Text
188
Compile
with Debug Info
351
Completion
Code
129
Join
129
Conceptual Data Model
Datatypes
156
Domain Editor
156
Entity Editor
159
Explained
154
Generate Physical Data Model
166
Objects
154
Relationship Editor
162
Relationship Examples
165
Relationship Types
164
Connecting
to a Database
61
Connection
Active Connection
61
Connections
Sybase Anywhere
364
Constraint
Editor
102
Conversion Tools
Getting Started
12
Convert Data
Data Pump
196
Copy
Special
229
Create
98, 104, 105, 106
Alias
106
Assembly
107
Collection Type
101
Constraint
102
Database
61
Database Trigger
108
Database User
110
Domain
87
Event (MySQL)
324
Event (Sybase Anywhere)
368
Exception
105
External Function
105
Generator
104
Group
111
Index
102
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107
Job (MySQL)
324
Job (Oracle)
347
Job (Sybase Anywhere)
Materialized View
93
Package
98
Role
110
Schema
112
Sequence
104
Stored Function
96
Stored Module
98
Stored Procedure
94
Synonym
106
Table
88
Trigger
99
Type
100
UDF
105
User
110
View
92
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-DData
59, 82, 196
Characterset Display
59
Data Compare
202
Data Pump
196
Display
59
Editing in the SQL Editor
82
Exporting
209
Filtering in the SQL Editor
82
Grouping in the SQL Editor
82
Import
207
Printing
118
Test Data Generator
190
Transferring Data
196
Viewing and Editing Table Data
88
Viewing and Editting Binary Data
194
Data Compare
Auto-map (Table & Column Mappings)
202
Data Pump
Auto-map (Table & Column Mappings)
196
Convert Data while Transferring (Advanced Tips)
196
Create New Source SQL
196
Limit the number of rows (Advanced Tips)
196
Preferences
49
Database
59
Attach MS SQL Server Database
306
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Database
59
Backup
64, 254, 282, 320, 364
Comparing Objects
220
Connecting to
61
Creating a
61, 248, 277, 295, 314, 361, 372
Detach MS SQL Server Database
306
Firebird Database Properties
284
Firebird Database Shutdown and Restart
288
Firebird Database Statistics
285
Firebird Database Sweep
288
Firebird Database Validation & Repair
286
InterBase Database Properties
256
InterBase Database Shutdown and Restart
260
InterBase Database Statistics
257
InterBase Database Sweep
260
InterBase Database Validation & Repair
258
Locked Objects
301, 303
Migrating Objects
215
Monitoring InterBase Database Activity
263
Monitoring InterBase Database Connections
263
Monitoring InterBase Database Memory
265
Monitoring InterBase Database Performance
264
Monitoring InterBase Queries
263
MS SQL Server Database Offline and Online
306
MS SQL Server Database Properties
304
Options
59, 295, 313, 361, 372
PostgreSQL Database Analysis
375
PostgreSQL Database Vacuum
375
Preload Objects
59
Registering a Firebird
275
Registering an InterBase
247
Registration Options
59
Restore
255, 283, 366
Space Usage MS SQL Server
308
Terminology
380
Database Encryption
InterBase
267
Database Navigator
Introduction
67
Navigator
68
starting the
61
using the
67
using with Firebird
289
using with InterBase
261
using with MS SQL Server
307

using with MySQL
321
using with NexusDB
356
using with Oracle
342
using with PostgreSQL
376
using with Sybase Anywhere
366
Workspace
71
Database Objects
Assembly Editor
107
Database Trigger Editor
108
Job Editor
107
Database Trigger
Editor
108
Database User
Editor
110
Database Workbench Editions
Basic
14
Enterprise
14
Lite
14
Pro
14
Datatypes
Conceptual Data Model
156
Physical Data Model
175
Date Editing
26
dbw4_srvr
6
Debug Info
Compile
351
Debugger
Basics
234
Overview
234
Package
239
Stored Function
238
Stored Procedure
238
Trigger
241
Debugging
Packages
351
PL/SQL
351
Stored Functions
351
Stored Procedures
351
Delimited Identifiers (Terminology)
380
Describe Companion
189
Description
Preferences
31
Diagram
Explorer
141
Size
141
Diagram Editor
Model Options
151
Model Validation
152
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Diagram Editor
Printing
151
Sub-diagrams
150
Diagramming
Comment Box
147
Conceptual Data Model
154
Create Link
144
Create Object
144
Delete Object
144
Edit Object
144
Editor Overview
141
Explained
141
Format
144
Formatting Properties
149
Introduction
141
Move Object
144
Objects
147
Physical Data Model
171
Region
147
Using the Diagram Editor
144
Diagramming Tools
Getting Started
13
Docking
21
Domain
Editor
87
Domain Editor
Conceptual Data Model
156
Physical Data Model
175
DSA Dialogs
29
Duplicate
Column
88
Object
212

-EEdit
Date & Time
26
Editing
Data in the SQL Editor
82
Date & Time
26
Editor
Diagram Editor Overview
141
Replace
127
Search
127
Editors
98, 104, 106
Alias Editor
106
Assembly Editor
107
BLOB Editor
194
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Collection Type Editor
101
Constraint Editor
102
Database Trigger Editor
108
Database User Editor
110
Domain Editor
87
Event Editor (MySQL)
324
Event Editor (Sybase Anywhere)
368
Exception Editor
105
External Function Editor
105
Generator Editor
104
Group Editor
111
Index Editor
102
Introduction
74
Job Editor
107
Job Editor (MySQL)
324
Job Editor (Oracle)
347
Job Editor (Sybase Anywhere)
368
Materialized View Editor
93
Package Editor
98
Role Editor
110
Schema Editor
112
Script Editor
86
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377
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Restore
Database
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Restoring a Sybase Anywhere Database
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255
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Editor
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Search
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Register a Server
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Getting Started
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Debugger
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PL/SQL Debugger
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Stored Module
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Stored Procedure
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Debugger
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Editor
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Executing
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PL/SQL Debugger
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Stored Procedures
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Firebird Architecture
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Limitations
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Table Editor Options
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Table Options
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Using the Database Navigator
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Using the Enterprise Manager
363
Synonym
Editor
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Editor (MS SQL Server)
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-TTable
88
Editor
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Fragmentation MS SQL Server
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Viewing and Editing Data
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Table Editor
Physical Data Model
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InterBase
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MySQL
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Oracle
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